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Startup status
at a glance
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Startup
Introduction

Introducing the Venture
Capital [Murex Partners]

Murex Partners is an LLC-type venture capital established in 2017 and aims for theory-based
investment. Murex Partners has an operating scale of about 200 billion won as of May 2022, and
has mainly invested in Series A startups in the IT field. As of May 2022, we have invested in
about 35 startups, and representative examples include Yanolja, Pet Friends, Musinsa, and Fast
Five.

We recommend the startup [Glorang]

Company
introduction
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Glorang is running an online live class "Ggguge" for preschoolers and elementary
school students from 5 to 13 years old. In addition to general subjects such as
English and mathematics, you can take a variety of subjects such as art, music,
coding, and physical education in live classes directly from top-class teachers in
Korea. In terms of the number of classes and the number of registered teachers
and students, Glorang is the unrivaled No. 1 company among online live classes for
elementary school education in Korea, and the company is increasing its dominance
in the elementary school education market. Glorang has attracted more than 15
billion won in accumulated investment from domestic and overseas VCs, including
Murex Partners, to improve class content and class recommendation algorithms.
Furthermore, the company is developing a technology to diagnose a child's
emotional state, learning ability, and learning effect using class data. Glorang is also
preparing to advance into overseas markets such as Asia and North America after
2023, so it has promising growth potential as a global edutech startup.
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Introducing the Startup
[Glorang]

Glorang's main platform is 'Gguge', an online live kids school.
Gguge runs online classes for children. With the spread of
COVID-19, online education and untact education are in the
spotlight. Gguge has launched various classes such as dinosaur

02

class and ballet class. Since all of gguge's lectures are conducted
in real-time, the interaction between teacher and students is

스타트업 소개

available, so kids can concentrate well even though it's an online
class.

4차 산업혁명
Website
www.glorang.com

Student-centered education is a U.S. government-level education
system that recognizes the uniqueness of each child and helps
them develop their talents and abilities. It is the core value of
Glorang that emphasizes autonomy and nurtures creativity without
providing a uniform standard. We are providing our children with
the

best

teachers.

Children

can

find

their

dreams

while

experiencing and learning various fields through the gguge.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture
Capital [Honest Ventures]

Honest Ventures was established in February 2016 and is an LLC-type venture capital that
focuses on investing in technology companies in the IT and BT sectors. We have a wide range
of coverage including the initial stage of start-up, growth stage, and M&A, and are investing by
pursuing profitability and stability at the same time. As of the first quarter of 2022, we are
operating 8 blind funds and 5 project funds, and with a total of KRW 212.1 billion, we are
investing in startups with market-leading technology and business potential.

We recommend the startup
[Nine Corporation]
Nine Corporation is a startup that uses blockchain technology to
develop “Libplanet,” a game engine, and '“Nine Chronicles,” a game
developed based on “Libplanet.” Because games produced using
“Libplanet” do not require a central server and the transparency and
openness of
Company
introduction

blockchain decentralization are amplified, users can

directly participate in content creation. Also, since there are no
servers, the game will persist even if the game company closes down.
We decided to invest in Nine Corporation because we thought that the
company
introduced

can
to

create
the

cases
real

commercialization potential.
- 8 -
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Introducing the Startup
[Nine Corporation]

‘Nine Chronicles’ has secured a community of about 30,000 players
since its launch of global early access in October 2020. This year,
there was no separate revenue generated to focus on the user

02

growth of Nine Chronicles. However, we expect that sales through
B2B transactions with overseas partners can generate more than
KRW 1 billion per year due to the performance at overseas

스타트업 소개

vendors. We are in discussions with Animoca Brands, a global
blockchain

game

publisher,

to

establish

a

joint

venture

for

conducting a global GameFi builder business overseas. We will
advance the GameFi builder business on a global level to discover
more success stories like the Nine Chronicles.

4차 산업혁명
Website
www.nine-corporation.com

Nine

Corporation

was

found

in

August

2018

to

create

a

community-driven, serverless MMO game. With the support of the
Korea

Creative

Content

Agency,

'Nine

Chronicles'

has

been

developed and released to the world. Our mission is to “propose
high-quality community-driven gaming experiences to players and
encourage users to enrich their own experiences.”

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture
Capital [Translink Investment]

Translink Investment is a venture capital company that aims to revitalize the domestic startup
ecosystem and allow domestic and foreign startups to successfully advance into the global
market. Translink Capital, a Silicon Valley-based VC, co-founded it in 2015, and it is composed of
partners with long experience in CVC and VC industry, startup experience, and growth capital
investment experience.

We recommend the startup
[Next Kitchen]

Company
introduction
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Next Kitchen is a company with growth potential. The HMR market is growing at
a CAGR of 20% per year, and the juice market is growing at a CAGR of over
8% per year and is expected to grow to a total of more than 10 trillion won by
2023. Next Kitchen is bringing innovation to the FB market through data-driven
decision-making.
The FB manufacturing industry has grown in consideration of productivity and
economic feasibility by focusing on quantity rather than quality. Existing large
companies such as CJ, Ottogi, and Shinsegae have limited MOQ and insufficient
product development capabilities due to OEM manufacturing practices, so the
current average growth rate of the food manufacturing industry is around 3%.
Next Kitchen uses Kurly's data to analyze data on customers and competitors,
and reflect them in product development and manufacturing. As a result, the
company is growing at an unrivaled rate of 35% per year in the HMR market.
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Introducing the Startup
[Next Kitchen]
Business Certification
- Venture company

We started as a juice bar called Colin’s Green in 2014. In the same year, we
started our online sales and early morning delivery in the metropolitan area for
the first time among juice companies of the same type, and have been doing
business with only juice until 2018.

02

We still design and manufacture Colin’s Green, the No. 1 premium juice

brand in Korea. In 2019, we opened Colin’s Dining, a refrigerated convenience
food brand, and in 2020, we expanded to RMR, which commercializes

스타트업 소개

products from various famous offline restaurants in a form that can be
distributed.

All of the products described above are currently being sold through Market

Kurly, and we are the suppliers competing for first and second place in Kurly.
In the future, we want to be a leader in promoting K-food, a food designer

4차 산업혁명

loved by customers like iconic food brands such as Coca-Cola. Furthermore,

we want to become a company equipped with the organizational culture and
working style that the new generation wants the most.

After majoring in mechanical engineering, I worked for a large corporation and
a foreign management consulting firm, and had the experience of solving
management issues of many of the top 30 domestic companies. At that time,
I particularly felt that the food and beverage industry, which I was personally
interested in, was relatively less exposed to advanced administration and
organizational management. This phenomenon is even more pronounced when
looking at not only large food and beverage companies, but also mid-sized
manufacturers, who are hidden contributors, and even the food service industry.
If I can make a contribution to this industry through management and
operational innovation and make a startup-like impact, I think it will be helpful
not only to the industry but also to consumers. From opening a small juice bar
in 2014 to make juice called Colin’s Green to running a comprehensive
convenience food company called Next Kitchen, this philosophy has never
changed. By contributing to a broad product assortment, customer satisfaction
and the success of our partners, we view growth based on the most advanced
organizational culture and operating method as a true opportunity for innovation,
Therefore, we hope to become the best company than the biggest company by
attracting not only the best talents in the industry, but also talented people
who were not usually interested in the food industry.

Website
www.colinsgreen.com

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture
Capital [Inter Value Partners]

Founded in November 2016, Inter Value Partners is a venture capital company in which Viatron, a
KOSDAQ-listed company, is a major shareholder. Currently, the company is managing investment
assets of about 125 billion won in 5 cooperatives, and has a portfolio of about 60 companies in
various industries from the initial stage of PreA to Series AD, PreIPO, and PostIPO. Since 21, we
have been collecting money every year through multiple listings on the KOSDAQ, and our
representative portfolios include Alchera, Egtronics, APTC, Laserssell, Fount, DEEPX, 8PERCENT,
BHaptics, and Inscape. etc.

We recommend the startup
[Deep Inspection]

Company
introduction
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Deep Inspection is an AI startup that has source technology related to crack and defect
detection for public facility safety inspections using artificial intelligence object recognition
technology. The aging of domestic public facilities occurs over time, and the time and cost
burden of visual inspections increase as the number of public facilities subject to safety
diagnosis increases. In December 2019, Deep Inspection received the distributed deep
learning platform technology for deep learning high-speed learning from the Electronics and
Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI) and commercialized the AI deep
learning-based facility safety inspection automation technology by merging it with its own
HPC distribution processing high-speed technology inference.
The main business area of Deep Inspection is infrastructure such as tunnels, bridges, dams,
roads, and runways. For cracks and defects in each facility, the company takes images
through driving and acquires data through sensors, then conducts deep scanners for them,
and analyzes and evaluates them with AI-based SW (Deep Inspector) such as distributed
parallel processing methods.

We are actively carrying out our business targeting 40 domestic and foreign
companies.
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Introducing the Startup
[Deep Inspection]
Business Certification
- Venture company
- Innobiz

Intellectual Property Rights
I was able to focus on developing a business model relatively easily in the
early days of business as sales were steadily generated through the registered
patents related to facility safety. The biggest challenge in the process of growth
was getting the title of First Mover in the AI image processing industry and
maintaining that title.
Paving the way means having to go alone on a path that others have not
taken, and I believe that this cannot be done unless the founder has infinite
trust in himself and his employees.
As the name suggests, Deep Inspection is a venture company that develops
technologies and services to automate the safety inspection process of facilities
such as airports and dams based on deep learning and image data. Deep
Inspection's services are related to the safety of citizens. You may remember
the collapse of Seongsu Bridge and the collapse of Sampoong Department
Store in 1994. Prior to that, there were no laws and no government agencies
dedicated to managing facilities. The Facility Safety Act was enacted
immediately after the collapse. Since then, facilities have been inspected mainly
through visual inspection by inspectors for 26 years, but there have been many
problems in terms of cost, work period, and accuracy. Therefore, Deep
Inspection provides a fast, accurate and economical safety inspection of
facilities based on artificial intelligence and video.

02

스타트업 소개
4차 산업혁명

During my 15 years of working life, I began to think about the challenges of
new fields, innovation, and contribution to society. At this time, I decided to
start a business on the active recommendation of a successful senior
businessman who served as my mentor.
We chose a startup item for two reasons.
First, I thought that technological innovation was urgent in the labor-intensive
safety inspection/diagnosis/inspection field, and the ripple effect of the
innovation would be very large. Second, to some extent, I expected the
full-scale introduction of artificial intelligence technology in the field of safety
diagnosis and quality inspection centered on manpower.
Deep Inspection's technology was developed based on transparent and reliable
Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) technology to solve the existing black box
problem of deep learning. To promote a full-fledged expansion and establish a
sustainable service model, we recently launched a web service based on
Software as a Service (SaaS). Deep Inspection is leading the technology
development in the AI image processing industry with future-oriented artificial
intelligence technologies such as XAI, meta-learning, and deep learning
high-speed technology. The ultimate goal of Deep Inspection is to go beyond
facility safety inspections and become the best AI image processing technology
company in Korea.

- 18 domestic registration

Awards
- Award certificate from the
Minister of Science and
Technology (The Ministry of
Science and Technology)
- Award certificate from the
Minister of Land, Infrastructure
and Transport (The Ministry of
Land, Infrastructure and Transport)
- Award certificate from the
Governor of Gyeonggi-do
(Gyeonggi-do)
- Award certificate from the
President of Innobiz Association
(Innobiz Association)
- 2021 4IR AWARDS
(Money Today)

Website
www.deepinspection.ai

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture
Capital [We Ventures]

We Ventures is a startup in the VC industry where venture capitalists who have discovered
excellent startups have gathered.
We Ventures finds and invests in creative, challenging, honest, and sincere entrepreneurs. We
Ventures is a new VC in its 3rd year of establishment but has recorded the fastest growth in the
industry by exceeding the AUM of 380 billion won and investing in more than 100 companies so
far.

We recommend the startup [Lara Job]

Company
introduction

- 14 -

According to the gig economy trend, the labor market is also being
reorganized around non-regular workers. As a company that operates a
short-term part-time job matching platform ‘Dongnealba’, Lara Job is very
compatible with the rapidly rising job market centered on non-regular
workers. In addition, Lara Job has differentiated technologies from existing
short-term part-time job service platforms such as region-based, mobile-centric,
reverse proposal, and target matching.
Existing part-time job matching platforms are mainly web-based,
advertisement, and BM, so they have problems such as difficulty in matching
and low interaction. On the other hand, Dongnealba is a mobile-oriented,
regional-based part-time job matching platform that solves the problems of
existing services and presents a differentiated part-time job matching
platform.
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Introducing the Startup
[Lara Job]

The Dongnealba service, which Lala Job is currently focusing on, started a
local-based part-time job matching service, identifying that self-employed
people prefer people close to their residences when looking for part-timers.
The main characteristic of Dongnealba is that not only businesses such as
cafes and restaurants, but also individuals can post job postings. For
example, posts such as looking for someone to accompany the writer to
the hospital or someone to teach the writer a computer are also put up on
Dongnealba.
Another characteristic of Dongnealba is the reverse-proposal method. When
people looking for a part-time job enter their residence, work experience,
and desired working conditions, the employer first offers a job to the
part-timer. When an employer posts a job posting, the employer can check
a list of part-timers who meet the working conditions and can set the
desired distance, such as a 5km or 10km radius from the workplace.
Because it uses the reverse proposal method by business owners, it
enables fast recruitment and has a high employment success rate. We will
continue to strive to make Rarajob a job platform service that connects
people and jobs the most in Korea.

02

스타트업 소개
4차 산업혁명
Website
www.dongnealba.com

While preparing to start a business, I was looking for a short-term
job where I could work for a while. However, looking at the
existing job search platforms, I discovered that short-term jobs are
not diverse. I wanted to find a start-up or office-related job based
on my career, but most of them only had hard-working jobs such
as delivery and parcel service.
The need for people to work as much as they want, when they
want, is rapidly spreading. Companies also have a lot of needs to
hire only as much as they need, when they need. With this
thought, I thought that a flexible short-term job platform had great
growth potential. CEO Lee Jeonghee created Rarajob, a job

CEO’s
story

platform that addresses these needs.
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Introducing the Venture
Capital [Daekyo Investment]

Daekyo Investment is a venture investment company that has been established for about 10
years as an affiliate of Daekyo, a leading education company. It was established to contribute to
the nurturing and development of the venture industry, which is the foundation for the
sustainable growth of the Korean economy. Currently, we are the best venture capital company
leading the development of the venture industry, and we are realizing the spirit of ‘learning by
teaching’ through venture investment. Daekyo Investment is a venture investment company
composed of experts with various industry experiences and networks. We promise the success
and development of partner companies by providing value-up services that can maximize
corporate growth along with investment.

We recommend the startup [MADMADE]
MADMADE is a brand established with the goal of 'Let's solve various
social problems in the domestic pet market'. MADMADE has a
balanced nutritional diet that meets the nutritional standards for pet
food, and is a company that makes feed using HACCP-certified meat
and fresh domestic vegetables. As a premium raw food supplier for
pets, it has established itself as a brand that loyal customers
Company
introduction

consistently repurchase. We invested in this company because we
believe that the company can achieve scale-up, such as expanding
product lines, based on the brand it has established.

- 16 -
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Introducing the Startup
[MADMADE]
Business Certification
- Venture company

For pets, MADMADE is currently selling homemade feed called
eating

raw,

homemade

snack

Terricious,

natural

lactobacillus

Intellectual Property Rights
- 4 domestic registration

fermented vegetables, and goat milk yogurt snack named Kefious.

02

MADMADE's sales continued to increase in 2021, achieving a sales
growth of about 350% compared to the previous year. In particular,
as sales channels are expanded in the second half of 2021, sales

스타트업 소개

from external channels are also growing by 1.5 to 2 times each
month. We plan to expand our production facilities and increase

our professional staff to launch more diverse products and attract
new customers. We will do our best to make MADMADE's

4차 산업혁명

products accessible to more people in the future.

Website
www.smartstore.naver.com

MADMADE is always thinking about the health and happy life of
pets. To make healthy food for pets, MADMADE plans to introduce
a variety of natural food products made with fresh and good
ingredients that pets can enjoy.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Translink Investment]

Translink Investment is a venture capital company that aims to revitalize the domestic startup
ecosystem and allow domestic and foreign startups to successfully advance into the global
market. Translink Capital, a Silicon Valley-based VC, co-founded it in 2015, and it is composed of
partners with long experience in CVC and VC industry, startup experience, and growth capital
investment experience.

We recommend the startup
[Moranique]
The fashion e-commerce market for female consumers in their 50s
and 60s has high growth potential. Moranique is proposing curated
products for middle-aged consumers who have a high desire to
purchase online but have not been able to find a suitable shopping
mall.
Company
introduction

Moranique

maximizes

the

lock-in

effect

of

customers

by

introducing a highly intuitive purchasing method and a one-stop
consultation system. In addition, it focuses on improving the quality of
products and lowering the price by cooperating with experienced
domestic factories with a PB brand, rather than simply selling them.

- 18 -
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Introducing the Startup
[Moranique]
Business Certification
- Venture company
- Women’s business

In 2020, we started our business by creating content introducing products
and brands for middle-aged people on the Kakao Channel. As the number
of subscribers to the channel increased rapidly and products began to sell,
we were able to attract seed investment. By forming an internal IT team
based on the investment, we prepared our own platform and launched the
service in March 2021.
Moranique is curation commerce that has differentiated strengths in three
areas: curation that takes a fresh look at the middle-aged market, content
that depicts a beautiful middle-aged life, and a concierge who helps with
online shopping difficulties. Moranique's concierge is different from the CS
of general service. The concierge, an expert who has met customers in
person for a long time, has been working to solve the wide range of
needs of customers and blur the boundaries between online and offline
sales. When the work area that a person is performing is organically
connected with the automated functions in the app, “Moranique” can be
perceived by customers as if it were a style manager. For customers,
Moranique is “a reliable shopping manager with great discernment and a
warm body temperature.”

02

스타트업 소개
4차 산업혁명

I worked as an MD in the fashion retail industry, and I started my
own business after working as a buyer in charge of middle-aged
women's wear at the Shinsegae Department Store. I became very
interested in the fact that the middle-aged generation has their
own fashion needs and sensibilities that are different from the
younger generation. By providing those parts, I wanted to create
their own e-commerce where they can shop comfortably and
happily like an offline shop.
Moranique is not an intermediary or platform that collects and sells
simple products. Moranique's insight and responsibility as a
“curation commerce that proposes a beautiful middle-aged life” is
our greatest competitiveness. Moranique is drawing the future of
commerce now. We imagine being a part of our customers' lives
and enjoying daily life with them like friends, and creative content
flexibly connected with commerce.

Website
www.app.moranique.com

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture
Capital [Square Ventures]

As a 'Seed to IPO Solution Provider', Square Ventures preemptively and actively considers the
growth of investment companies. We are a limited liability company of three partners, composed
of experts with extensive experience in finance and startups. Our main investment fields are ICT
manufacturing/service, secondary batteries, and bio/healthcare, and we currently manage a total of
5 funds, with an operating scale of KRW 47.9 billion. The staff of Square Ventures with expertise
in each field suggest growth strategies to companies based on their experience in the VC field.
In addition, we discover and invest in prospective unicorn companies that will lead the future
market by sharing the value of technology through expertise and continuous interest in new
technologies.

We recommend the startup
[Vanilla Bridge]
In the United States, 40% of all couples meet online, and in Japan, 25% of
unmarried people use dating services. As such, since the 2000s, the preference
for dating through online channels has been on the rise.
The size of the untact dating market is also growing at 8 trillion won as of
2018, and the size of the market itself is increasing. Vanilla Bridge is composed
of 7 people including CEO Choi Sungman, who has a high understanding of

Company
introduction

dating services. Through data-based hypothesis testing and effective marketing,
the service has grown to more than 100 million won in monthly sales, and is
currently reaching 300 million won a month. Considering a team of excellent
people in a rapidly growing market, data analysis ability, and efficient marketing
ability, this startup has high growth potential in the rapidly changing dating app
market, so we invested in this startup.

- 20 -
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Introducing the Startup
[Vanilla Bridge]

We wanted to get rid of the prejudice that people who use blind
date apps only pursue casual encounters. We have created a blind
date application, Vanilla Bridge, used by people who want to have
a serious relationship or romance. Vanilla Bridge implemented the

02

familiar blind date culture on mobile so that the online relationship
is

not

just

a

one-time

meeting,

but

continues

offline.

By

스타트업 소개

introducing the matchmaker system, agents can introduce their real
acquaintances to members who want to go on a blind date.

Vanilla Bridge recently received a total of KRW 2 billion in
investment from Stone Bridge Ventures, Square Ventures, and Base
Investment. We want to use this investment as an opportunity to

4차 산업혁명

strengthen our existing business model and expand our new
business named ‘Would You Marry’.

Website
www.vanillabridge.com

Our business can make a social impact in a situation where a
decrease in the number of marriages and a decrease in the fertility
rate are emerging as social problems. Vanilla Bridge started to
cross the break-even point for the first time in the first half of
2021 with steady sales growth since its foundation in 2018. We
would like to thank the Vanilla Bridge users, and we will do our
best to provide good service in the future.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture
Capital [DSC Investment]

DSC Investment is a venture capital firm that invests in innovative entrepreneurs who will lead
the paradigm. Our investments tend to focus on in early-stage companies, but open to any
company with good teams and competencies. DSC seeks to become a venture capital firm that
will discover entrepreneurs with innovative ideas and dreams and help them realize their dreams
in this era when the growth of existing industries is stagnant and the Korean economy
desperately needs a breakthrough. Among the many VCs, DSC has our own values and purpose.
This means that as a company that values people, we value our commitments to the members,
investors and shareholders of the companies we invest in. As a venture capital company that
acts as a catalyst to change the world through investment activities, DSC is creating a culture
that allows people to take a break and time to think about new ideas and invest from a
longer-term perspective.

- 22 -
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Introducing the Startup
[Virtual Lab]
Business Certification
- Venture company

Our company was founded in 2016 and has been continuously
developing/providing services for 6 years now. Starting with the launch
of Materials Square, the main service, as a simulation platform for
research and development of inorganic materials in 2017, it has now
expanded the platform to fields such as organic materials and polymers
and developed machine learning-based materials that have recently
been in the spotlight in various fields.
Materials Square is a cloud-based engineering research platform
provided via the web. When introducing methodologies that have
recently been drawing attention concerning digital twins, such as
simulation and machine learning, there are entry barriers such as
purchasing high-performance computing servers and software and
having to learn how to use them. Materials Square provides a research
environment where any material/chemical researcher can utilize digital
technologies such as simulation and machine learning for R&D without
difficulties in these entry barriers by providing simulation software as a
service along with a cloud computing server.

Intellectual Property
Rights
- 1 domestic registration

02

스타트업 소개
4차 산업혁명
Website
www.virtuallab.co.kr

I majored in New Materials Engineering Simulation in graduate school.
While in graduate school, I thought that simulation will play a role in
more fields in the future as the performance computers get better
and the scale of materials gets smaller. However, I also found that
the diffusion of simulations is very slow due to various barriers to
entry that arise from the introduction of simulations. To solve this
problem, I developed a very simple web platform based on my IT
skills and knowledge and used it with my lab colleagues. As a result,
I was able to confirm that the platform can significantly lower the
barriers to entry for introducing simulation into research. It is
important to do good research, but I thought it is also very important

CEO’s
story

to provide an environment where more people could do good
research, so I decided to start a business to achieve this goal.
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Introducing the Venture
Capital [BTC Investment]

BTC Investment aims to help bold and courageous entrepreneurs who want to actively create the
future through technology in the era of the 4th industrial revolution, which pursues the future of
hyper-connectivity.
We connect entrepreneurs, investors, academia, and industry professionals in the tech ecosystem,
and build expert networks, including technical and business talent. We actively utilize our network
to provide expertise and insight into the overall management of startups. With a wide
understanding and knowledge through experience in various industries, we want to be actively
involved in opportunities in various fields such as AI and big data, consumer products and
financial services, and biotechnology.

We recommend the startup
[Brandnew Tech]

Company
introduction
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Brandnew Tech, as a TIPS company selected by the Ministry of SMEs and Startups,
researches the technology that implements design with artificial intelligence, and
applies it to business, and operates vivivik.com, a design/printing platform. We
registered the first AI logo design patent in Korea, and several other patent
applications are pending. With Brandnew Tech's design service, consumers can directly
purchase automatically generated design content without a long-time-consuming
intermediate process in the existing design process, thereby dramatically reducing cost
and time.
Moreover, Brandnew Tech is envisioning a business model in which large businesses
and small business owners can coexist with each other, with a system that small
business owners can use for free without additional production costs by inserting a
portion of advertisements from large companies into posters, banners, and coupons.
For example, the advertising collaboration with Lotte Chilsung Beverage in June 2020
received an explosive response from small restaurant owners. Brandnew Tech will
gradually expand into a comprehensive design platform, and its goal is to enable
designers, small business owners, and founders to trade design services more easily
and efficiently.
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Introducing the Startup
[Brandnew Tech]
Business Certification
- Venture company

Brandnew Tech was founded to enable high-quality design services,

Intellectual Property Rights

which can only be enjoyed by large corporations and entities with large

- 3 domestic registration

amounts of capital, to be used with little capital and effort in the
design industry. We will briefly explain Brandnew Tech's main services

02

such as artificial intelligence logo design service, print template service,
B2B design cloud service, and design agency service.

스타트업 소개

The AI logo design service is a function that automatically recommends

Awards
- Korea Mobile Awards 2019
(Ministry of Science and ICT)
- Welcome to TIPS(Korea
Institute of Startup and
Enterpreneurship Development)

optimal designs without limit by an AI algorithm when you enter your

company name, industry group, and desired design style. By using this
service, you can receive print template, production service, and

4차 산업혁명

template service that allows you to directly and easily produce various

marketing printouts. Brandnew Tech will take the first step toward a
world where there is no underprivileged class in design.

Website
www.vivivik.com

By combining design and technology, Brandnew Tech has created
vivivik.com, a web-based design platform that anyone can use
easily. With a clear brand identity, emotional design, and the
realization of our values, vivivik.com will continue to strive to
provide optimal designs to our users.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture
Capital [DSC Investment]

DSC Investment is a venture capital firm that invests in innovative entrepreneurs who will lead
the paradigm. Our investments tend to focus on in early-stage companies, but open to any
company with good teams and competencies. DSC seeks to become a venture capital firm that
will discover entrepreneurs with innovative ideas and dreams and help them realize their dreams
in this era when the growth of existing industries is stagnant and the Korean economy
desperately needs a breakthrough. Among the many VCs, DSC has our own values and purpose.
This means that as a company that values people, we value our commitments to the members,
investors and shareholders of the companies we invest in. As a venture capital company that
acts as a catalyst to change the world through investment activities, DSC is creating a culture
that allows people to take a break and time to think about new ideas and invest from a
longer-term perspective.

- 26 -
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Introducing the Startup
[Bereview]
Business Certification
- Venture company

Bereview, which knows better than anyone else about the value and usage of data based on
its experience in developing data-based services for a long time, provides an API that analyzes
reviews based on natural language processing technology and image analysis technology.
1. Provide API to analyze reviews based on natural language processing technology and image
analysis technology.
2. Provide a curation function as a backend to show reviews more effectively based on
techniques such as topic classification, sentiment classification, keyword extraction, and photo
composition classification.
3. Provide a product recommendation function based on review keywords and personalization
technology as a backend.
The ‘Review Curation Widget’ is being operated free of charge to popularize the review
analysis technology and is currently being installed in over 400 shopping malls.

Intellectual Property Rights
- 2 domestic registration

02

스타트업 소개
4차 산업혁명
Website
www.bereview.co.kr

Reviews are medium and important information for sharing a
buyer's experience with others, so many commerce operators want
to analyze and utilize reviews, but they often give up because it
takes a lot of time and money.
Bereview's review analytics API makes it easy to use high-quality
review analytics technology without the need for an AI developer.
By packaging the basic technology for analyzing and utilizing
reviews in Bereview, we support all e-commerce companies to
use reviews without any burden and let users enjoy their value.
We will grow into a company that leads the way to value and
utilize review data that is neglected in e-commerce.

CEO’s
story
-27 -

Introducing the Venture
Capital [KT Investment]

“We want to meet entrepreneurs who have big dreams and never give up passion, and who
possess high technology with expertise in the field.” KT Investment, established in 2015, is a
venture capital firm that invests in startups, which have the potential to create future innovations,
and is considering ways to develop together. We have invested in 73 companies so far, and are
managing 13 funds and assets worth KRW 273 billion won. Based on our investment experience,
we will become a venture capital that helps start-ups grow further.

We recommend the startup [Sangwha]
Sanghwa is a company that is always pursuing innovation. Sanghwa is
a startup that operates an urban smart factory, LBE, future media, and
barista robot businesses based on robot and media convergence
technology. It has more than 20 years of experience and expertise in
the industry. We expect Sanghwa to grow further by creating more
diverse reference results based on its robot and media convergence
Company
introduction

- 28 -

technology and industry experience.
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Introducing the Startup
[Sanghwa]

Sanghwa is constantly leading innovation through its own R&D
center.

Sanghwa

enjoys

working

actively

and

exploring

new

possibilities. Sanghwa has secured high-symbolic references such
as media art, metaverse engine, and untact, and is easing the

02

focus on specific companies by expanding the proportion of video
production in 21 years and diversifying sales channels.

스타트업 소개

In addition, it is restarting overseas expansion, which was delayed
due to the COVID-19 pandemic, such as the export of the robot
barista 'Billy USA model' to the US.

4차 산업혁명
Website
www.sangwha.com

Sanghwa, always promoting innovation, has been pursuing new
media that combines various technologies and content. From
real-time content such as AR and VR to complex immersive
content,

we

are

expanding

new

experiences

based

on

our

expertise.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture
Capital [Mega Investment]

Mega Investment is a venture capital firm that invests mainly in start-ups with high growth
potential as a professional investment company in the early stage of founding established by
Megastudy Group. There are three investment principles of Mega Investment as follows.
1. Invest in products and services that enrich people's lives.
2. Invest in opportunities for entrepreneurs with good ideas and entrepreneurial spirit.
3. Invest effectively using limited goods with excellent investment capability.
We will continue to be a venture capital firm that strives to make the world a better place by
reiterating the above three investment principles.

We recommend the startup
[Somssimdang Company]

Company
introduction
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The reasons for investing in Somseidang Company are as follows.
1. The market this startup is targeting is a leisure activity industry, which is highly likely to
grow rapidly due to the introduction of the 52-hour workweek policy and the lifestyle that
emphasizes work-life balance.
2. The company's members, including CEO Jung Myung-won, have developed and operated
mobile advertisements and utility services, represented by 'Dodol Launcher', together since the
days of iConnect, and have experience in M&A with Naver's subsidiary, Camp Mobile. Also, the
company's service achieved a monthly transaction amount of KRW 250 million within a short
period of time since its launch.
3. The company’s service is an offline-based hobby activity platform that provides specialized
services for ‘offline’ and ‘hobby activity’. Somssidang Company showed excellent execution
ability by quickly collecting good lectures in a short time while focusing on offline among
various hobbies, and creating meaningful results such as monthly sales of KRW 250 million
without marketing activities.
We made an investment because it seems that a rapid scale-up would be possible if the
startup can successfully make its services online and commerce based on the secured content.
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Introducing the Startup
[Somssimdang Company]

Somssidang Company provides information on workshops and
prices on a regional basis to those who want to learn hobbies. In
particular, Somssidang offers offline lectures unlike other hobby

02

platforms. Users can reserve the workshop's one-day class, and if
they want to participate in an untact format, we provide a platform
that allows live lectures between the workshop and customers.

스타트업 소개

Somsidang is continuing to grow, achieving a transaction value of

KRW 7 billion in 2021, and secured a new fund of KRW 4 billion

by attracting Series A investment in December 2021. We will do
our best to allow users to enjoy more hobbies regardless of
location.

4차 산업혁명
Website
www.sssd.co.kr

Somssidang Company aims to grow into a nationwide platform
through the establishment of an “Omniline” that connects
on/offline in 2022, and aims to form a local community based on
“Hobby Road.”

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture
Capital [DSC Investment]

DSC Investment is a venture capital firm that invests in innovative entrepreneurs who will lead
the paradigm. Our investments tend to focus on in early-stage companies, but open to any
company with good teams and competencies. DSC seeks to become a venture capital firm that
will discover entrepreneurs with innovative ideas and dreams and help them realize their dreams
in this era when the growth of existing industries is stagnant and the Korean economy
desperately needs a breakthrough. Among the many VCs, DSC has our own values and purpose.
This means that as a company that values people, we value our commitments to the members,
investors and shareholders of the companies we invest in. As a venture capital company that
acts as a catalyst to change the world through investment activities, DSC is creating a culture
that allows people to take a break and time to think about new ideas and invest from a
longer-term perspective.

- 32 -
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Introducing the Startup
[Subucket]

Subucket operates Mangnut2, a health food brand, and produces and sells 100%
gluten-free plant-based bread that does not contain flour, milk, eggs, and butter,
based on based on the personal experience of inability to digest wheat and dairy
products.Currently, we are preparing to export our products to the Beijing Winter

02

Olympics and Beijing Paralympics and to enter stores in H Mart in New York,
USA. If the export is confirmed, we expect to supply it to many additional

distribution outlets such as China's WU-Mart and the US' H-Mart. We are also

스타트업 소개

expecting an increase in sales by expanding sales channels through offline stores,

shared kitchens, and overseas exports in addition to the existing consignment
distributors and distribution sales channels.

Mangnut2 will continue to internally research food manufacturing and science and
apply new technologies to create a variety of foods that are beneficial to

4차 산업혁명

customers' health. Through data science, we will provide the foods our customers
really need.

Website
www.mangnut2.com

Mangnut2 is an alternative food brand that provides products and
services for those who have trouble consuming certain raw
materials. There are people who cannot or avoid eating certain
ingredients such as wheat, dairy, and eggs due to allergies. Also,
there are many people who cannot enjoy eating out or are
reluctant to purchase a meal kit due to concerns about excessive
nutrients and various additives.
But we all deserve the pleasure of delicious food. Mangnut2 will
provide you with a 'pleasure that anyone can eat' so that you can
enjoy the food you want to eat at any time.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture
Capital [DSC Investment]

DSC Investment is a venture capital firm that invests in innovative entrepreneurs who will lead
the paradigm. Our investments tend to focus on in early-stage companies, but open to any
company with good teams and competencies. DSC seeks to become a venture capital firm that
will discover entrepreneurs with innovative ideas and dreams and help them realize their dreams
in this era when the growth of existing industries is stagnant and the Korean economy
desperately needs a breakthrough. Among the many VCs, DSC has our own values and purpose.
This means that as a company that values people, we value our commitments to the members,
investors and shareholders of the companies we invest in. As a venture capital company that
acts as a catalyst to change the world through investment activities, DSC is creating a culture
that allows people to take a break and time to think about new ideas and invest from a
longer-term perspective.
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Introducing the Startup
[ShareIt]
Business Certification
- Venture company

ShareIt is a space-sharing platform that can dramatically reduce the

Intellectual Property Rights

opportunity cost of space search, comparison, and real-time reservation by

- 8 domestic registration

providing optimized matching and analysis results based on big data
between users and space providers. Currently, we are accumulating supply

02

and demand data by providing basic services for space rental. In addition to
space rental matching, as an integrated space brokerage platform, we
connect all additional services and commerce related to space use to

스타트업 소개

maximize customer satisfaction and experience in space use. ShareIt aims

to be a lifestyle platform that engages users in all their time away from

home, based on the attracting power of offline bases. Our goal is to grow

into a platform that manages the entire use of all spaces that users use.
In the future, we plan to dominate the content market and enter the
spatial commerce market based on matching data.

4차 산업혁명
Website
www.shareit.kr

We started a business to connect more spaces to more people.
With the slogan 'Connecting all imaginable spaces', the business area is
expanding from the existing school space to the general commercial space.
ShareIt reduces the time to find and reserve a space for users who want to
use the space, while also making the space cheaper. And, for the space owner
who owns the space, we are connecting the user and the space so that they
can create profit using the space without any additional investment costs.

ShareIt will grow into an integrated space brokerage platform with the
largest and most space in Korea. By making bold investments in
parallel, we will increase user traffic and further organize and refine
spatial search functions and recommendation algorithm technology to
develop into a data-based spatial mediation platform. ShareIt aims to

CEO’s
story

become a base for offline activities by establishing a well-established
spatial infrastructure in the future.
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[East Gate Partners, LLC]

East Gate Partners is an LLC-type venture capital firm specializing in investment in early-stage
companies. East Gate Partnersis was established by investment reviewers with managerial
ownership to manage funds. East Gate Partners is a venture capital company that launched its
first fund in 2010 and is performing outstandingly across various industries. We are doing our
best to support growth rather than simply investing, and we are concentrating on investment and
support for early venture startups. East Gate Partners' mission is to become a reliable partner in
supporting the growth of venture companies as a business partner.

We recommend the startup [Smart Kiosk]
Smart Kiosk is a company that develops and operates a meat product
smart bending machine that can freeze and refrigerate food. Currently,
as untact has become a popular trend, the demand for simple meal
kits has been rapidly increasing. We decided to invest in the
technology of Smart Kiosk as a suitable solution to solve this growing
demand.
Company
introduction

Currently,

the

company

is

importing,

and

delivering products planned by this company and jointly developed with
a partner in China. However, in the future, the company plans to
develop and produce directly in Korea and will strive to internalize the
technology and engage in various B2B2C businesses.
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Introducing the Startup
[Smart Kiosk]

We are operating Fresh Store, an unmanned store specializing in fresh food
that you want to visit every day, and Fresh Pick, an unmanned refrigeration
service. Our Fresh Store does not sleep 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. As it
is an unmanned fresh food sales solution, there is no labor cost burden, and

02

the rent burden is greatly reduced as only 8 to 10 pyeong space is required. In

other words, you can easily provide fresh products to customers 24 hours a
day while solving the common concerns of owners about labor costs and rent.

스타트업 소개

Fresh Pick is a service created for those who want to store fresh products for

a while. If you are a restaurant owner, you must have experienced some

inconvenience due to the time when fresh products are delivered. If you are
outside and fresh food is delivered, you have to go to the store to organize it
right away, and if there is not enough storage space, the fresh product may go

4차 산업혁명

bad. Fresh Pick is unmanned refrigerated storage that can control the
temperature to -5℃ and -10℃ to keep the freshness of the products even
when the owners are away.

Website
www.smartkiosk.kr

Smart Kiosk began to draw attention as untact sales surged. The
introduction of vending machines has accelerated as dining out and
gatherings have decreased due to the COVID-19 crisis. Fresh
Store and Fresh Pick are providing services suitable for the era of
untact. Smart Kiosk has pushed Our Home catering business to be
unmanned and is running an unmanned cafe business in the RBW
office building. In this way, we are taking the lead in unmanned
work in various fields. Smart Kiosk will work harder so that people
can receive the services they need 24 hours a day in an
unmanned environment.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[SJ Investment Partners]

SJ Investment Partners, established in August 2010, is a venture capital firm specializing in
investment in the early stage of business. Since CEO Yoon Kang-hoon and most of the 11
members have experience in starting a business, the business goal of the company is to invest
and grow together while empathizing with the entrepreneur's heart. SJ Investment Partners is
investing

in

early

start-up

companies

in

various

fields

such

as

ICT/materials

parts

equipment/bio/tourism and is doing its best to increase corporate value through continuous
follow-up investment and collaboration.

We recommend the startup [Storelink]
Storelink is a leading domestic online market performance marketing company
with experience in online marketing, big data, and machine learning. It is
running ‘Blog Link’, a platform that exposes blogs on the top of search results,
and ‘Live Link’, a live commerce platform, and has started direct sales of
various PB products. Through Storelink's service, online sellers can collect and
analyze data necessary for product planning and obtain information about
Company
introduction

manufacturers. In an era when single-person businesses and side jobs are
increasing, through StoreLink, business operators can further improve the quality
of their products by minimizing marketing and management costs. Based on
the growth and trend of the times, We expect that Storelink is likely to make
a quantum jump in performance as a brand aggregator from 2022.

- 38 -
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Introducing the Startup
[Storelink]
Business Certification
- Venture company

Storelink is an AI e-commerce marketing platform. In the two years since the
establishment of the corporation, it recorded cumulative sales of KRW 15 billion and
investment of KRW 11 billion and secured approximately 100,000 e-commerce
corporate members. Storelink develops and provides 10 different marketing
platforms and services.
In addition, we are helping online sellers by using technologies such as Kakao
Chatbot M-Jarvis, a keyword-based analysis that allows you to use the StoreLink
function quickly and easily on KakaoTalk, and LiveLink, a live commerce analysis
solution. Storelink collects and analyzes data necessary for product planning,
provides various forecasting results, and connects with the manufacturer that can
produce the best product. When a product is released, all open markets can be
managed with just one registration, and marketing strategies can be recommended,
executed, and monitored in real-time.
By continuously upgrading these platforms, we are growing into a company that can
help improve the quality of products delivered to consumers by minimizing the
marketing and management costs of the e-commerce ecosystem.

02

스타트업 소개

Intellectual Property Rights
- 8 domestic registration

Awards
- No. 1 in online fraud
detection advertising
technology
(Korea Broadcasting
Advertising Corporation)

4차 산업혁명
Website
www.team.storelink.io

Existing digital marketing companies were relying on advertisements such
as Google, Facebook, and Instagram, and open markets such as Naver
Shopping and Coupang are growing rapidly, but I was aware of the lack of
marketing solutions in these open markets. Recognizing that, I started a
business. In fact, as the initial beta service, which was developed only in a
week, was used by thousands of online sellers in just two months without
any marketing, I buckled down to the business.
Storelink has presented a new marketing standard in the e-commerce
market. Storelink is now upgraded from an AI e-commerce marketing
platform to an AI e-commerce all-in-one platform. The advanced platform
can cover both the beginning and the end of e-commerce, so everything
from product planning to product production, product management, and

CEO’s
story

marketing management is automated, and we plan to support online sellers
to make the best choice.
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Daekyo Investment]

Daekyo Investment is a venture investment company that has been established for about 10
years as an affiliate of Daekyo, a leading education company. It was established to contribute to
the nurturing and development of the venture industry, which is the foundation for the
sustainable growth of the Korean economy. Currently, we are the best venture capital company
leading the development of the venture industry, and we are realizing the spirit of ‘learning by
teaching’ through venture investment. Daekyo Investment is a venture investment company
composed of experts with various industry experiences and networks. We promise the success
and development of partner companies by providing value-up services that can maximize
corporate growth along with investment.

We recommend the startup [Space-V]


Space-V's '33  ' provides a unique service for renting a short-term
studio room on a weekly basis through a mobile app without any
required documents such as a copy of the register. '33   ' allows the
user to set the desired period in the desired area, select a room, and
pay. Although the market for short-term rentals is gradually growing,
there are not many existing services that satisfy the demand. We
Company
introduction
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thought that Space-V has great potential for future growth as a unique
player in this market.
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Introducing the Startup
[Space-V]
Business Certification
- Venture company

In December 2019, we opened the currently operating untact short-term
housing electronic contract platform, 33m2. In the early days of business, we
operated both online and offline, from electronic contracts to face-to-face
contracts. By 2020, we were able to gain experience that real estate
contracts can also be made through untact electronic contracts, but
quantitative growth has not been significant. From January 2021, we removed
the offline business model and focused only on online, and we began to
show results. Since then, we have been expanding the market by growing
more than 20% every month. 33m2 is a very useful service for anyone
looking for a short-term home. Many people looking for short-term housing,
but Korea still lacks channels to distribute short-term housing every week.
Therefore, the supply of housing is small and it takes a lot of time to find a
house. 33m2’s service provides a wider variety of housing to lessors while
dramatically lowering the vacancy rate of buildings by combining short-term
rentals and general rentals.

02

스타트업 소개
4차 산업혁명
Website
www.33m2.co.kr

I had been working in real estate for a long time. While I was
working, I often heard complaints about the real estate brokerage
service. The complaints were mainly about why the brokerage fee
is so high when there is not much they do. So, I opened 33m2, a
free real estate electronic contract service for those who make
direct real estate contracts.
Even a simple contract can be signed untact in 10 minutes
through Samsamsign without having to pay 100,000 won for real
estate. 33m2 is innovating the real estate brokerage service that
everyone experiences in life for the better. I plan to build services
in various fields so that people can comfortably engage in untact
rental contracts not only for short-term houses, but also for
general one-room rental contracts, apartment lease contracts, and
sales contracts.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Korea Asset Investment &
Securities]

The Venture Investment Headquarters of Korea Asset Investment & Securities has been achieving
steady growth since the department started in 2017. In 2018, we formed a 20 billion won virtual
augmented reality investment association and started venture investment. In 2019, we formed a
30 billion won smart factory investment association to invest in and manage companies that build
and supply smart factories. In 2021, we formed a jump-up investment association worth 40
billion won to invest in venture companies, which have been damaged by COVID-19, and
continue to expand the amount and scope of investment. Currently, Korea Asset Investment &
Securities' Venture Investment Headquarters is mainly investing in Series A to Series C companies
in the fields of material parts, ICT, and healthcare, led by General Manager Lee Ho-Yun. We plan
to actively participate in nurturing venture businesses by forming a venture investment association
worth 30 to 50 billion won every one or two years.

We recommend the startup [IoT Cube]
The main reason for investing in IoT Cube is that open source-based
software is being actively used, while open source vulnerabilities remain
as pain points. Most AI companies bring the open source and use it for
each domain, so if the vulnerability analysis of open source is not
conducted properly, they cannot be free from security threats. Labrador,
developed by IoT Cube, can efficiently manage license issues and
Company
introduction

vulnerability lists because vulnerability analysis is possible at the code
unit, not the function unit. Currently, Labrador has completed the 2nd
PoC for the application of company B, a global auto parts company
based in Germany, and has infinite application areas.
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Introducing the Startup
[IoT Cube]
Business Certification
- Venture company

Labrador is a platform that checks open source licenses and automatically analyzes
security vulnerabilities. Our company is an open source license check and
automatic security vulnerability analysis platform developed through joint research
by top experts from around the world, mainly in Korea, in 2015. Through Labrador,

Intellectual Property
Rights
- 8 domestic registration
- 2 overseas registration

02

security experts and non-experts can easily find hidden vulnerabilities in IoT
devices or services, verify security, determine whether there is a license violation,

and support simple patching. IoT Cube also maintains a close cooperative

스타트업 소개

relationship with the Center for Software Security and Assurance, and actively

implements technology transfer and mutual information exchange. We achieved

sales of 500 million won in 2019, the first year of business, and sales of 1 billion
won in 2020, securing business stability at an early stage.
Currently, our core technology is being used

4차 산업혁명

by Samsung Electronics and RedHat, and we
have secured the Ministry of National Defense,

Website
www.iotcube.com

KT, and KETI as major customers.

As the use of an open source in the software development
environment

has

increased,

software

risks

such

as

security

vulnerabilities and license issues have increased. This circumstance
has raised the need for secure software supply chain management.
To solve these problems, IoT Cube developed Labrador OSS 2.0, a
software security solution that

can prevent

risks

related

to

software supply chain management by automatically analyzing
vulnerabilities and license issues inherent in open sources. IoT
Cube has a sense of mission to create a safe and reliable
software world and is striving to grow Labrador into the global
number one platform.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[NextG Investment]

NextG Investment aims to become a recognized investment management company at home and
abroad based on its excellent performance. NextG Investment is supporting the sustainable
growth of companies in various fields such as future growth areas, market expansion areas, early
growth areas, and base industries. We aim to become a manager that leads the venture
ecosystem built on the trust of investment companies and investors.

We recommend the startup [iPIXEL]
iPixel is releasing content such as digital healthcare and AR games
based on AI and metaverse-related technologies. AI home training
service 'HowFIT', launched in 2021, was selected as the best app on
Google Play and is leading the AI content market. We expect iPixel to
lead the next-generation digital content market and grow rapidly based
on its accumulated technology and market experience.
Company
introduction
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Introducing the Startup
[iPIXEL]
Business Certification
- Venture company

Since its founding in 2017, iPixel has started developing next-generation augmented
reality games and services using artificial intelligence image recognition. As iPixel was

Intellectual Property Rights

selected as a frontier venture company by the Korea Technology Finance Corporation in

- 10 domestic registration
- 6 overseas registration

2018 and a high-tech convergence production support project by the Korea Creative
Content Agency, it has been accumulating AI image recognition optimization technology

02

through its own research and development. And, in 2020, iPixel started developing
HowFit, the first home training service using artificial intelligence motion recognition
technology.
iPixel is currently expanding its business with the Department of Rehabilitation Medicine

스타트업 소개

at a major university hospital to develop a digital treatment for home rehabilitation
exercise using iPixel's technology and is developing professional digital health care

content. In addition, iPixel soft-launched EXERCITE to enter the global market and is

Awards
- won the first prize in
2021 Best of Awards
(GOOGLE)
- 2021 KT DIGICO award
(KT)

actively pursuing global expansion.
Based on technology that has already been proven in the market, we plan to expand

4차 산업혁명

our business into a next-generation digital healthcare company that provides digital
content using artificial intelligence image recognition. We plan to grow into a leading
company in the field of home training and rehabilitation exercise digital health care that
uses artificial intelligence technology not only in Korea but also in the global market.

Website
www.ipixelcorp.com

HowFit, an artificial intelligence home training service, received the Google Play
Best of Awards 2021. HowFit provides exercise videos from various famous
trainers such as Yang Jeongwon and Steel Troops, and offers real-time
feedback and quantified exercise data by examining the user's exercise with
artificial intelligence. In particular, AI recognition is processed on all devices,
showing overwhelming performance in real-time and user privacy protection.
EXERCITE, which has undergone a global soft launch, provides a soft launch
version using 3D artificial intelligence technology upgraded from HowFit, and
has completed all expandability to provide smart TV and web browser versions.
In particular, all iPixel products are designed based on a database of over
1,000 artificial intelligence gestures. Therefore, no matter what kind of exercise
video, the user's learning proceeds automatically through the iPixel artificial

CEO’s
story

intelligence cloud platform. In addition, the iPixel platform allows exercise
content providers to manage members.
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Introducing the Venture
Capital [Honest Ventures]

Honest Ventures was established in February 2016 and is an LLC-type venture capital that
focuses on investing in technology companies in the IT and BT sectors. We have a wide range
of coverage including the initial stage of start-up, growth stage, and M&A, and are investing by
pursuing profitability and stability at the same time. As of the first quarter of 2022, we are
operating 8 blind funds and 5 project funds, and with a total of KRW 212.1 billion, we are
investing in startups with market-leading technology and business potential.

We recommend the startup [ADHERO]
ADHERO is a company that operates the influencer platform Brick C.
The company's service, Brick C, uses influencer follower analysis,
posting propensity, and an imaginary index to digitize the influencer's
capabilities and easily match advertisers and influencers. Based on the
data secured by the company, Brick C provides advertisers with
advanced influencer marketing campaigns by matching them with
Company
introduction
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influencers that fit their purposes based on the strengths and
tendencies of influencers. Brick C can provide a meaningful service in
the market, so we invested in ADHERO.
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Introducing the Startup
[ADHERO]
Business Certification
- Venture company

Influencer marketing sales platform 'Brick C' organizes the marketing requested by

Intellectual Property Rights

advertisers into campaigns, provides them to influencers who meet the conditions,
and provides a service that reports the marketing and sales performance of the
campaign mission. In addition, we provide a three-dimensional result analysis of
operation

management

through

influencer

classification,

influencer

- 2 domestic registration
- 2 overseas registration

influence

02

information analysis, tendency analysis through influencer account information
analysis, and category classification matching.
It

is

possible

to

스타트업 소개

calculate

the

influencer

lock-in

effect

by

using

the

influencer-specific data unique to 'Brick C'. In addition, by giving weights to each

data of the algorithm and core data, three-dimensional prices were derived through

automatic data collection, and currently, 70,000 influencers were individually priced.
In addition, we provide a service that matches the best influencer to the

4차 산업혁명

advertiser's marketing purpose and budget range through big data of 'Brick C', and
recommends the best influencer through an algorithm. We continue to strive to
provide services that can benefit advertisers, creators, and consumers.

ADHERO started to create a platform that provides new revenue opportunities to
creators through a marketing commerce platform that utilizes creators who
produce content on social media and helps advertisers connect with marketing
commerce using new media. The marketing market, which was concentrated on
the popular 'mega macro influencer' marketing in the early stage of the industry,
was led by the MCN industry, but as the main characteristics of influencer
marketing were concentrated on some commercialized influencers and diminished,
the trend of advertising efficiency decreased.
On the other hand, the marketing platform that reflects the trend of shifting the
focus to the 'micro-influencer' group, which can reflect the original characteristics
of influencers and have high marketing cost-effectiveness, is growing. ADHERO is
trying to enter the influencer commerce market through Brick Seller, a service
that allows marketing and sales of products using influencers. ADHERO utilizes a
new media marketing automation platform to provide advertisers with a reasonable
advertising unit price and a systematic operation management system and provide
users participating in the platform with an opportunity to make profits through
content creation

Website
www.ad-hero.co.kr

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[CoolidgeCorner Investment]

Coolidge Corner Investment is a 13-year early-stage VC that invests in technology-based
early-stage companies and impact companies. For the past 10 years, we have invested in
startups and social ventures with a series A-centered entrepreneurial spirit, and have provided
various support for the enhancement of corporate value through incubating and accelerating. We
are not concentrating on a specific field, but are investing in a wide range of startups and social
ventures, and we are also expanding the scope of our investments to agri-tech and local
creators.

We recommend the startup [H201]
H201 is composed of a team specialized in online commerce and
product development, and the executives are experts who have served
as executives of commerce companies such as Timon and Coupang.
As a leader in the shower filter/essence market, H201 the solves
problems of domestic and foreign customers at a low cost based on
its unrivaled product development capabilities. We decided to invest in
Company
introduction
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H.Gongil because it has high business scalability through collaboration
with B2B infrastructure providers as well as the practical ability to
create impact and excellent product power.
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Introducing the Startup
[H201]
Business Certification
- Mainbiz
- Venture company
- Innobiz

H201's main product is a vitamin shower. It purifies the supplied water and

Intellectual Property Rights

dissolves vitamin C and moisturizer, which are helpful for the skin, and

- 7 domestic registration

supplies them to the skin. Moreover, it contains natural fragrances through
various essential oils, providing relaxation of mind and spirit to modern
people with high stress and fatigue. We directly operate all areas of our

02

business, from R&D to manufacturing, sales, marketing, and logistics. We

know that running a lot of areas by ourselves can be very inefficient and

스타트업 소개

unproductive. However, this was the only way to deliver it to customers
without compromising the values pursued by our company. If we only

thought about profit and efficiency, we would never have done this. We

are different from companies that only sell products that only look pretty
on the outside and attract the eyes and ears of customers with good

4차 산업혁명

words. We will become a company that does not change by looking only at
the customers with all sincerity until the very end.

Website
www.h201shift.com

The era of drinking clean water has come, but the era of washing with clean water
has not yet arrived. We wanted to innovate washing water, the first step in health
and beauty. In 2016, a filter developer and online MD met to create the current
H201. We ambitiously challenged the washing water market that no one paid any
attention to. Our product took first place in sales in a small online market and
advanced into larger markets, and now it has grown to the extent that it has been
selected as the number one selling product on the Kakao Makers channel for many
years.
Currently, we are growing our market by expanding our sales not only in Korea but
also overseas, especially in the Middle East. Just as we made better water with the
innovation of washing water in the beginning, we will continue to innovate so that

CEO’s
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we can be helpful in every area of life. We will continue to grow as a wellness
company that protects the environment and benefits physical and mental health.
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Korea Asset Investment &
Securities]

The Venture Investment Headquarters of Korea Asset Investment & Securities has been achieving
steady growth since the department started in 2017. In 2018, we formed a 20 billion won virtual
augmented reality investment association and started venture investment. In 2019, we formed a
30 billion won smart factory investment association to invest in and manage companies that build
and supply smart factories. In 2021, we formed a jump-up investment association worth 40
billion won to invest in venture companies, which have been damaged by COVID-19, and
continue to expand the amount and scope of investment. Currently, Korea Asset Investment &
Securities' Venture Investment Headquarters is mainly investing in Series A to Series C companies
in the fields of material parts, ICT, and healthcare, led by General Manager Lee Ho-Yun. We plan
to actively participate in nurturing venture businesses by forming a venture investment association
worth 30 to 50 billion won every one or two years.

We recommend the startup [MTMENT]
MTMENT is a company that offers better services and directions for
the digital transformation of existing factories with its differentiated
expertise in smart factories. Building a smart factory is essential for
innovation in the manufacturing industry, and among the various
solutions that make this possible, a solution that is easy to install and
minimizes the installation period is necessary from the perspective of
Company
introduction

the building company.
We decided to invest in MTMENT as it utilizes existing facilities as it
is to provide a system optimized for production facilities of small
businesses, and possesses digital twin technology necessary for future
smart factory advancement.
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Introducing the Startup
[MTMENT]
Business Certification
- Venture company

MTMENT is a smart factory specialized company that aims to improve the

Intellectual Property Rights

productivity and manufacturing competitiveness of small and medium-sized
enterprises in Korea. Although there is a high demand for digitization of
factories due to incidents and accidents at the factory site, compatibility

- 6 domestic registration
- 6 overseas registration

02

with existing systems, complexity issues, installation period of 180 days on
average, and high cost are acting as barriers to entry to the digitalization of
factories.

스타트업 소개

To solve these problems, we have developed a digital twin solution through
our existing business and have built it in more than 6 factories. Based on
this,

we are

providing

a

factory

control

solution

through

innovative

technology by completely making offline performance to online and utilizing
a transparent display for construction. Our company is currently growing by

4차 산업혁명

attracting KRW 3.5 billion in sales and KRW 3 billion in investment and

promoting AR/VR and factory-type metaverse for Series A sales and
investment of KRW 10 billion.

Website
www.mtment.net

MTMENT was established to provide smart factory solutions for
people, factory workers, companies, labor intensive, and welfare.
Our

company renovates

existing facilities/equipment

as

it

is

through 140 types of drive systems unique to MTMENT, which can
solve the compatibility problem between facilities that occur when
building a smart factory, and automatically collects and utilizes data
from machines in real-time. With the technology to build a smart
factory system within a week, we achieved a cumulative sales of
5 billion won through two technological developments. Currently,
our goal is to grow into a company that provides data business to
more than 10,000 factories in Korea, the only developed country

CEO’s
story

where the manufacturing industry is still active, and aims to
achieve KRW 5 trillion in sales.
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Introducing the Venture
Capital [Square Ventures]

As a 'Seed to IPO Solution Provider', Square Ventures preemptively and actively considers the
growth of investment companies. We are a limited liability company of three partners, composed
of experts with extensive experience in finance and startups. Our main investment fields are ICT
manufacturing/service, secondary batteries, and bio/healthcare, and we currently manage a total of
5 funds, with an operating scale of KRW 47.9 billion. The staff of Square Ventures with expertise
in each field suggest growth strategies to companies based on their experience in the VC field.
In addition, we discover and invest in prospective unicorn companies that will lead the future
market by sharing the value of technology through expertise and continuous interest in new
technologies.

We recommend the startup
[Woonam & Partners]

Company
introduction
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Woonam & Partners is a company that has completed the development of OTT
service channels through the cloud and has secured a new purchase line in
cooperation with a home shopping company despite being an early-stage
company. In addition, the platform inflow continues to increase through
marketing for new shopping channels and app promotion through smart TVs.
We believe that it is possible to secure additional home shopping channels
based on the influx of OTT service channels, new purchase lines, and
platforms. Currently, platforms such as Amazon TV and Apple TV have a
shopping OTT sector, but this company is the only domestic shopping OTT
sector. We thought that a high upside potential is possible if the expansion of
MS is successful, so we invested in Woonam & Partners.
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Introducing the Startup
[Woonam & Partners]
Business Certification
- Venture company

We

have prepared an

efficient

smart

TV shopping era through AI

recommendations of various broadcasting products of ‘Homesho Pick’, an
on-demand service using our mobile and smart TV. Homeshop Pick, an AI
shopping video recommendation service based on a cloud system and

02

cross-border customer data, is the first mover in the TV home shopping
field in the OTT market. We have a goal to create a new TV commerce
ecosystem by combining content data and smart TV beyond the world of
home shopping.

스타트업 소개

We have been expanding our potential customers through the continuous
distribution of remote control live cable TV with the Homeshop Pick hotkey.

We completed the distribution of 502,000 remote controls in 2019 and
949,540 remote controls in 2022 and completed the establishment of a

4차 산업혁명

Homeshop Pick TV shopping mall cooperation model by attracting D'Live

Mall. Currently, it is in service by completing registration in the LG Vision

www.hspick.co.kr

App Market, Samsung Smart TV, and LG Smart TV App Market.

OTT

service

competition

sparked

by

the

world's

Website

leading

conglomerates has rapidly become a starting point for consumers
to understand the value of convenience and efficiency of On
Demand and to actively use it.
Woonam & Partners provides an AI shopping video recommendation
service based on a cloud system and cross-border customer data
that anyone could have thought of, but that no one has been able
to put into practice. As the first mover in the TV home shopping
field in the OTT market, we will create a new smart TV
meta-service ecosystem by combining smart TV and content data
beyond the home shopping world.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Daegyo Investment]

Daekyo Investment is a venture investment company that has been established for about 10
years as an affiliate of Daekyo, a leading education company. It was established to contribute to
the nurturing and development of the venture industry, which is the foundation for the
sustainable growth of the Korean economy. Currently, we are the best venture capital company
leading the development of the venture industry, and we are realizing the spirit of ‘learning by
teaching’ through venture investment. Daekyo Investment is a venture investment company
composed of experts with various industry experiences and networks. We promise the success
and development of partner companies by providing value-up services that can maximize
corporate growth along with investment.

We recommend the startup
[UCONNEC]
UCONNEC is a platform that connects advertisers and YouTubers and
can

be

used

in

various

fields

such

as

advertisements,

group

purchases, live commerce, and online classes. Nevertheless, as an
end-to-end solution that directly connects advertisers and YouTube
influencers, it is possible to reduce costs by up to 30% and provides
Company
introduction

a list of recommended influencers and a real-time result report before
proceeding. We invested in 'UCONNEC' with the expectation that it will
grow into a representative company in the creator economy sector,
where the market is gradually growing.

- 54 -
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Introducing the Startup
[UCONNEC]
Company registration
- Venture company

Awards

UCONNEC is the first and largest YouTube influencer marketing
platform in Korea. UCONNEC is an end-to-end solution that directly
connects advertisers and YouTube influencers. After the launch of
UCONNEC 1.0 in 2017, we received commendations from the Ministry

02

of SMEs and Startups and the Ministry of Science and ICT in 2019,

- 2019 Minister of SMEs
and Startups Award
(Ministry of SMEs and
Startups Award)
- 2019 Minister of Science
and ICT Award (Ministry
of Science and ICT)

and have continued to grow by signing a contract with the global No.

스타트업 소개

1 MCN BBTV in 2020 as the only partner in Korea, In the second half

of 2021, many institutions and companies including Korea Ministop,
the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism, and the Ministry of

Environment are conducting influencer marketing using U-Connect. We
are currently planning and developing UCONNEC 3.0 (YouTuber

4차 산업혁명

Searching and Mailing Service) with the goal of launching in early April
2022. We will always do our best to provide more diverse features.

UCONNEC

operates

the

UCONNEC

service

that

Website
www.uconnec.com

connects

advertisers and YouTube influencers. We are connecting the largest
number of YouTube creators in Korea, such as advertisements,
group

purchases,

live

commerce,

online

classes,

and

digital

content. We are working with all types of companies, including
advertising agencies, companies, and platforms, including 99,832
registered creators and 3,746 cumulative advertising campaigns.
We recommend the UCONNEC service to those who want to
conduct advertising campaigns quickly and easily.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture
Capital [Magna Investment]

As a Venture Capital / Accelerator / Private Equity manager specializing in early-stage companies
and small and medium-sized companies, Magna Investment is creating profits by discovering
companies with promising growth potential and nurturing investments.
As a TIPS operator, the government's private-led technology startup support project, we are
actively

developing

support

projects

for

early-stage

startups

together

with

participating

organizations. In addition, as a regular member of the Korea Core Industrial Technology
Investment Association, we are supporting investment and development tasks for promising
companies in the fields of materials, parts, and equipment. Moreover, as a participating
organization in a number of start-ups leap forward package consortiums, we are striving to
support the growth of companies that have been in business for more than three years. Besides,
as a venture capital specializing in agri-food, we are making active investments in the agri-food
sector and achieving high investment results.

We recommend a startup [INNO10]

Company
introduction
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INNO10 has developed a unique invisible retroreflective fabric coating technology. This
technology maintains the characteristics of the fiber itself, while spray coating the
entire fabric with a water-soluble mixture of glass beads, which is eco-friendly and
has excellent durability. In addition, this technology does not normally have a reflective
function but has a reflective function only under direct light. Invisible retroreflective
fabric coding technology produced by INNO10 has a lower manufacturing cost
compared to film-type retroreflective products and is expected to create a lot of
demand because, from the point of view of the consumer, it can give reflective
functions to all clothes at a lower cost than film sewing costs.
Even in the outdoor, sports leisure, and general fashion apparel industries, where the
use of reflective films was limited, the company's technology, which is not different
from ordinary clothes in natural light but can achieve a subtle luster by controlling the
brightness, can be applied and used in various products and fields such as fashion
accessories and bags.
INNO10's technology is highlighted as an effective countermeasure against the Serious
Accident Punishment Act by enhancing the safety of workers. In addition, INNO10's
technology has the advantage of being able to give retroreflection functions to goods
for the disabled and elderly, as well as products for roads and automobiles. Therefore,
the field of adoption of this technology will continue to spread widely.
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Introducing the Startup
[INNO10]
Business Certification
- Venture company

It is an industrial traffic safety vest or windshield made of retro-reflective
fabric, an eco-friendly fusion fiber material. During the day, it looks like

Intellectual Property Rights
- 3 domestic registration

normal clothing, but at night, the retro-reflective function is exhibited by
the lights of cars, so that the wearer can be seen from afar. This function

02

can prevent traffic accidents and minor collisions that occur at night. The

retro-reflective fabric has a soft touch, is environmentally friendly, and has

Awards
- Citation from Gyeonggi
Province Governor
(Gyeonggi Province)

no tacky while maintaining the fabric's air permeability. Therefore, it can be

스타트업 소개

widely applied from work clothes for night workers, plant workers, delivery
workers, etc. to social infrastructures such as industrial traffic safety
clothing for the disabled, who are vulnerable groups, and road signs.

4차 산업혁명
Website
www.fusiontex.co.kr

Hello, this is Song Kyung-jae, CEO of INNO10. We, INNO10,
started our business to leap forward into the global market through
new fields of safety and fashion while developing Fusiontex, a
retroreflective fabric. In the process of developing retroreflective
fabrics, we were able to grow a lot through trial and error, and
with the help of many people, we are currently conducting a wide
range of sales activities such as registration with the Public
Procurement Service based on our perfect production facilities.
By upgrading Fusiontex products with good visibility to a higher
quality, we will strive to grow so that retroreflective fabrics can
make a big impact in the global fabric market.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture
Capital [ID Ventures]

ID Ventures wants to grow into an IP-specialized venture capital that leads Asia. ID Ventures
evaluates the true corporate value through a detailed examination of IP along with finance,
business, and management. We aim to increase the value of investment companies through
IP-integrated value creation, profit-oriented investment, and cooperation based on strong
teamwork.

- 58 -
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Introducing the Startup
[Infoplus]
Business Certification
- Venture company

Infoplus is realizing a financial API platform called infoAPI as a core technology.
InfoAPI is a platform service that supports financial solutions that companies
and individual consumers need with APIs by tying Vietnamese financial
companies that are still engaged in offline-oriented financial activities into a
digitalized financial network. Our business, which started after the founding of
Infoplus, has bundled the financial networks of 12 companies, including all
Korean financial companies that have entered Vietnam so far, and has provided
financial API solutions to more than 200 corporate customers in various fields
including fintech and e-commerce. Currently, we are providing 13 financial
solutions through the API platform. Furthermore, we are also providing our own
channel platforms such as infoERP and infoCITY using APIs.
After the establishment of Infoplus, in the case of 2020, our company
achieved sales of 4 million dollars and secured API fees. In the case of 2021,
when Vietnam's financial market is actively growing, we achieved sales of
about KRW 8 billion, and we are growing with a goal of about KRW 13.8
billion in sales in 2022. We will not be satisfied with our current position and
will grow into Southeast Asia's No. 1 Fintech company by expanding the
market throughout Southeast Asia.

Intellectual Property Rights
- 6 domestic registration
- 6 overseas registration
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스타트업 소개
4차 산업혁명
Website
www.infoplusvn.com

Vietnam is a socialist country with a population of just under 100 million and
more

than

70

million

Internet

users,

but

despite

this

infrastructure

environment, more than half of the population still prefers to use cash.
Recognizing the various problems associated with this, the government put
‘Creating a Cashless Society’ by 2025 at the top of its policy agenda and is
promoting it. Due to the ‘Creating a Cashless Society’ policy, the account
retention rate, which was only 31% in 2014, has increased to 63% in 2019.
Despite these changes in the market, Vietnam's common financial network is
still very insufficient, and most of the financial work is still done by hand,
mainly offline. The situation in Vietnam, where there is no direct debit or
payment network that supports companies' financial business yet, looks like
living in Korea in the 1990s with smartphones. So, we, Infoplus, thought that

CEO’s
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if we could apply the advanced financial IT technology we experienced in
Korea to the situation of the Vietnamese market, we would be able to
improve these problems, so we started the business.
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Introducing the Venture
Capital [STIC Ventures]

STIC Ventures was established in July 2018 as a spin-off of the venture investment sector from
STIC Investments. We aim to become the best venture capital in Asia by inheriting our status
and brand as the representative venture capital in Korea. Stick Ventures aims to increase the
value of investment companies, maximize the profits of fund investors, and further contribute to
the

development

of

the

national

industry

based

on

the

management

philosophy

of

customer-centricity, talent first, and transparent management. Currently, the amount of working
capital is KRW 645.3 billion, and we are mainly investing in the fields of intelligent information
utilization, advanced manufacturing, ICT platform, and bio-health.

We recommend the startup [Genesis Lab]
Due to COVID-19, untact business growth and paradigm shift have occurred.
Because of COVID-19, we have had to hire people in a different way than
before. Due to the issue of securing fairness in recruitment, the recruitment
market is likely to expand the adoption of untact business systems such as
video interviews, online personality tests, and AI cover letter analysis.
Genesis Lab has developed its own AI algorithm through deep learning training
of more than 1 million interview videos, and its AI-based video interview

Company
introduction

solution has excellent technology and completeness. In addition, Genesis Lab is
providing

in-depth

solutions

in

all

areas

of

recruitment

through

the

advancement of STT technology and the introduction of the BEI evaluation
model. Such AI-based facial recognition technology, high sales growth potential,
and excellent management capabilities and expertise led us to invest.
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Introducing the startup
[Genesis Lab]

Genesis Lab developed ‘VIEWINTER HR’, an AI interview. Applicants have an
untact interview, and AI analyzes and evaluates the interview video. There are
many experienced HR professionals, but AI interviews are an alternative to
human errors. In the job market, the ‘halo effect’ or ‘latest effect’, which
means that the first or last applicant to the interview is more likely to be
remembered, is common. Just before lunchtime, the interviewers are also
hungry and sensitive, and after lunchtime, they become drowsy and unable to
concentrate. They have to interview dozens of people a day, but it is difficult
for them to make objective judgments because they are often tired.
AI never gets tired. Applicants are evaluated on the same basis, regardless of
the time of day or academic background. AI interviewing is no longer the
technology of the future. AI interviews have already been introduced in
various companies and fields such as the Republic of Korea Army, Navy,
Military Manpower Administration, Marine Corps undergraduate and reserve
officer candidates, interns at Korea Asset Management Corporation, and new
employees at LG Chem.

02

스타트업 소개
4차 산업혁명
Website
www.home.genesislab.ai

Most of the job seekers who are currently looking for a job would
agree with the saying that finding a job is getting harder and
harder. As employment opportunities are increasingly narrowing
down, young people in their 20s who should take the first step into
society have reached the point of giving up on employment,
marriage, and childbirth one after another. Moreover, controversies
such as various recruiting scandals that appear frequently make the
younger generation feel hopeless. Genesis Lab found a solution to
the problem with artificial intelligence (AI). Genesis Lab’s AI
interview can be “an alternative to resolving the controversy in the
existing recruitment market such as fairness and ending competition

CEO’s
story

for meaningless qualifications (conditions that job seekers have such
as academic background, grades, and language credits).”
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Introducing the Venture
Capital [Magna Investment]

As a Venture Capital / Accelerator / Private Equity manager specializing in early-stage companies
and small and medium-sized companies, Magna Investment is creating profits by discovering
companies with promising growth potential and nurturing investments.
As a TIPS operator, the government's private-led technology startup support project, we are
actively

developing

support

projects

for

early-stage

startups

together

with

participating

organizations. In addition, as a regular member of the Korea Core Industrial Technology
Investment Association, we are supporting investment and development tasks for promising
companies in the fields of materials, parts, and equipment. Moreover, as a participating
organization in a number of start-ups leap forward package consortiums, we are striving to
support the growth of companies that have been in business for more than three years. Besides,
as a venture capital specializing in agri-food, we are making active investments in the agri-food
sector and achieving high investment results.

We recommend the startup [Casting N]

Company
introduction
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For 7 years, Casting N has been operating ‘Casting N’, an outsourcing service
bidding relay platform that recommends reliable suppliers in the areas of
outsourcing service purchases such as advertising, design, IT, HR, and general
affairs. Moreover, Casting N supplied ‘Business Market 9’, which was launched
last year, to 2,500 companies within 6 months of service. Our investment points
for Casting N are as follows.
1) As a leading company in the O2O platform in the business service field,
Casting N has a large amount of transaction performance and unique DB to
secure a competitive edge,
2) The business service market is a very large market with a scale of 78 trillion
won, and the demand market for business services to improve labor productivity
is expected to grow due to the expanded application of the 52-hour workweek
policy.
3) The company has technological competitiveness by developing its own
AI-based automatic matching system and company evaluation certification system,
and through this, it contributes to market revitalization by providing objective and
transparent information on the business service market.
Since our investment, Casting N has maintained steady growth and is expected to
continue to develop as a company that helps the digital transformation of
companies through a service integration platform.
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Introducing the Startup
[Casting N]
Business Certification
- Venture company

While Danggeun Market has established itself as an innovative icon of
second-hand deals and Aladdin as a pioneer in the used book market, Work
Market 9 is challenging to establish itself as the first solution that enhances
work efficiency in various daily life in small and medium-sized enterprises

02

(SMEs). The Work Market 9 service allows users to handle multiple individual
and sporadic tasks in one place called “Pin Square.” Through this, we support
SMEs and business people so that they can easily and conveniently use the

스타트업 소개

products and services they need. Over 80% of companies purchase a service
or product regularly rather than just once. Moreover, a company uses or
purchases, on average, more than 50 regular services.
Work Market 9 is a multi-task processing platform that companies can use at
once, cheaply and conveniently, based on more than 30,000 corporate sourcing

4차 산업혁명

and 400,000 quotation and transaction data accumulated over 7 years in
Casting N. In the future, we will become a comfortable business partner and
reliable supporter for those who work with the company.

Website
www.castingn.com

Casting N's founding motive is simple and clear. Casting N's founding motive
is simple and clear. While working for an MRO company, the marketing or
sales department found a company that the MD department couldn't find and
sourced. So, I turned these experiences and insights into a business. I
thought that if I structure, build, score, and provide information about
specialized companies that I had only encountered with scattered information
and advertisements, it could provide value to companies and people working
there. Growing companies constantly think about differentiated products and
services. They need people and leverage their strengths and capabilities with
productive purchasing and procurement to stay competitive and grow.
The important thing is to know what the impact and efficiencies will be for
our team and our organization. We exist to transform the hard work of

CEO’s
story

companies and those who work with them into more valuable activities. We
develop and supply the products and services that help companies complete
their work.
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[BTC Investment]

BTC Investment aims to help bold and courageous entrepreneurs who want to actively create the
future through technology in the era of the 4th industrial revolution, which pursues the future of
hyper-connectivity.
We connect entrepreneurs, investors, academia, and industry professionals in the tech ecosystem,
and build expert networks, including technical and business talent. We actively utilize our network
to provide expertise and insight into the overall management of startups. With a wide
understanding and knowledge through experience in various industries, we want to be actively
involved in opportunities in various fields such as AI and big data, consumer products and
financial services, and biotechnology.

We recommend the startup [Kodebox]
Kodebox is operating ‘Zuzu Legal’, which provides shareholder management, investment
management, decision management, and corporate registration services for unlisted
companies. The service was launched in June 2020 and is showing rapid growth,
securing 1,600 customers in one year and achieving cumulative sales of KRW 1 billion.
‘Zuzu Legal’ provides several functions necessary for the operation of a corporation,
such as creating a shareholder list, granting and exercising stock options, a general
meeting of shareholders and board of directors, and corporate registration agency. It has

Company
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automated document creation and work procedures so that the CEO or the person in
charge can carry out their work even if they do not have specialized knowledge. In the
second half of 2021, Kodebox plans to launch ‘Juju Legal for VC’, a venture capital fund
management service, and expand its business into a startup investment platform. Since
the ‘Zuzu Legal’ service can also be expanded to various areas such as law and tax, it
is likely to bring innovation to the startup management ecosystem.
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Introducing the Startup
[Kodebox]

ZUZU is a B2B Saas solution that helps to conveniently perform
the difficulties experienced by most startups, such as shareholder
register management, stock option management, and shareholders'

02

meeting- and board of directors-related tasks. Kodebox achieved
sales of 460 million euros in 2021 with the Zuzu Legal service and
secured approximately 1 billion won in advance through untact
voucher

business.

스타트업 소개

ZUZU

provides

various

functions

such

as

shareholder list management, investment simulation, a general
meeting of shareholders/board of directors, corporate registration,
stock

option

management,

and

uploading

of

quarterly

report

4차 산업혁명

documents. We will always do our best to provide better service
to the representatives and investors who have chosen ZUZU.

Website
www.zuzu.network

The members of Kodebox believe that great software can change
the world. For superior software, our entire team, regardless of job
function, studies domain knowledge while working to provide better
services to companies. 3,731 corporate members, 2,227 stock
option holders, 11,590 general meetings of shareholders and
boards of directors, and 3,107 corporate registrations show how
many companies are experiencing ZUZU and how excellent ZUZU's
functions are. Thank you for your interest in ZUZU management
service.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture
Capital [GU Equity Partners]

GU

Equity Partners is a venture investment company that shares the challenges of creative

entrepreneurs

with innovative

insights.

Currently,

we are operating

four

funds:

the

GU

Semiconductor Growth Investment Association, the GU Science and Technology Job Creation
Investment Association, the GU System Semiconductor Win-Win Investment Association, and the
GU Growth Venture Investment Association. In addition, we are investing in deep-tech startups in
the fields of ICT, S/W, and bio. GU

Equity Partners hopes to work with a team of talented

entrepreneurs with innovative technologies or business models. We want to be a partner of
companies for “shared growth” rather than simply “financial investment”.

We recommend the startup [Crocus]
The reasons for investing in Crocus are as follows.
As a leading company that developed power-saving technology (CVR
technology) as the world's first machine learning-based industrial
solution and is already applying it to the industry, Crocus is highly
likely to become an attractive M&A target in the future.
Based on their experience in the development of electric power
Company
introduction

systems and the service sector, key personnel has built differentiation
by combining industrial knowledge with machine learning. Crocus is
carrying out various projects in response to the government's electricity
new deal policy and is expected to contribute to the creation of new
jobs by attracting excellent foreign manpower to Korea.
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Introducing the Startup
[Crocus]

'Acelo', a cloud-based energy management solution developed by Crocus
Energy, predicts power usage at innumerable points with over 99%
accuracy through AI. Unlike other energy solution companies that simply
put the changed value into the formula for calculating electric power, it can
predict the amount of power in real-time with high accuracy. When the

02

accuracy goes down, the AI automatically learns the data to increase the
accuracy.

We are revitalizing our business, achieving nearly double the sales growth

스타트업 소개

compared to the previous year, and we expect continued growth in the
next year as we have achieved the performance demonstration of our

AI-based energy efficiency solution (Acelo Grid). We are continuing to trade
with our existing US customer, Olivine, and we expect that we will be able
to aggressively conduct business again after the recovery of COVID-19. We

4차 산업혁명

recently participated in CES 2022 to introduce our electric vehicle charging
products and hold meetings with various business partners, continuing to

Website
www.crocus.ai

advance advance into the global market.

Many people are aware of the seriousness of the climate problem.
Countries around the world, including Korea, are regulating carbon
emissions to respond to issues such as climate change. The use
of electric vehicles and renewable energy is also increasing, and
the number of consumers who want to purchase eco-friendly
products even if they have to pay more has increased significantly.
Environmental, Responsible and Transparent Management (ESG) has
now

become

investment.

an

essential

element

in

attracting

corporate

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Honest Ventures]

Honest Ventures was established in February 2016 and is an LLC-type venture capital that
focuses on investing in technology companies in the IT and BT sectors. We have a wide range
of coverage including the initial stage of start-up, growth stage, and M&A, and are investing by
pursuing profitability and stability at the same time. As of the first quarter of 2022, we are
operating 8 blind funds and 5 project funds, and with a total of KRW 212.1 billion, we are
investing in startups with market-leading technology and business potential.

We recommend the startup [Table Manager]
Table Manager operates 'Table Manager', a restaurant reservation management
solution, and 'The Reservation', a real-time online reservation service. Table
Manager has the ability to improve the efficiency of restaurant operations by
enabling the integrated management of reservations that occur in various channels
through the system. In addition, the company uses accumulated store and
customer data to predict customer demand for each restaurant in advance and sells
reservation vouchers at a discounted price corresponding to the number of empty

Company
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seats to fill empty seats at restaurants. By doing so, it provides points that can
generate sales for restaurants. At the same time, the company gives consumers
the opportunity to experience the restaurant at a discounted price. We decided to
invest because we thought that Table Manager could provide a digital conversion
point for the domestic restaurant industry in this way and improve the efficiency of
the restaurant industry by using IT technology.
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Introducing the Startup
[Table Manager]
Business Certification
- Venture company
- Innobiz

With a real-time reservation management solution service, Table Manager helps small
business owners in the restaurant industry, including domestic fine dining, restaurant
corporations, and franchise restaurants, manage their stores. ‘Table Manager’, an integrated
restaurant reservation management solution, has realized the digitalization of the restaurant
industry in the following ways: 1) Implementation of the system in the Internet
environment with web-based software that does not require the introduction of new
hardware or installation of a separate app to operate the service, 2) Efficient operation by
unifying reservations received through various channels and customer management through
the aggregation of reservation history, 3) Computerized overall operation status.
Moreover, we provide a function to preview the information of customers who answer the
phone by displaying the customer number on the solution when a call comes in through
promotions such as billing discounts using partnerships with credit card companies and API
linkage with three mobile telecommunication companies. For the first time in the restaurant
industry, we succeeded in developing a 'demand forecasting AI' that can analyze important
factors affecting restaurant reservations through various characteristic variables experiments
in predicting restaurant sales and the number of customers. The ‘Demand Forecasting
System’, a reservation gift voucher marketing technology that commercialized demand
forecasting AI, helps maximize profits by optimizing prices, manpower, and costs based on
predicted demand.

02

스타트업 소개
4차 산업혁명

Intellectual Property Rights
- 19 domestic registration

Awards
- Won Korea Tourism
Organization President’s
Award at the 12th Tourism
Venture Competition,
(Korea Tourism Organization)
- Won the Minister of the
Ministry of SMEs and
Startups Award for Youth
Entrepreneurship Activation
at the 2021 Venture
Entrepreneurship Promotion
Award (Ministry of SMEs and
Startups)
- Won the Minister of Science
and ICT Award in the 2021 SW
High Growth Club 200 Project
(Ministry of Science and ICT)

Website
www.tablemanager.io

Recognizing that small business owners can do marketing, CRM,
and

demand

forecasting,

which

were

reserved

for

large

corporations, through ICT technology, I planned the business. To
provide the effect of increasing sales to small business owners
and local tourism by utilizing 'demand forecasting AI' through
reservation data, I have developed a reservation gift voucher
product in conjunction with the local government.
Major partners in other industries, such as leisure, medical care,
and food material distribution, are also showing great interest in
our own technology and BM built by reservation management data,
demand forecasting, and marketing in the restaurant business area.

CEO’s
story

Therefore, we expect to enter into many new businesses within
the first half of 2022.
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Kakao Ventures]

Kakao Ventures hopes to become a reliable partner and co-pilot for startups, helping to advance
the future needed by the world. To do so, we focus on one “how” startups solve the problems;
that is, finding their core competencies. No team is perfect in every way. However, there are
only a limited number of great teams that solve clear problems with their core competencies, so
Kakao Ventures is moving faster and more aggressively than anyone else based on our own
philosophy. What role can we play in helping our family grow? That is pushing their core
competencies while 'filling in' the rest as much as possible. By supporting practical business
resources or connecting networks in the right place, we want to be the first reliable companion
that comes to mind when our family needs help. We will not stop growing (Value up) to become
a companion on the family's long journey.

We recommend the startup [TOROOC]
TOROOC is a company that can cover the entire value chain from robot
hardware to control software and content. In particular, the company has the
technology to design and manufacture every single part from the actuator level,
which determines how precisely the robot can move.
TOROOC does not stop at making robots well but also considers what value
they can give to whom by using robots, and is maximizing the utility of robots
Company
introduction

by directly developing and loading contents. The robot developed by TOROOC
operates as a single platform, and the fact that the robot can be applied to
various fields such as education/company/industry is a major strength of
TOROOC. We invested in TOROOC with the expectation that the company will
revolutionize the whole of human life with advanced technology.
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Introducing the Startup
[TOROOC]
Business Certification
- Venture company

TOROOC specializes in researching and developing humanoid social

Intellectual Property Rights
- 4 domestic registration

robots that communicate with humans like friends. Since its
establishment in 2012, Toro has been developing technologies and

02

services related to autonomous artificial intelligence social robots

that can help people in their lives while communicating naturally
with people. In 2020, we developed LIKU, a humanoid social robot

스타트업 소개

that interacts with humans and acts autonomously. LIKU is

currently being used in a variety of fields, from early childhood
education to information services for public institutions. Currently,
TOROOC is working hard to load contents that help with mental

4차 산업혁명

health care for the elderly on LIKU. LIKU will always be with us in
our daily lives.

Website
www.torooc.com

Artificial intelligence is no longer the story of the future. Artificial
intelligence continues to develop while constantly learning even at
this time. The day when humans and robots will share experiences
and recall memories will soon come. TOROOC is specializing in
artificial intelligence human robots and has been running by seeing
the potential of artificial intelligence robots.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[KB Investment]

KB Investment is an active investment company with the largest number of IRs in Korea because of its
rational decision-making process by the management, a large number of venture capitalists, and support from
its financial group company. We are a flexible and speedy organization that suits the situation of the
company. We provide a flexible and flexible structure so that we can invest depending on the state of the
startup. Although our company is a large investor, it has great flexibility to respond to changes, which is an
advantage for venture capitalists. In addition, our company has a well-established support team to provide
strong support to support our investment. We think our compliance team, which has professionalism, system,
and speed, is also the best in Korea. The support team has never said NO, even when the deal had to go
fast. The investment decision process is transparent. It is conducted according to the voting system and has
a transparent decision-making structure for the pros and cons of the deal because it is openly voted on right
after the investment review. Thanks to our organization's performance, we became the No. 1 investment
company this year. Being the No. 1 financial group company in Korea is also our strength. Depending on the
situation and size of the deal, we can also create synergies with securities companies and banks.

We recommend the startup [POZA Labs]

Company
introduction
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1. Artificial intelligence composition solution equipped with unrivaled technology:
'VIODIO', an artificial intelligence composition solution, automatically creates music according t
o the concept and atmosphere by generating data based on the rules learned by itself and re
commends music of a similar style according to the user's taste. POZA Labs has built a hig
h-quality sound source creation system with commercial significance by designing its own uniq
ue Midi conversion preprocessing library system and guidelines that are easy to learn multipl
e complex elements of music generation.
2. Rapid growth of the video market accelerates the growth of the copyright sound source
market:
OTT and content companies, MCN creators, and video film producers have an increasing need f
or various sound sources and exclusive sound source content, but compared to the increasing nu
mber of videos produced, sound sources are insufficient and time and cost are high. The co
mpany can provide exclusive content for the first time and has a high price advantage.
3. Possess a go-to-market strategy with excellent manpower: Music-related professionals
who graduated from Berkeley College of Music and Korea National University of Arts have u
nited to create an artificial intelligence music system by digitalizing the elements of music in
the subjective domain.
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Introducing the Startup
[POZA Labs]
Business Certification
- Venture company

Awards
POZA Labs provides a copyright-free AI music subscription service for

- Artificial Intelligence
Novel Contest (KT)

creators of various content such as video/games. Billions of videos are
being uploaded in 2021, but it is very difficult to use a suitable sound
source due to copyright issues. This service helps users to enjoy a wider

02

variety of music conveniently by solving copyright issues through artificial
intelligence.
After attracting seed investment from Naver and Bon Angels in the first

스타트업 소개

year of 2018, we started full-scale R&D. We succeeded in making music
into artificial intelligence by only developing core technology for about three
years, and based on this, we attracted investment in Pre Series A from KB
Investment, Naver, and Bon Angels in 2021. Since then, we have grown
into a team of about 30 people as of 2022, and we are selling artificial
intelligence music based on many companies.

4차 산업혁명
Website
www.pozalabs.com

Using artificial intelligence, I wanted to create friendly technology
that can be easily accessed in everyday life. So, I started a
business by merging the field of music, which I usually liked, with
artificial intelligence and founded POZA Labs. We will grow into a
company that builds a world where everyone can make music
even if they do not have any musical knowledge.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Kakao Ventures]

Kakao Ventures hopes to become a reliable partner and co-pilot for startups, helping to advance
the future needed by the world. To do so, we focus on one “how” startups solve the problems;
that is, finding their core competencies. No team is perfect in every way. However, there are
only a limited number of great teams that solve clear problems with their core competencies, so
Kakao Ventures is moving faster and more aggressively than anyone else based on our own
philosophy. What role can we play in helping our family grow? That is pushing their core
competencies while 'filling in' the rest as much as possible. By supporting practical business
resources or connecting networks in the right place, we want to be the first reliable companion
that comes to mind when our family needs help. We will not stop growing (Value up) to become
a companion on the family's long journey.

We recommend the startup [Floatic]
Floatic is a team of young people in their 20s who challenge the formidable
logistics field.
CEO Lee Chan, who has long dreamed of a robot, has accumulated experience
as an engineer at some of the most famous robot-related companies in Korea,
such as Twiny, Baedal Minjok, and Naver Labs. In addition, key talents such as
CEO Kim Ji-soo, who have experience in logistics, are working together to
Company
introduction

innovate the logistics robot market. With young ambition and experience related
to logistics robots, Floatic has been collaborating with Techtaka, Duson
Company, and Colosseum since the early days of the company's founding to
find the interface between technology and the market. Inspired by Floatic's
technology and strategy to dig into the weak points of existing robotic systems
in the rapidly expanding logistics field, we decided to invest.
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Introducing the Startup
[Floatic]
Business Certification
- Venture company

As

a

company

that

develops

automated

robot

services

for

warehouses, Floatic is developing programs to be linked with the
Warehouse Management System (WMS) used in warehouses.
Floatic is innovating the warehouse automation market through

02

robot services. Floatic's picking process is not an inefficient picking
process in which the movement of goods is attributed to the

스타트업 소개

movement of the worker. Floatic's picking process allows the
optimal movement of goods since it separates the movement of
goods from the movement of workers.

Floatic automates the warehouse's picking and putaway process at
the fastest and most reasonable cost through the picking robot
service.

4차 산업혁명
Website
www.floaticinc.com

'Expand Your World' is our vision. Just as the Internet has
expanded people's intellectual limits, I think robots are the only
object that can expand people's physical and temporal limits. We
want to create a business that can easily and intuitively solve
impossible tasks for humans. By doing so, we want to greatly
expand the limits that can be accessed and performed by workers
and managers, as well as, humans.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Enlight Ventures]

Enlight Ventures is an investment company specializing in Tech Clustering that focuses on the
value chain, which is the core technology of the future industry, and invests in startup teams in
various industries with technology. From the initial stage to the scale-up stage, we are linking
not only investment funds but also funds for technological advancement by matching fund
formation and investment execution for each growth stage, as well as technology development
tasks linked with venture investment. Furthermore, we are playing the role of a partner for the
win-win growth of startups by acting as a direct business connection channel in connection with
networks of large corporations such as Samsung Outside C Lab.

We recommend the startup [Flea Pop]

Company
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Lovely Market, which started as a business by the founders of Generation Z, has
secured loyal customers through active communication between the company and
customers through the strong fandom ‘Lovely Market Nerd’. The company built
its own community to internalize the fandoms scattered by SNS and established
a virtuous cycle structure in which fandoms voluntarily create content and attract
new customers, and then increase the stay time with differentiated functions
such as recommendations among members. In this way, by securing a
foundation for expanding into a comprehensive platform, the company laid the
basis for quickly securing the MZ generation which will become the pivot of
economic activity in the future. This is the biggest reason we invested in this
company. In addition, the company has gained high name recognition based on
the successful operation experience of the offline Lovely Market and has a
differentiation strategy as a Z-generation specialized shopping platform.
Particularly, we think that the expansion of content based on space and
community that maximizes customer experience will create high synergy by
mixing organic experiences between each business division.
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Introducing the Startup
[Flea Pop]
Business Certification
- Venture company

Flea Pop's main customers are Generation Z. Flea Pop understands

Intellectual Property Rights
- 10 domestic registration

the characteristics of Generation Z more than anyone else and strives
to provide customized services to them. Generation Z doesn't have a
credit card or even a bank account, so they feel inconveniences when

02

shopping online and offline. The simple payment service also cannot
link credit cards and bank accounts and cannot be used due to the

Awards
- Korea Technology
Finance Corporation
(First Penguin)

lack of communication data. For these teenagers, we developed an

스타트업 소개

easy-to-use unbanking simple payment system, LM Pay. Furthermore,

we developed Lovely Market, a crossover shopping platform where

Generation Z can experience products offline and make purchases
online. Flea Pop has grown into a lifestyle app service for Generation

4차 산업혁명

Z through a simple payment system and a crossover shopping

Website

platform that crosses online and offline.

www.fleapopinc.com

Flea Pop's founding motive was to commercialize an ingenious idea
for greater economic income. Flea Pop has three missions.
1. Design a context to complete the lifestyle.
2.

Understand

the

cultural

codes

of

our

customers

and

communicate according to their level.
3. Provide a new shopping experience through the convergence of
analog and digital.
We will provide users with a valuable experience through a new
shopping culture, and strive to grow into an essential app to
complete a lifestyle.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Dong-Yu Technology
Investment]

Dong-Yu Technology Investment is a new technology business finance company, mainly investing
to support the specific implementation of the businesses of companies with early and mid-term
technology. In addition, our company is actively investing in companies with meaningful future
technology. Dong-yu Technology Investment's main investment areas are AI solutions, ICT
manufacturing and service, and biotechnology. Our company is actively contributing to the
business stabilization, technology development and sales of investee companies through leading
investments.

We recommend the startup [PSR Media]

Company
introduction

- 78 -

The AI technology developed by PSR Media automatically searches for e-commerce
product information by analyzing digital media images. The company develops and
supplies AI SaaS for online advertising and retail. By reflecting end-user dynamic
data in more than 130 million training data generated through this service, it is being
used as a tool for quick decision making for customer segmentation and
communication in the retail field. For example, by analyzing celebrity photos in online
newspapers viewed by customers in real-time, this technology helps the customers
make purchases by linking them with companies that sell clothing that most closely
resembles the clothing worn by the celebrity in the photo.
In particular, if existing digital advertisements are targeting entirely based on past
visit records, the company's 'Piclick AI' has commercialized a solution that analyzes
images in real-time. In this way, the company is implementing an advertisement
with a creative concept of targeting end users' 'current real-time interests'. These
analytics technologies are expected to have a greater impact in the future if Google
stops supporting cookies for advertising.
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Introducing the Startup
[PSR Media]
Business Certification
- Venture company
- Women’s business

Piclick utilizes AI image search technology to provide AI advertisements, AI
in-store solutions, and data analysis results. We recommend products to
customers by analyzing all the paths from customer inflow to purchase with
visual data. The purchase conversion rate is also high because it analyzes
the

image

recommends

of
to

the

products

them.

13%

that
of

customers
customers

are

interested

who

see

the

and
02
solution
in

recommendation product are converted to purchase, and the purchase

스타트업 소개

conversion rate in the shopping mall will increase by 30% compared to

before the application. Coupang, Misso, SPAO, and other companies are

already using Piclick 's AI advertisements of the CPC and CPS billing
methods, which automatically link the same/similar products by analyzing
media images in real-time, and the cloud-based AI-SaaS AI install solution
installed in shopping malls to help customers shop.

4차 산업혁명

Intellectual Property Rights
- 4 domestic registration

Awards

- Korea Technology Innovation
Award (Money Today)
- Next Media Challenge
Encouragement Award
(Ministry of Culture, Sports and
Tourism, SBA)
- 3rd place in Alibaba Global
Startup Pitching Competition
(Alibaba, China)
- 1st place in Ta Edge Global
Pitching Competition
(People's Government of China)
- Winner of the Korea-China
Science and Technology Innovation
Competition for 2 consecutive
times (Ministry of Science and ICT)

Website
www.piclick.me

Piclick's service is in the spotlight now, when online shopping is
active. Many consumers want to buy something while looking at
some photos in entertainment articles or fashion content but have
not been able to purchase it because they do not know exactly
where to buy it. Piclick connects advertisers' shopping malls in
about 200 domestic and foreign media, including photos in
entertainment articles and fashion content. Piclick's service makes
it easier for consumers to purchase the products they want and
provides businesses with an opportunity to imprint their brand on

CEO’ story

consumers who are interested in their products.
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[East Gate Partners, LLC]

East Gate Partners is an LLC-type venture capital firm specializing in investment in early-stage
companies. East Gate Partnersis was established by investment reviewers with managerial
ownership to manage funds. East Gate Partners is a venture capital company that launched its
first fund in 2010 and is performing outstandingly across various industries. We are doing our
best to support growth rather than simply investing, and we are concentrating on investment and
support for early venture startups. East Gate Partners' mission is to become a reliable partner in
supporting the growth of venture companies as a business partner.

We recommend the startup [Korea E-Voting]
Korea E-Voting provides a proven electronic voting solution and service
platform that allows anyone to express their opinion anytime, anywhere
using a smartphone. Korea E-Voting Service has patents related to
unrivaled technology and is an online voting system that applies perfect
secret voting and voter self-verification technology. It is a proven
company
Company
introduction

because

organizations

such

as

political

parties,

apartment houses, etc. are already using the company's service. If
Korea E-Voting Service is applied to future referendums, etc., it can
greatly

reduce

Therefore,
democracy.
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many

this

costs

and

company

increase
is

helping

the
to

voting

participation

implement

rate;

representative
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Introducing the Startup
[Korea E-Voting]
Business Certification
- Venture company

Korea E-Voting is a safe and convenient online-offline voting

Intellectual Property
Rights

system that helps fair election opening, voting and counting. Users

- 8 domestic registration

of our service can vote quickly and easily using PCs and mobile

02
On-offline voting can be done at on-site polling stations scattered
devices, regardless of place and time.

across the country, and non-voters can be encouraged to vote by

스타트업 소개

sending text messages at specific times. Moreover, we are paying
special

attention

to

security

by

introducing

various

security

Awards
- Korea Internet & Security
Agency President's
Award for the 4th Industrial
Revolution
(Korea Internet & Security
Agency)

methods. Based on this domestic service model, we are working
hard to commercialize the e-voting service overseas.

4차 산업혁명
Website
www.kevoting.com

Korea Electronic Voting began to advance into the mobile voting
market, starting with the National Election Commission's kvoting
service. The number of online voting users of about 16 million, the
cumulative

number

accident-free

of

18,236

implementation

elections,

and

demonstrate

our

9

years

of

technological

prowess. I hope you use the electronic voting system with proven
safety, security, and performance.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[POSCO CAPITAL]

POSCO CAPITAL is POSCO's only investment-specialized financial company and a stable
shareholder-based new technology financial company composed of POSCO and POSTECH. It was
established on June 18, 1997, to discover and foster promising new technology companies and
venture companies that will lead the future industry of the innovation paradigm. We select
companies with advanced technology and growth potential from the initial stage and provide
capital and management support to them to play a role as a successful partner. The POSCO
Group pursues 'corporate citizenship to build a better future together.' POSCO Group will become
a venture capital that develops together with companies by becoming a member of society.

We recommend the startup [Hexlant]
Hexlant is a company with blockchain development technology. The
company provides software that can build the easiest blockchain
environment, technology that can verify contract stability, and a safe
safe solution. Hexlant is classified into Fintech Development Division,
Blockchain

Development

Division,

Research

Center,

and

Platform

Division, so it can provide professional services in each field. We
Company
introduction
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invested in Hexlant because the company has high growth potential as
it is researching blockchain technology with various companies such as
Samsung Blockchain, Shinhan Bank, and Ground One.
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Introducing the Startup
[Hexlant]
Business Certification
- Venture company

We started Hexlant to help build blockchain services easily, develop the
environment, promote sound investment in cryptocurrencies, and solve
information asymmetry. In 2018, we established Hexlant with a capital of 1
million won, but now it has been selected as a promising startup growth

02

promotion package by the Seoul Business Agency and has grown by
attracting a series A investment of 6.5 billion won. The secret to our
growth is our unrivaled blockchain technology.

스타트업 소개

Octet, a blockchain infrastructure construction and wallet security service, is

Intellectual Property
Rights
- 10 domestic registration

Awards
- 4th Industrial Revolution
Grand Prize (National
Assembly 4th Industrial
Revolution Forum)

our main service that helps companies to avoid the need to build a
decentralized network such as Ethereum and build a back office. This

reduces the time it takes at least a month to produce a service to less
than two weeks, and reduces the cost by one-seventh, saving time and

4차 산업혁명

money. We will continue to strive to provide businesses with more
convenient and reasonable blockchain technology.

Website
www.hexlant.com

In 2017, when blockchain technology became a marketing tool for
cryptocurrency investment, we wanted to show that many things can be
changed with blockchain. We wanted to create an environment that could
change the market focused on cryptocurrency investment by providing
services based on the characteristics of the blockchain, such as transparent
history inquiry, asset management, and irreversibility of recorded contents.
Cryptocurrencies are not transparent and can lead to many crimes due to
anonymity issues. Therefore, we thought that it is necessary to minimize
investment loss due to information asymmetry by providing a service that
makes cryptocurrency investment itself transparent like a blockchain. We
aim

to

operate

a

platform

that

provides

easy

access

from

CEO’ story

asset

management to various decentralized services for all companies and general
users that are growing like Amazon and doing crypto business in the area
of providing blockchain infrastructure.
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Devsisters Ventures]

Devsisters Ventures is a small and medium-sized business venture capital company established in
May 2015 and is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Devsisters, a mobile game company, to contribute
to the virtuous cycle of the venture ecosystem. We are discovering and investing in competitive
early-stage companies in the fields of high-value-added ICT industries, such as digital content,
digital healthcare, and ICT service, and support the challenges of startup teams with dreams and
high goals.

We recommend the startup [Hello Factory]

Company
introduction
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As a startup that provides IoT-based services aiming to advance into the global
market, Hello Factory is supplying hardware and messaging platforms necessary
for the hospitality industry to the North American and European markets.
Through many years of IoT product development and cloud-based platform, the
company has commercialized a product and service called 'Hello Bell' in North
America and Korea and is continuously increasing the number of applied stores.
Hello Factory's overseas customers include ''Levi''s Stadium', a football stadium in
Santa Clara, California, ''Canadian Brew', a famous beer chain with more than 30
large stores in North America. House)' and the 'Irvine Marriott hotel' in Irvine. Its
domestic customers include ''The Plaza Hotel Seoul' located in the center of Seoul,
''Bar 81'' located at Lotte Tower, and ''SMT Seoul'', a fine dining restaurant
operated by SM Entertainment. Also, the company is expanding its business to
various fields such as shopping malls, hotels/room service, auxiliary facilities/VIP
rooms, hospitals, schools, and retail stores. We expect full-scale growth of Hello
Factory as the COVID-19 situation improves.
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Introducing the Startup
[Hello Factory]

By providing a communication platform for offline stores called 'Hello Bell',
Hello Factory provides stores with the effect of promptly responding to
customers and increasing the work efficiency of employees. Customers can
quickly deliver various requests on a web page displayed through a QR

02

code on a Hello Bell device or their smartphone. Employees can share
information

about

receiving

and

accepting/processing

group-specific

requests with other employees through the smartwatch they are wearing.

스타트업 소개

The Hello Bell platform not only responds to customer requests but also
provides

various

increase

work

functions
efficiency.

for

In

communication

addition,

the

between

reporting

employees

function

to

through

monitoring and data collection is available on the management page.
Through Hello Bell, employees can quickly respond to customer needs,

4차 산업혁명

which improves the quality of service. Users can expect an increase in

profits through Hello Bell, a service that improves service quality, reduces
operating costs, and boosts sales.

Hello Factory is a startup that provides IoT-based services aiming
to advance into the global market. After entering the North
American market, we are supplying hardware and messaging
platforms necessary for the hospitality industry to Europe,
Southeast Asia, and Japan. Through many years of IoT product
development and cloud-based platform, we have commercialized a
product and service called 'Hello Bell' in North America and Korea
and are continuously increasing the number of applied stores. We
introduce unprecedented products and services through disruptive
innovation, thereby providing convenience while maximizing the
operational efficiency of applied stores. In addition, we are
continuing to upgrade our platform to expand the market not only
to F&B but also to offline business sites by linking various
solutions and products.

Website
www.hellofactory.co.kr

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Startup
[Dreamfora]
Business Certification
- Venture company

Dreamfora is a goal management application specializing in mid- to
long-term goal management. Dreamfora was established in 2018 and

Intellectual Property
Rights

provides goal management tools and goal-based social media services

- 2 domestic registration

based on domestic and foreign patented big data analysis technology.

02

Unlike existing goal management apps that only provide templates for
writing goals, Dreamfora provides recommended goals and a plan for
achieving each goal. With this app, users can create a one-click goal
achievement plan, and improve the achievement rate by using progress
statistics and motivational content while implementing the plan.
The goal-based community that Dreamfora is developing will provide an
experience of sharing planning and achievement know-how among users,
encouraging and competing with each other, and achieving goals in a more

4차 산업혁명

fun way. Please look forward to Dreamfora, which will grow into a
company that contributes to personal growth.

Website
www.dreamfora.com

The story of one person working hard to achieve something and growing
up is touching and heart-warming. I was looking for an online service that
could give me full access to stories about such personal growth and
motivate me, but I found out that such a service does not exist yet, so I
decided to create it myself.
To build a community based on User Created Content, I was thinking
about which is more important between users and content. By providing a
mid- to long-term goal management tool first, users can establish and
execute a plan to achieve their goals, and based on this data, users can
communicate with each other to build a community. Based on this idea, I
started a business. I plan to create a service that provides all necessary
information

and

tools

for

each

stage

of

planning,

execution,

and

achievement when individuals want to achieve something. The goal of
Dreamfora is to become a global social media with unrivaled value.

- 86 -
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story
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Introducing the Startup
[acrossB]
Business Certification
- Venture company

acrossB provides a complete logistics service for the overseas expansion of
e-commerce companies. Through a digital platform, we integrate and

Intellectual Property Rights

manage orders and inventory across multiple sales channels, and select and

- 4 overseas registration

provide

optimal

delivery

services

that

are

diversified

to

suit

the

characteristics of cargo and regions. In addition, we handle local returns
and

logistics-related

technology

to

C/S.

predict

Furthermore,

demand

and

we

utilize

realize

machine

learning

inventory-delivery-cost

optimization. This will lead to an improved consumer experience, which will
serve as a basis for e-commerce companies to expand their overseas
business.

Website
www.acrossb.net

We

discovered

the

pain

points

related

to

cross-border

e-commerce logistics and supply chain management and thought
that they could be solved with IT technology. We are developing
products and entering the market through seed investment and
TIPS program selection, and we want to grow into a global
platform

that

supports

the

entire

cross-border

e-commerce

process in the future.

CEO’s
story
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02

Startup
Introduction
Cultural Contents

Introducing the Venture
Capital [Pathfinder H]

Changes in Pathfinder H come from young people. The buds of change brought about by young
people with lively ideas and amazing insights change the economy. We decided to use the
valuable funds raised through over 17 years of media business activities to establish venture
capital. Pathfinder H not only selects and invests in promising companies in the self-sustaining
start-up market but also actively encourages young people to start a business, and tries to add
strength to society so that the passion for entrepreneurship is not faded. Pathfinder H aims to
develop itself as a great leader of venture capital in the Korean, Asian and global markets by
pouring all of its sincerity and energy into this place. Pathfinder H will create hope and change
led by young people.

We recommend the startup
[Nature Mobility]

Company
introduction
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Nature Mobility is a company that has built a reservation payment
solution and price prediction AI algorithm system. Even though it is a
latecomer in the rental car area, it is a fast-growing company with
efficient BM compared to its competitors. The biggest strength of
Nature Mobility is that it is conducting a B2B2C business that provides
solutions in the form of APIs to various platform operators rather than
emphasizing only its own platform through independent marketing.
Starting with rental cars, it is now expanding into vertical categories.
As a B2B2C solution that solves unmet needs that have not been
solved in each area, Nature Mobility has great potential for further
growth.
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Introducing the Startup
[Nature Mobility]

Since the service opened in 2018, Nature Mobility has been
continuously increasing its sales. In 2021, we achieved sales of 21
billion won, exceeding our target sales of 20 billion won. In
addition, after the helmet was released, we succeeded in Wadiz

02

funding and Makuake (a Japanese funding site) funding, and we

started overseas expansion. Nature Mobility intends to propose a

스타트업 소개

platform that combines the optimal means of transportation from
the origin to the destination and reflects traffic conditions that

change in real-time. It recommends optimal routes and means to
users

through

integrated

management

of

various

means

of

transportation. This allows users to use their time more efficiently

문화 콘텐츠

and also saves on transportation costs. For users, Nature Mobility

is moving faster and more diligently. These movements are the

Website
www.naturemobility.com

driving force behind the rapid growth of Nature Mobility.

Everyone dreams of a peaceful leisurely life. However, if you are a
modern person living in a city, you know that the reality is not so.
Sometimes you can have an unexpectedly relaxing time, but on
most days, you can’t take a rest because you can’t afford to lose
even one second. Nature Mobility aims to be an integrated
platform for all means of transportation that can be used by
individuals. Nature Mobility is moving steadily and rapidly towards
the future to offer innovative services to users.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[D3 Jubilee Partners]

D3 Jubilee Partners is a venture capital company that has pioneered global impact/ESG
investments based in Seoul and Silicon Valley. We are concentrating on Series A and B phase
investments for companies that want to solve social problems caused by the climate crisis and
structural changes in society through business innovation. We are striving to go one step further
toward the UN's Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) through the management of venture
investment cooperatives that pursue market returns along with social values.

We recommend the startup[Nido Company]

Company
introduction
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Although the proportion of single-person households in Seoul, such as
job-seeking students and low-wage irregular workers, is rapidly
increasing, the affordable housing types with job-housing proximity
located in Sinchon, Gangnam, etc are limited to basement, rooftop, and
accommodation for examiners called gosiwon. Nido Company is
supplying a room for 3 to 4 people at a low monthly rent without a
deposit for these housing-vulnerable groups. In addition, the company
not only offers lower prices to its residents but also increases the
satisfaction of its residents by creating a community. We decided to
invest in Nido Company because we thought that its services are
essential for single-person households in Seoul.
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Introducing the Startup
[Nido Company]

The housing business 'Share Nido', which is our main business
division, is currently maintaining an average occupancy rate of 70%
due to the continued impact of COVID-19. Accordingly, we are
actively changing the multi-person room, which is our core
business model, into a one- to two-person room to improve the
occupancy rate. In addition, we are trying to expand branches in
the co-working business field as we confirmed its growth needs.
The occupancy rate is expected to improve according to the
change of the quarantine system to ‘with COVID-19’ and the
opening schedule of universities starting in March, and we are
continuing

agreements

with

educational

institutions

such

as

universities. The current monthly sales are between 100 million
won and 120 million won, slightly below the BEP, but we expect it
to exceed the BEP by the end of the year.

Website
www.nido.c

Nido means nest in Spanish. As a safe and comfortable haven like
a nest, and a stepping stone to challenge the wider world, Share
Nido expresses the will to grow together by innovating various
problems of city life.

ou can create the lifestyle you have ever

imagined with Share Nido.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[The Ventures]

The Ventures is a company specializing in investment/acceleration of early domestic and foreign
companies where successful founders work together under the slogan of “Founders backing
founders!” Since its establishment in January 2014, as of April 2022, our company has invested
in over 120 promising early-stage companies at home and abroad, resulting in multiple
investment exits and attracting follow-up investments. The Ventures is another start-up that
creates a new paradigm for investment in early-stage companies and pursues continuous
challenges and innovation.

We recommend the startup
[Smart Consumer]
The reason consumers use 'Smart Consumer' is because of cost
savings through modularization of interior processes. In the large-scale
interior

market,

differentiating

the

itself

company
from

is

expanding

competitors

in

its

the

market

size

by

modularization

of

processes. We expect that the CEO will lead the company well due to
Company
introduction

her excellent competency and previous experience, and the company's
sales index is steadily rising. Since Smart Consumer has low customer
acquisition costs, we expect it to expand its service field and region
more and more.

- 94 -
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Introducing the Startup
[Smart Consumer]
Business Certification
- Venture company
- Women’s business

a.b.land aims to popularize design work that was only possible by interior
design

studios.

To

get

help

from

a

designer

when

doing

interior

construction, total remodeling (whole house interior construction) was the
only option. In the case of a famous design studio, it costs more than 3
million won per pyeong. Accordingly, for 30 pyeong, a customer needs 100

02

million won. a.b.land is operating a special exhibition for each space so that
even a small space can be constructed with a designer. Moreover, we are

standardizing and automating estimates that have not been standardized

스타트업 소개

due to information asymmetry in the interior market.

We will make the interior market more transparent and increase access to

design projects so that more people can enjoy the happiness that good
spaces provide.

문화 콘텐츠
Website
www.abland.kr

Smart Consumer was established to solve the information imbalance in the
interior market. Many people think that interior companies are inflating their
service prices. In fact, when interior construction is carried out by a total
interior company, consumers can easily complete the construction, but
interior companies must consult, measure, design, and provide a draft.
Moreover, in the process, deals often collapse. All these opportunity costs,
actual working hours of employees, reserves to respond to on-site
variables, repair costs that may occur in the future, and design values are
all incorporated into the interior construction estimate.
If it is a design studio rather than a local vendor, these invisible costs are
much higher. However, the cost of interior construction that consumers
think is only material/construction cost. That's why consumers think that
the interior industry overcharges customers. While some companies are
conscientious, others certainly tend to exploit these characteristics to make
excessive profits. These days, people can easily get information about
self-interior and materials just by searching the Internet. 'alice in
builderland (a.b.land)' was launched for those who think, "I want to have a
beautiful space, but entrusting the entire interior to the desired design
company is expensive, and can only the necessary construction be carried
out at a reasonable price?"

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Hana Ventures]

Hana Ventures is the specialized venture capital of Hana Financial Group established in 2018 and
the first full-time new technology business finance company among domestic financial groups.
Since the establishment of the company, we have made initial investments in e-book and
webtoon platform Lidy, Korean beef distribution startup Sirloin, online video service (OTT)
company Watcha, and crowdfunding platform Wadiz. And, we have successfully achieved
investment exit through M&A with webtoon platform Tapas and game company Royal Crow. As
of May 2022, our company has achieved KRW 841 billion in assets under management (AUM)
and plans to contribute to the innovation and development of domestic and foreign startups and
investment ecosystems and focus on its role as an adventure investor.

We recommend the startup [Losh Korea]

Company
introduction
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Losh Korea operates Siiso, a lifestyle curation platform for active
seniors in their 50s and 60s. The company offers not only hobby
classes such as watercolor, oil painting, calligraphy, home gardening,
and rattan crafts, but also cultural experiences to enjoy art galleries,
farms, and classical concerts, and tour services to the suburbs for the
affluent life of seniors. The company also provides a variety of life
support services. In the future, Losh Korea plans to grow into a total
platform for seniors that combines culture, leisure, commerce, and
online/offline based on customized content for active seniors. While
the senior population and purchasing power are continuously
increasing, there is no service to satisfy them, so we expect the
company's services to continue to be in the spotlight.
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Introducing the Startup
[Losh Korea]
Business Certification
- Venture company
- Social enterprise

As

Korea's

aging

population

accelerates

and

life

expectancy

increases, more and more people are taking on new challenges
after retirement. They are called 'active seniors', different from the

02

'silver generation', and actively participate in leisure and social
activities to pioneer their own lives. From online content to offline

activities, Siiso allows people to conveniently and easily find a

스타트업 소개

variety of experience information that suits their tastes. They can
form a community with others with similar interests and hobbies

and enjoy cultural life together. We will move forward as an
'integrated lifestyle platform' that integrates online and offline.

문화 콘텐츠
Website
www.siiso.co.kr

Losh Korea dreams of a world where age is not an issue when
trying

new

experiences.

Experience

leisure,

hobbies,

and

culture-related services tailored to your taste in one place, Siiso. A
new experience with the 50s and 60s personalized lifestyle
curation Siiso will bring new vitality to you.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[A Ventures]

The A in A Ventures contains three meanings: Alpha(start), Agile(agile movement), and
Advance(progress and achievement). As the meaning of our mission, we are a venture capital
firm whose investment philosophy is to discover leading companies and become an investor who
provides strong support from the beginning. A Ventures was established in the second half of
2018 by a team that has consistently achieved results together. Based on our long-established
network in the financial investment industry and VC industry, we aim to make a sincere
investment as a house that receives first calls from excellent companies.
We have been nurturing representative companies in multiple industries for a long time and have
various successful experiences, including pre-IPO and leading investments in the Series A phase.
As of the first half of 2022, A Ventures has grown into a venture capital that runs approximately
KRW 200 billion worth of funds, including seven blind funds.

We recommend the startup [Meissa]

Company
introduction
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Meissa provides a construction drone data platform that can easily and
accurately share digitized information on construction sites. The Meisa platform
can show and store a construction site in three dimensions through its own
developed image processing technology. In addition, the Meissa platform allows
users easily utilize various data from construction sites, it has been loved by
large construction companies and surveying companies and has become the
most used platform in Korea. After the outbreak of COVID-19, all industries are
less reluctant to introduce untact platforms, and the construction industry is also
accelerating the movement of digitalization after COVID-19. We believe that
Meissa's startup company can lead the digitalization of the construction industry
with drone data in this market environment, so we made a Series A investment
in Meissa Corporation in early 2021. Not long after the Series A investment,
Meissa was recognized for its spatial data-related technology and execution
ability and attracted investment from Korea Aerospace Industries. After that,
Meissa established Meissa Planet, a joint venture with KAI in April 2022, and is
expanding its scope from drones to satellites, and from construction to all
industries that require spatial information.
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Introducing the Startup
[Meissa]
Business Certification
- Venture company

Meissa can collect spatial data quickly and easily through drones.
Based on spatial data collected through drones, it is conducting
smart construction through digitization of the site. The Meisa
platform is the only service in Korea that integrates all procedures
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necessary to use drones at construction sites. It provides a drone
data platform and makes offline construction sites as datification

스타트업 소개

for the efficient management of construction sites. Based on the

Intellectual Property Rights
- 4 domestic registration
- 4 overseas registration

Awards
- Korea Industry Awards
(Money Today)
- Innovation Management
Awards (Hankookilbo)

drone data platform, we are realizing true smart site management

by connecting various field data such as BIM, IoT, mobile, and
CCTV. I ask for your attention to Meissa, the start of smart
construction.

문화 콘텐츠
Website
www.meissa.ai

Meissa is a smart construction startup that promotes construction
innovation with drones and ICT. The era of smart construction has
already begun, and many construction companies are taking the
initiative with Meissa.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Ascendo Ventures]

Founded in 2018, Ascendo Ventures is a venture capital firm based in Seoul, South Korea. We strive to be a
true lifecycle partner of the fastest-growing and game-changing Asian technology companies.
We are stage agnostic. We primarily invest in pre-series A in pre-IPO stage technology companies in Asia.
We ascend together. From the moment we invest in our portfolio companies, we are committed to being
long-term partners with our entrepreneurs, embracing the tremendous challenges and changes to come.
Respect and empathy for founders. We are well aware of the entrepreneurs’ commitment to continuous
improvement, committed to making unprecedented and seemingly impossible goals possible.
Ascendo Ventures provides full support, connecting executives, investors, industry experts, and more.
Additionally, we are uniquely positioned to enable portfolio companies to connect with potential business
partners when they participate in global business expansion. We sincerely strive to do our part as a venture
capitalist and provide full support throughout the entrepreneur’s journey.

We recommend the startup [Most By]

Company
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Most By operates 'Jelly View', a new team and business model reorganized by
competent teams through trial and error. The company is expected to accelerate
innovation in the maternity-related business field in the future by maximizing
the synergy of manpower based on expertise and the synergy of service based
on business models. The postpartum care center market is a large market worth
about KRW 1.3 trillion per year, but it is still acquired through Naver Cafe, the
old infrastructure, and is operated on an offline basis. Therefore, if Most By
quickly preoccupies the market, it can enjoy the advantage as a first mover and
is expected to have a very large lock-in effect.
In addition, the company has high scalability to adjacent markets. If BYANDUS
quickly introduces a maternal-based user base through a 'Jelly View'-based
platform, it is highly likely to expand into adjacent businesses for a user base
with active needs. Moreover, in the field of commerce, such as health functional
food for mothers and children, and financial products such as children's
insurance, the business can be expanded into adjacent services that can be
entered in the short term. These sectors are expected to be highly lucrative
given the customer base with a strong tendency to generously provide good
products and services to children.
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Introducing the Startup
[Most By]

Most By started a related service to improve the inefficiency
caused

by

the

closure

of

information

in

the

domestic

fertility/childcare market. In March 2020, the official service was
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launched, starting with the postpartum care center cam service
called Jelly View. Jelly View App, which is our main service, is a

one-stop parenting platform for mothers who enter the postpartum

스타트업 소개

care center, from community functions to obtaining and purchasing
necessary product information. Now, we are developing the
service by reflecting various childcare-related functions, such as
product recommendations tailored to mothers and chat-based social
platform functions.

문화 콘텐츠
Website
www.jellyview.co.kr

With the motto of pregnancy, childbirth, and child-rearing for
moms and dads these days, We started the service to help the
Korean childcare market. Although the number of births in Korea is
declining, newbie parents still need a lot of information about
child-rearing. We think the maternity/childcare market needs a lot
of attention and support. We would like to ask for your attention,
and we, Most By, will also try our best to present Jelly View as a
social platform for mothers as an alternative to Mom Cafe and
provide various functions necessary in the child care market within
the app.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture
Capital [BA Partners]

BA Partners Co., Ltd. is a VC established by Lee Jongseung, who served as CEO of Korea
Investment Partners and NHN Investment. Our mission is to find innovative companies and help
them reach their destinations. Our mission does not end with a one-time investment. It's just the
beginning of a long journey to building a great company. To increase the value of the company,
we consider their problems as ours and ponder them together with the startup founders. With
the expertise of our long-time partners, we provide the right resources for companies as they
grow. We hope that we will be with companies from the beginning of their journey by investing
proactively from the initial stage of the companies.

We recommend the startup [Butfit Seoul]

Company
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Butfit Seoul is a fitness startup that operates 'Butfit Seoul', a group exercise progr
am, and 'Fitness Lounge', a shared GYM program. Butfit Seoul is rapidly growing
by solving problems in the existing market through content and IT capabilities. Th
e attractive group workout content and community features of 'Butfit Seoul' are im
proving profitability by attracting customers from far away to visit the fitness cent
er and acquiring more customers.
Moreover, Butfit Seoul is preparing to take off as a fitness platform through its IT
capabilities. In existing fitness centers, most of the payments occur offline. On th
e other hand, in the case of the company's shared GYM, online is also positioned
as a major payment channel through online and offline marketing. Furthermore, th
e company is improving internal efficiency within its fitness centers by transformin
g them from hand-managed to digital. After overcoming the crisis of the spread o
f COVID-19, Butfit Seoul succeeded in turnaround by launching two shared GYMs
in 2021 and is likely to realize high growth again from 2022, when the issue is e
xpected to be resolved. We recommend Butfit Seoul as it is expected to innovate
the fitness market based on solid organizational skills as well as content and IT c
apabilities.
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Introducing the Startup
[Butfit Seoul]
Business Certification
- Venture company

We think that regular exercise is one of the very important factors for
people's physical and mental health. We wanted to deliver the value of
constantly exercising to people, and to do so, we thought that various

Intellectual Property Rights
- 5 domestic registration

elements from the space, content, people, and operation of the FITNESS
industry should be innovated. In addition, we considered that a good
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company in this field must be born for this innovation, so we started a
business.
In March 2017, Butfit Seoul service was launched, and in October 2019, it

스타트업 소개

attracted a series A investment of KRW 2.5 billion. And, in May 2020, the
number of participants in Butfit Seoul Group Training exceeded 20,000.
The main services of Butfit Seoul are as follows.
1. Offline GYM Butfit Ground, 2. Butfit

Seoul, a group workout content, 3.

Butfit Ground App used together by GYM owners, trainers, and users, 4.
Butfit Play combining rowing machines and racing games

문화 콘텐츠

Butfit Seoul is creating online and offline solutions that allow people to
exercise regularly.

Website
https://www.butfitseoul.com/

Butfit Ground GYM is a new concept of GYM in which various
contents are connected through rewards and communities. The
core content of this Butfit Ground GYM is the team training
content Butfit Seoul, and Buffett Seoul provides various group
training according to the level and purpose. Besides, GYM owners,
trainers, and users can use the Butfit Ground App to provide and
use payments, reservations, classes, and post-class community
and rewards. Butfit Play is a racing-based water rowing machine
that provides people with short-time, high-efficiency workouts, and
makes them more immersed in their workouts through connection
and competition with other users.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[SJ Investment Partners]

SJ Investment Partners, established in August 2010, is a venture capital firm specializing in
investment in the early stage of business. Since CEO Yoon Kanghoon and most of the 11
members have experience in starting a business, the business goal of the company is to invest
and grow together while empathizing with the entrepreneur's heart. SJ Investment Partners is
investing

in

early

start-up

companies

in

various

fields

such

as

ICT/materials

parts

equipment/bio/tourism and is doing its best to increase corporate value through continuous
follow-up investment and collaboration.

We recommend the startup
[Real Estate Planet]
In

the

domestic

commercial

real

estate

transaction/management

market, the transition to digitalization/popularization was slower than
that of residential real estate. Real Estate Planet is highly likely to
grow into the No. 1 service provider in the commercial real estate
transaction/management market based on real estate data collected
Company
introduction
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over a long period. Furthermore, the company can enter the real
estate-based comprehensive asset management service area.
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Introducing the Startup
[Real Estate Planet]

Starting with the provision of data-based real estate information
services, Real Estate Planet plans to expand its services to a
brokerage commission market worth 10 trillion won per year and a
non-residential real estate management market worth 13 trillion
won per year through a step-by-step approach in 2022. The main
services of Real Estate Planet are as follows.
1. Big data and self-collected deep data-based information service
2. IT system-based brokerage service
3. Commercial real estate management service
Currently, the asset management of large buildings is monopolized
by global companies. The small and medium-sized building market,
which accounts for about 90% of the total market, is saturated due
to numerous small asset management companies, but since the
market has not yet undergone digital transformation, we think there
are more opportunities in the market in the future. We will show
you the further development of Real Estate Planet.

02

스타트업 소개
문화 콘텐츠
Website
www.bdsplanet.com

Hello. I am running Real Estate Planet, a comprehensive real
estate platform that is the beginning and end of real estate
transactions. Real Estate Planet is a real estate platform that
delivers various real estate information such as real transaction
price

inquiries,

residential/commercial/corporate

sales,

tenant

company information, and Real Estate Inside. We will do our best
to help more people use our Real Estate Planet to purchase real
estate.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Future Play]

Future Play is creating startups that will change the lives of mankind within 10 years by
disruptively innovating the existing market through startup investment, accelerating, and company
building. Future Play is a group of experts who solve deep and big problems scattered around
the world. Future Play is always open to those who want to grow with Future Play and those
who have a project to commission from Future Play. We hope you start a project that will
change the future with Future Play.
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Introducing the Startup
[VGEN]
Business Certification
- Venture company

VGEN is an energy venture company launched in 2017 with the vision of
being an eco-friendly IT company that realizes a clean energy world by
connecting new and renewable energy. VGEN solves the intermittent
problem of renewable energy and provides professional maintenance
services to renewable energy generators to help them compete on an
equal footing with fossil fuels and sustainably operate and maintain their
businesses.
VGEN's virtual power plant solution and power brokerage business service
provides users with a service to integrate and manage new and renewable
energy distributed power such as solar and wind power as a single power
plant using a cloud-based artificial intelligence software. VGEN is promoting
businesses such as virtual power plants, power brokerage, and digital OM
with the goal of becoming a leader in energy convergence platforms in the
future. To achieve a carbon-neutral scenario to respond to the climate
crisis, we have a goal to grow into the best innovative company in the
field of virtual power plants, which is attracting the most attention in the
field of new and renewable energy.

Intellectual Property Rights
- 15 domestic registration
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스타트업 소개
문화 콘텐츠
Website
www.vgen.co.kr

Along with the spread of new and renewable energy, we have
seized the business opportunity of a virtual power plant using
artificial intelligence and optimization technology. At the beginning
of the startup, we planned a joint development task with a power
generation subsidiary for a virtual power plant and utilized public
institutions as partners for development funds and growth. Since
its foundation in 2017, VGEN has developed and demonstrated
virtual

power

development

plant

and

solutions

collaboration

through
with

public

steady
power

technology
generation

companies, showing the world's best performance. In the future,
VGEN will grow into an IT company in the energy sector and

CEO’s
story

strive to become a Top 1 company in the domestic new and
renewable energy trading sector.
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Laguna Investment]

LAGUNA is the lifeline and source of diversity in the Atacama Desert, the driest place in the
world. Like Laguna in the desert, which is a lifeline for the surrounding ecosystem, Laguna
Investment was established with the goal of becoming a helpful entity for the venture ecosystem.
Laguna Investment is a new venture capital firm in its 4th year since its establishment in
February 2018, and our three partners, including the CEO, have an average of 10 years of
experience in the VC industry. Our greatest competitiveness is our management personnel with
unprecedented track record by investing more than KRW 250 billion in 100 companies such as
Action Square, Kakao, DoubleU Games, and Nextin. Laguna Investment discovered and invested in
early-stage companies with high growth potential at home and abroad. Since then, we have been
working hard to revitalize small and medium-sized venture companies in Korea through active
value adding.

We recommend the Startup [Angabongil]

Company
introduction
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Founded in December 2019, Angabongil provides interior and remodeling services.
In particular, it is a promising small and medium-sized venture company operating
a platform that can bring innovation to the residential sector that has not been
digitally converted. In July 2020, the company officially launched the House Fit
platform based on data architecture configuration and recommendation algorithm
service between consumers and suppliers. Since the beginning of the business,
the company has been performing well in terms of quotation requests, quotation
amounts, and customer conversion rates. It also has been performing well in terms
of profitability by recording high levels of sales. The winning of the Kyungdong
Invest Open Innovation Challenge Award in the second half of 2021, a collaborative
project with LG Electronics' H&A division, and follow-up investment reviews of
multiple VCs also prove the business value of Angabongil. This company is
exerting a good influence in the related industry by providing free ERP for small
interior business owners in Seoul. Furthermore, it is growing into a platform that
resolves information asymmetry between consumers and suppliers and matches
users. Therefore, we believe the company has a very high potential to generate
revenue in the future.
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Introducing the Startup
[Angabongil]
Business Certification
- Venture company

Angabongil is an intermediary platform, as well as, a construction and AI
technology platform. 1. As an intermediary platform, it provides a service in
which several companies provide quotations via mobile when consumers
inquire for quotations.
2. As a construction platform, it offers a service that provides construction
at a standard price when consumers select and order products such as
wallpaper, papered floor, bathroom, kitchen, and wood floor.
3. As an AI technology platform, it provides a mobile automation service
that provides the most suitable interior style for consumers along with
images of each space, construction cost, and special features when
consumers select their preferred style and taste by looking at the photos
and enter their information.
Recently, we are developing an AI home appliance recommendation service
and 3D home appliance package simulation development in partnership with
a 3D technology company called 'qoobo', as our company was selected as
a start-up to carry out a collaborative project with LG Electronics' Home
Appliance & Air Solution department.
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스타트업 소개

Intellectual Property Rights
- 3 domestic registration
- 1 overseas registration

Awards
- Excellent mobile service
(Money Today)
- Excellent Startup
(Kyungdong Invest Open
Innovation)
- Excellent Startup
(Seoul Business Agency)

문화 콘텐츠
Website
www.housefit.kr

Hello, this is Kim Kyungjun, the representative of Angabongil. I
worked for Hanssem, the No. 1 interior design company in Korea
for 8 years, and served as the head of the fund and investment
management team and the head of the HR training team. By
supervising 1,000 agencies and affiliates nationwide and managing
the recruitment and training of 500 salespeople nationwide, I built
up a network and experience to help start my own business.
Angabongil is growing into a nationwide total remodeling franchise
with over 5,000 member companies nationwide in the field of
remodeling.

Angabongil

aims

to

become

a

company

that

immediately comes to mind when thinking of remodeling in Korea

CEO’s
story

by entering the field of partial construction and repair in various
fields and further upgrading AI services.
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Kakao Ventures]

Kakao Ventures hopes to become a reliable partner and co-pilot for startups, helping to advance
the future needed by the world. To do so, we focus on one “how” startups solve the problems;
that is, finding their core competencies. No team is perfect in every way. However, there are
only a limited number of great teams that solve clear problems with their core competencies, so
Kakao Ventures is moving faster and more aggressively than anyone else based on our own
philosophy. What role can we play in helping our family grow? That is pushing their core
competencies while 'filling in' the rest as much as possible. By supporting practical business
resources or connecting networks in the right place, we want to be the first reliable companion
that comes to mind when our family needs help. We will not stop growing (Value up) to become
a companion on the family's long journey.

We recommend the startup [Wal]
While the meditation industry is rapidly growing in the United States
and Europe as a daily tool for modern people suffering from stress to
take care of their mental health, there has not been a well-established
meditation service in Korea yet. In Korea, where there is no such
meditation service, 'Wal's Mind Training Center' is a friendly meditation
content that the MZ generation can relate to. This service lowers the
Company
introduction

barrier to entry into meditation and at the same time secures retention
as a 'community' where people take care of each other. We invested in
Wal because we thought that Wal could become a player that can
grow the domestic meditation market in the future.
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Introducing the Startup
[Wal]

Meditation is not an exercise to get rid of thoughts or a practice
to change your thoughts in a positive way. Of course, this is not
an exercise to become a better person. Meditation is the art of
letting go of your thoughts and desires and letting your head rest,
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while mindfulness is the practice of seeing what is happening in
your mind at this very moment as it is. The combination of

스타트업 소개

mindfulness and meditation is called mindfulness meditation. You
may think that meditation doesn't work, but 82% of the meditators
who use Wal's Mind Training Center have experienced the effects

of improving concentration, memory, and relationships with others
and getting quality rest. We recommend that you learn how the

문화 콘텐츠

mind works and experience relaxation in body and mind through
Wal's Mind Training Center.

Website
www.wal.am

Wal's Mind Training Center pursues meditation for the daily life of
being myself. I recommend that you use Wal's Mind Training
Center to stop for even a moment and look back at yourself while
getting your breath.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[InterValue Partners]

InterValue Partners is a venture capital firm established in 2016. Starting with the formation of
the initial startup fund in 2017, InterValue Partners has established a new fund every year to
invest in promising venture companies with high technology and growth potential. In particular, as
the 5th Youth Startup Investment Association with a size of 34 billion won, formed in December
2021, we are investing heavily in companies with strong potential to become unicorns among
companies with strong source technology. By providing systematic value-critical activities
according to the future market outlook of industries and products and the growth stage of the
company, InterValue Partners does not end with simple equity investment but helps at each
growth stage to increase the value of the investment company.

We recommend the startup
[The Great Trading Company]

Company
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The Great Trading Company is running a shared kitchen intermediation platform
business that connects the shared kitchen space to entrepreneurs. We decided
to invest in The Great Trading Company because it is solving the economic and
social inefficiency problems of Food and Beverage businesses and startups
through technology and sharing, In particular, the company opened the first
Nonghyup shared kitchen store as the main partner in Nonghyup Economic
Holding's shared kitchen business expansion in 2021 and plans to open additional
stores in 2022. In addition, the company started Kipolo, the first cloud kitchen
business in Korea, based on service development capabilities necessary for
startup and operation, such as understanding of space, space construction
capability, data and brand development capability, etc. Kipolo is the first cloud
kitchen space in Korea to obtain a HACCP license. As a model that allows
delivery, instant product manufacturing and delivery, and meal kit manufacturing,
it operates a direct store and is expanding its services through satellite stores
near Kipolo.
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Introducing the Startup
[The Great Trading Company]
Business Certification

After launching the first service in March 2018, we have attracted a
cumulative investment of 4.5 billion won over 5 years. While responding
quickly to changes in the market through mediation and construction of
shared kitchens exclusively for delivery even in the face of COVID-19, we
have actively engaged in matching 3,000 shared kitchens and restaurants,
providing data solutions necessary for startups, conducting B2B commercial
area analysis data business, and building an urban central cloud kitchen.
Nanuda Kitchen is a total shared kitchen platform that allows users to build a
shared kitchen space and search for other shared kitchen spaces to request
the kitchen they want. 2,500 spaces from 40 companies nationwide are
registered on this platform. Currently, we are providing delivery/restaurant
startup items by time based on the accumulated 150 matching Pickcook
deliveries and the analysis of big data for dining out.
Moreover, we are providing a new concept of Cloud Kitchen Business that
can simultaneously carry out delivery sales, corporate food subscription
service, and ready-made meal sales in one space with Kipolo Tech-based
kitchen, a meal kit-based solution seller that can operate multiple brands.
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스타트업 소개
문화 콘텐츠

- Venture company
- Strong but Small,
Seoul-type Businesses
- National Representative
Innovative Company 1000

Intellectual Property Rights
- 5 domestic registration

Awards
- 2019 SMEs and Startups Mini
ster Award
(Ministry of SMEs and Startups)
- Won the 2018 Asian Social
Venture Competition
(SVCA Hana Financial Group)
- Selected as a special sandbox
demonstration company by the
Ministry of Science and ICT
(Ministry of Science and ICT)
- Selected as National Represe
ntative Innovative Businesses
(Financial Services Commission)

Website
www.nanudakitchen.com

I started a business to eliminate inefficiencies in FnB and FnB
startup markets and create a sustainable startup culture. As a
serial entrepreneur who started a startup for the first time as a
co-founder of Lendit, a P2P finance company, I have a philosophy
that startups need to create products that solve the inefficiency
problem in the market. We have provided products that solve the
problems of startups by providing space sharing and shared
kitchens, as well as, data access to commercial areas necessary
for

start-ups,

and

are

currently

playing

a

leading

role

in

establishing a smart kitchen model. The Great Trading Company
aims to grow into a food tech company that creates the efficiency

CEO’s
story

of FnB such as robots, human resources, and food materials
through the combination of technology and operation.
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Pathfinder H]

Pathfinder H is a venture capital firm established with the motto of Money Today, a media
specializing in economics, which is investing in entrepreneurs and innovative companies that are
pioneering new paths and contributing to the creation of a challenge and entrepreneurial spirit.
Since its establishment in 2017, we have formed and operated 9 investment unions with a total
of KRW 139 billion, including various start-up support funds such as youth start-up, early
start-up, and re-startup. We aim to grow together by paving a new path at the end of the road
by investing in the change and hope that the fresh ideas and amazing insights of young
entrepreneurs will create. We promise to provide strong support as an investor and partner so
that the new path pioneered by entrepreneurs can become a road that everyone can follow.

We recommend the startup [Job&Partner]

Company
introduction
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Job&Partner is running the No. 1 online job-opening and job-seeking service for
daily workers in Korea called Ilgaja, which is transforming the early morning labor
market into a digital one. Over the past three years, the company achieved
manpower brokerage performance at 70,000 sites nationwide with 40,000
job-opening places and 45,000 job seekers looking for daily work.
The company is in the process of expanding its nationwide service coverage
through win-win cooperation by utilizing the verified and selected job seeker
manpower pool along with real-time on-site safety problem resolution through 28
Ilgaja branches nationwide. It has achieved sales growth of more than 500% in
brokerage commissions every year. The characteristic of the company's daily job
placement service is that it is conducted 100% untact. The company has proven its
differentiated technology, service convenience, and efficiency through Korea's first
AI customized manpower matching technology, Korea's only B2C direct payment,
B2B electronic payment system dedicated to the subrogation of wage payment,
and real-time mediation and labor management support. We invested in
Job&Partner because it has high growth potential in various fields such as special
employment through unrivaled SW technology, expansion of platform worker
placement field, and financial and commerce field expansion through the use of
existing job-opening/job-seeking matching data.
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Introducing the Startup
[Job&Partner]
Business Certification
- Venture company

'Ilgaja' has converted the existing offline job agency 100% digitally and is
arranging technicians, assistants, and ordinary workers in the construction,
interior, and demolition fields through an exclusive system for daily job
placement. Moreover, we are arranging men and women ordinary workers
nationwide in real-time in the field of dispatching women in logistics
factories and moving.
Particularly, by providing real-time electronic documents for labor and tax
returns to job opening places, we provide convenience and efficiency for
reporting on the employment of daily workers. Ilgaja is providing working
welfare through 100% untact intermediation while solving the problem of
job information asymmetry of daily workers, who are socially vulnerable.
Moreover, it is innovating the industry through the sincerity of the founders
and high digital technology capabilities, such as prevention of on-site
industrial accidents through safety education and prevention of overdue
wages through the direct wage system. Ilgaja will continue to expand the
nationwide service coverage and expand the field of pre-verified manpower
placement in the nursing field in addition to dispatching daily workers in
construction, civil engineering, interior, logistics, factory, demolition, and
moving areas. Besides, we plan to provide real-time labor management
services, electronic labor contracts, electronic signatures, and electronic
document printing services free of charge to provide convenience and
efficiency in the work related to daily labor.

Intellectual Property Rights
- 2 domestic registration
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스타트업 소개
문화 콘텐츠

Despite concerns about the spread of COVID-19, Job&Partner was
established to digitally transform the daily job placement market, which has
chronic social problems such as waiting for gatherings in the early morning
labor market, placement of illegal aliens, risk of industrial accidents due to
mismatching work, and delayed payment of wages. Besides, it was
founded to innovate the industry based on data. Since launching Ilgaja, a
100% untact job placement service, in 2019, we have achieved the
following results: Over 500% annual growth in referral fees for 1,000 days,
over 80,000 job opening places and job seekers members, and over
150,000 job placement transactions, and mediation to 60,000 sites
nationwide. Since launching a 100% non-face-to-face job placement
service in 2019, we have achieved the following results: Over 500% annual
growth in recruitment and referral fees for 1,000 days, over 80,000 job
seekers and job seekers members, and over 150,000 job placement
transactions, and mediation to 60,000 sites nationwide. In addition, we are
innovating the placement market for daily work through win-win
cooperation with 28 Ilgaja branches nationwide.

Website
www.ilgaja.com

CEO’s
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[SV Investment]

SV Investment is a venture capital firm established in 2006. We are conducting investment
activities under the philosophy of creating value by supporting growth for our customers and
fostering top-notch companies. Regarding detailed investment strategies, we have established and
implemented a leading investment in promising sectors for the future, a second-largest
shareholder strategy that supports growth responsibly as a major shareholder, and a cross-border
strategy that actively discovers global opportunities. To establish a global network, we have
opened offices in Boston, Shenzhen, and Singapore, and are operating Korea-US, Korea-China Co,
and GP funds. As of the end of 2021, we have an AUM of KRW 1.4 trillion and 38 employees.

We recommend the startup [G2B]

Company
introduction
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G2B is a smart glass film manufacturer for architecture and automobiles and is
pursuing SPD type among various technology types. The first investment point is
that the demand for smart glasses is increasing. Smart glasses are not only
aesthetically excellent, but they are also very good energy-saving devices. If the
transmittance of the glass is adjusted according to the amount of external
sunlight, it is possible to significantly reduce the cooling energy in the room or
the car while maintaining openness.
Second, G2B has superior cost competitiveness to any other company in the
world. Currently, the market price of smart glasses for buildings is set at $1,000
per square meter, but G2B sets the selling price at less than $300, so the
manufacturing cost of smart glasses is low compared to competitors. This is due
to the company's unique SPD liquid manufacturing technology, so we thought
that it will be difficult for other competitors to follow G2B easily. We expect that
if smart glasses at reasonable prices are released amid increasing market
demand, G2B will be able to rapidly expand into the global market.
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Introducing the Startup
[G2B]
Business Certification
- Green company
- Venture company
- Innobiz

G2B is a company that mass-produces smart window films based on
Suspended Particle Devices technology, which is the world's second active
smart glass technology and high-efficiency energy equipment with
energy-saving efficiency by freely changing the transmittance of transparency
and opacity through electrochromic.
SPD Smart Window Film is a film that can freely change between
transparency and opacity by using electricity as a power source. It is adopted
as a new material for automobiles, architectural windows, and display
industries, and serves as an optical shutter for automobile roofs and rear
windows such as electric vehicles, exterior windows of buildings, and
transparent displays. SPD smart window film is an essential product for
future displays such as electric vehicles, autonomous vehicles, smart cities,
smart buildings, and transparent OLEDs. Based on price and non-price
competition and our technological prowess, which developed the world's
second mass production technology, we will grow into a company with an
unrivaled market share in the global smart glass market, which will exceed
10 trillion won by 2025. Based on the ongoing Series B investment, we will
make 2022 the first year of full-fledged growth by securing human resources
and enhancing technology to become the world's number one energy
materials company.

Intellectual Property Rights
- 5 domestic registration
- 5 overseas registration
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스타트업 소개
문화 콘텐츠

While doing a special glass business for aircraft, high-speed rail,
bulletproof glass, etc., I discovered SPD smart glass technology
and started the business after confirming that it is a promising
technology. SPD smart window film blocks sunlight when
necessary to save energy and block the clock, enabling
comfortable indoor living. Furthermore, SPD smart window film is
a technology that can be used as a means to view various
information by applying the glass of future cars and buildings with
a transparent display. We plan to grow into a leading energy
materials company in the world market through our technological
prowess, which is the second in the world to develop SPD smart
window film, an eco-friendly product and high-efficiency energy
equipment, and superior price and quality competitiveness
compared to competitors.

Website
www.g2bsmart.com
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Translink Investment]

Translink Investment is a venture capital company that aims to revitalize the domestic startup
ecosystem and allow domestic and foreign startups to successfully advance into the global
market. Translink Capital, a Silicon Valley-based VC, co-founded it in 2015, and it is composed of
partners with long experience in CVC and VC industry, startup experience, and growth capital
investment experience.

We recommend the startup [Chain Logis]

Company
introduction
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The delivery market is becoming more active due to the revitalization of
the commerce market, and the diversifying demand of delivery service
users, but no delivery service company can satisfy this demand. In
particular, in the case of quick delivery using motorcycles, the market is
fragmented by small and medium-sized companies, and there are
problems such as unstandardized delivery costs and delivery time in the
form of ordering freelance delivery drivers. Chain Logis has an
advantageous structure for scale-up. By borrowing the Hub Spoke
method of parcel service, the company has achieved efficiency in the
distance traveled by delivery drivers by adding a Sub Hub. This
company has secured competitiveness in the undigitized delivery market
based on the team's technology and the CEO's field experience.
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Introducing the Startup
[Chain Logis]

Chain Logis is a delivery enterprise that has partnerships with
client companies in various fields such as beauty, fashion, and
food. From the first half of 2021, we achieved sales of KRW 2.7
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billion due to cost-effectiveness resulting from reductions in
shipping rates and an increase in the number of deliveries a day

per person. Doobal Hero provides same-day delivery service in all

스타트업 소개

areas of Seoul. In addition, since it is equipped with an IT

infrastructure, commerce customers can easily use the delivery
methods, and it is possible to respond in real time from start to
finish through Kakao Talk notification.

문화 콘텐츠
Website
www.chainlogis.com

Chain Logis provides a four-hour same-day delivery service by
combining a strong delivery organization and IT technology. It takes
only 4 hours for Chain Logis to collect/receive the product and
complete delivery to the consumer. Experience maximizing the
value of time through Chain Logis.

CEO’s
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[BEHIGH INVESTMENT]

BEHIGH INVESTMENT is a group of venture investment experts who accompany SMEs and
venture businesses with fresh investment perspectives and expertise. The number of 60
investment companies and accumulated working capital of about 130 billion won shows how
many companies have walked the road with BEHIGH INVESTMENT. We will continue to become
a venture capital firm that produces results that both investors and portfolio companies can
satisfy.

We recommend the startup [TENELEVEN]

Company
introduction
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Ten-Eleven is a digital twin company that innovates all processes of architecture
by convergence and R&D of IT technology and building technology. “BUILDIT,” the
company’s AI-based architectural design automation solution, is an architectural
design cloud service that maximizes floor area ratio, number of households, and
sunlight within the building regulations on the desired lot, and shortens the
validation task for construction design to 30 minutes. Moreover, using the “BUILDIT
Designer” provided by the company, users can check and edit the design provided
by BUILDIT in 3D. Through “BUILDIT-M”, the company provides a construction
solution of the ‘Prefabrication’ method in which standardized building modules are
manufactured at the factory and installed on site.
The company has attracted investment from many strategic investors and is
collaborating with each investor on 3D automatic design solutions, smart city
construction through digital twins, and modular architecture. Therefore, we
recommend TENELEVEN because we expect that it will be possible to establish a
value chain in the overall architecture through the even growth of each business
operated by the company.
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Introducing the Startup
[TENELEVEN]
Business Certification
- Venture company
- Innobiz

TENELEVEN started as a mobile game developer. However, at that time, the
competition in the mobile game market was saturated. And, by developing
the ‘3D visualization system for urban weather information’ ordered by the
National Institute of Meteorological Research Establishment of Policy
Research Laboratory, we have discovered the current business item.
Based on 3D topographical information and 3D building modeling information,
we developed a service to identify pollutant information according to wind
direction and wind speed, and it has achieved results as a thesis on this
service was published in the International GIS Society. Placing and designing
a building is a matter of finding an optimized value in consideration of
various conditions such as the shape of the land, the difference in elevation
of the site, building law, regulations, and a business point of view.
Therefore, this is a difficult problem because it requires background
knowledge in various fields. We have professionals with background
knowledge in various fields, so we can handle this convergence field. The
strength of TENELEVEN is the culture in which members independently carry
out their work and have responsibility and authority for the work. Recently,
we are facing a change in technology and paradigm. In these times, it is
important to learn and grow together, so we are working together to solve
problems.
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스타트업 소개
문화 콘텐츠

Intellectual Property Rights
- 31 domestic registration

Awards
- Korea Appraisal Board Director
Award at the Real Estate Service
Industry Startup Contest
(Korea Appraisal Board)
- Prime Minister Award (Ministry of
Public Administration and Security)
at the final round of Pan-government
Public Data Utilization Startup Contest
- Best Startup Award at POSCO
Idea Marketplace (POSCO)
- Minister of Land, Infrastructure
and Transport Award at the 3D
landscape review technology c
ontest (Ministry of Land, Infras
tructure and Transport)

Website
www.1011.co.kr

In the construction industry, productivity has not risen compared to other
industries, and I think the scope and level of smart technology application
within the construction industry are still low. Construction companies are
still interested in improving productivity and profitability, but there are few
cases of applying technology-based solutions to business due to the
conservative nature of the industry. TENELEVEN aims to innovate the
entire process of architecture through R&D of IT and building technology.
We want to create a company that leads the role of a catalyst that will
lead to a paradigm shift in the existing construction process.

Our goal is to grow into a company that innovates all areas that
were inefficient in the construction field based on smart technology
from the selection of lots through feasibility analysis to design,
construction, and follow-up management, and optimizes the entire
process from start to finish. TENELEVEN will continue to strive to
make architectural design and construction smarter and will
contribute to pursuing eco-friendly housing culture and solving
urban space problems through technology.

CEO’s
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[A Ventures]

The A in A Ventures contains three meanings: Alpha(start), Agile(agile movement), and
Advance(progress and achievement). As the meaning of our mission, we are a venture capital
firm whose investment philosophy is to discover leading companies and become an investor who
provides strong support from the beginning. A Ventures was established in the second half of
2018 by a team that has consistently achieved results together. Based on our long-established
network in the financial investment industry and VC industry, we aim to make a sincere
investment as a house that receives first calls from excellent companies.
We have been nurturing representative companies in multiple industries for a long time and have
various successful experiences, including pre-IPO and leading investments in the Series A phase.
As of the first half of 2022, A Ventures has grown into a venture capital that runs approximately
KRW 200 billion worth of funds, including seven blind funds.

We recommend the startup [TRADLINX]

Company
introduction
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TRALINX is a company that provides services to various customers such
as shippers, shipping companies, and forwarders as it is provided as an
import/export logistics platform in the process of accelerating the digital
transformation of the shipping industry. To run the import/export logistics
platform business, it is essential to collect, process, and standardize data
scattered offline. TRALINX is a promising company because it is
continuously securing large-scale customers based on core technology
and data. Currently, the global logistics crisis is intensifying, but the work
method related to logistics is still offline, so work efficiency is low. In
terms of maximizing work efficiency through the digital transformation of
TRALINX, we thought that TRALINX would be able to lead the market by
using high data differentiation, so we invested in the company.
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Introducing the Startup
[TRADLINX]

TRADLINX provides services for import and export companies and
logistics

companies.

We

provide

logistics

cost

comparison

estimates, logistics management systems, and real-time cargo
tracking services to import and export companies. We provide
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logistics companies with various services necessary for import and
export

business,

including

online

sales,

freight

management,

스타트업 소개

marketing, and cargo tracking reporting. TRADLINX is a leader in

the domestic logistics platform industry. By the end of 2021, we
achieved sales of about KRW 1 billion and are providing services to

various companies such as LG Chem, Doosan Bobcat, and Toray
Advanced Materials. TRADLINX helps companies move into a wider

문화 콘텐츠

world by providing services that relieve market inconvenience and
enhance corporate competitiveness.

To

export

a

single

product,

Website
www.tradlinx.com

it

is

necessary

to

move

the

manufactured product to an airport or port, and secure ships and
flights to the export area. After delivery to the port or airport of
the relevant country, it must be transported to the final export
destination through land transportation such as rail or truck. In this
process,

dozens

of

documents

should

be

prepared

for

export/import declaration, and there is very little information.
People want to carry out the import and export business they
want at the most reasonable price, but it is difficult to find a
suitable

company

because

of

the

lack

of

information

and

experience. TRADLINX is a logistics platform that can solve these
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Ophir Equity Partners]

Ophir Equity Partners is an investment institution based in Korea that is helping companies to
advance into the global markets of Chinese and ASEAN, which are continuously achieving
high-rate growth. Ophir Equity Partners not only invests but also supports competitive Korean
companies' overseas expansion and draws links between various overseas channels and domestic
capital and companies.

We recommend the startup [TKIT]
TKIT is reasonable and effective ticketing, sales, and marketing
channel for markets such as festivals, exhibitions, and performances
by improving the outdated and inconvenient environment of the
ticketing market. We decided to invest in TKIT because it has a
competitive business model, as well as, a representatives and teams
specialized in overseas expansion,
Company
introduction
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Introducing the Startup
[TKIT]
Business Certification
- Venture company

Along with the easing of preventive measures against COVID-19, numerous
large and small events such as exhibitions, parties, and concerts are being
held. As the world of events is complex and diverse, you need someone to
manage it. TKIT helps users easily manage the overall situation of their
events. If a user uses the ticket kit, the sales of the events the user plan
are automatically settled, and the user can check in real-time. Also, the
user can find out who sold the tickets. In addition, the user can identify
the number of visitors to the event, the gender and age of the visitors,
and the distribution channels of tickets.
Based on the data collected through this, TKIT can provide guidelines for
the next event and increase sales by providing a target audience suitable
for the content. Another advantage of TKIT is that it is easy to use.
Recently, single-person events, such as individual YouTuber fan meetings,
are increasing, but there are many difficult procedures for the general
public or small businesses to open a ticket and review documents. TKIT
make it much easier to create and promote tickets, making it easier for a
variety of people to host their events.

Intellectual Property
Rights
- 12 domestic registration
- 10 overseas registration
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스타트업 소개
문화 콘텐츠
Website
www.tkit.co.kr

Based on my experience and know-how gained while working in
the performance planning industry for more than 10 years, I
wanted to change the existing difficult and complicated process
using the TKIT service. I wanted to develop a platform where
anyone can conveniently and easily create, deliver, and enter
events on culture and art such as performances/exhibitions and
tourism. We will grow into a company that can revitalize the
culture and arts performance industry, which has been temporarily
slowed by COVID-19, through a community-type TKIT platform
service so that creators and users can easily create, deliver, and
enter events.

CEO’s
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[BA Partners Co., Ltd.]

BA Partners Co., Ltd. is a VC established by Lee Jongseung, who served as CEO of Korea
Investment Partners and NHN Investment. Our mission is to find innovative companies and help
them reach their destinations. Our mission does not end with a one-time investment. It's just the
beginning of a long journey to building a great company. To increase the value of the company,
we consider their problems as ours and ponder them together with the startup founders. With
the expertise of our long-time partners, we provide the right resources for companies as they
grow. We hope that we will be with companies from the beginning of their journey by investing
proactively from the initial stage of the companies.

We recommend the startup [Parabara]

Company
introduction
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Parabara is a company pioneering the non-face-to-face second-hand market based
on Parabox, an unmanned trading vending machine for second-hand transactions.
The second-hand market is growing rapidly from KRW 4 trillion in 2008 to KRW 24
trillion in 2021, but quality issues for traded goods and concerns about criminal
exposure during face-to-face transactions are still unresolved.
Parabara aims to solve the problems of the existing second-hand market by
installing Parabox in areas with a high floating population such as subway stations
including Hongik University Station. How to use Parabox is simple. The seller puts
the goods they want to sell in Parabox, and the buyer can check the goods and
purchase the goods through the application or directly in Parabox. There is no need
for the seller and the buyer to meet in person for product transactions, and the
quality of the product can be verified by directly viewing the product in Parabox.
We invested in Parabara, thinking that even those who were not able to actively participate in
second-hand deals because they felt the problems of the existing second-hand trading could
participate in the second-hand trading market through Parabara.
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Introducing the Startup
[Parabara]
Business Certification
- Venture company

We as friends started Parabara by saving around 3 million won. During the
trial sale, many office workers sympathized with the problems of the
market we think and gave good responses to our products. Based on this,
we were able to officially install Parabox for the first time. Parabara's main
products and services are Parabara App and Parabox. After sellers register
the product they want to sell in the Parabara app and put the product in
the Parabox, the sales registration is complete. When the buyer checks
the products registered in Parabox directly in the app or Parabox and
makes a payment, the transaction is complete. Sellers and buyers can
trade used goods without chatting, meeting, or making an appointment.
The biggest weapon of Parabara is that people can trade safely through
Parabox because they can see and purchase products without having to
meet with the other party.
Website
www.parabara.kr

I started a business because, from an early age, I dreamed of
making a certain product or service and that many people would
use

the

service.

Also,

as

a

user

who

frequently

trades

second-hand, I wanted to solve the problem of the second-hand
market. The current second-hand market is worth over 24 trillion
won, but I thought the quality of the service provided to
customers was low compared to the size of the market. Therefore,
I wanted to improve the quality of the service provided to
customers in the second-hand market by introducing a new
transaction method and improving the quality of the second-hand
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deals service.
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[BEHIGH Investment]

BEHIGH INVESTMENT is a group of venture investment experts who accompany SMEs and
venture businesses with fresh investment perspectives and expertise. The number of 60
investment companies and accumulated working capital of about 130 billion won shows how
many companies have walked the road with BEHIGH INVESTMENT. We will continue to become
a venture capital firm that produces results that both investors and portfolio companies can
satisfy.

We recommend the startup [Pluxity]

Company
introduction
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Pluxity is a technology venture company that develops and provides digital twin
application solutions based on its own core technologies such as 3D virtualization,
convergence control, 3D production S/W, and engine. In addition to the platform
business that operates the existing built-in 3D convergence control solution
business, the company is preparing to expand into a digital twin-based
subscription-type solution business by newly establishing a solution business sector.
Besides the company has accumulated technology and references for many years by
participating in more than 50 businesses and projects targeting public institutions,
local governments, and large corporations based on 3D technology and IT
convergence control technology and know-how. Based on this, the company is
growing rapidly, showing unrivaled performance in the rapidly emerging digital twin
and convergence control markets. Pluxity already has excellent competitiveness in
the digital twin market, which is expected to grow rapidly in the future.
Comprehensively considering the organization members with domain experience and
skills, the company’s unique technology in the field, the references accumulated
over the years, and the fact that it has entered the stage of full-fledged earnings
growth, we believe that Pluxity will grow even higher in the future; Therefore, we
recommend Pluxity.
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Introducing the Startup
[Pluxity]

The global digital twin-related market is expected to reach KRW 15
trillion in 2023, and the software market excluding IoT, H/W, and
communication-related markets is estimated to account for 20% of
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this, or KRW 3 trillion. Even in the software market, the platform
market is estimated to be worth 10%, or 300 billion won.

Digital twin technology is being absorbed and integrated into all

스타트업 소개

industrial sectors, such as security, factory, construction, leisure,

disaster and safety, transportation, and environment, and the B2B
and B2C market are expected to grow by 20% annually. If Pluxity
continues to expand its infrastructure and expertise, it is likely to
achieve a global market share of 2%.

문화 콘텐츠
Website
www.pluxity.com

Pluxity is a combination of the words ‘Plug-in’ and ‘Soft City’ and means
our vision, which is to provide more advanced extension services (Plug-ins)
to the hyper-connected society (Soft City). Within a city or building, there
are different systems that deal with security, energy, networks, and
environmental information. When monitoring the current situation using
these systems, it is not easy to monitor and respond to all situations at a
glance because different map systems are used. In particular, in the world
of the Internet of Things (IoT), there is a clear limit to expressing a lot of
information using a two-dimensional map. To overcome these limitations,
based on the virtualization of objects and environments surrounding us,
such as 3D spatial information technology, VR, and AR technology, Pluxity
focuses on R&D and supply of control technology that integrates
information systems and enables managers to intelligently check and
respond to real-time information in the space and even predict the
following situation.
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Introducing the Venture
Capital [ID Ventures]

ID Ventures wants to grow into an IP-specialized venture capital that leads Asia. ID Ventures
evaluates the true corporate value through a detailed examination of IP along with finance,
business, and management. We aim to increase the value of investment companies through
IP-integrated value creation, profit-oriented investment, and cooperation based on strong
teamwork.

- 130 -
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Introducing the Startup
[Homefit]

Homefit is a visit-type training service where a certified coach
visits the user's home to exercise. Although it is home training,
the coach visits users to provide personalized lessons, so they can
receive detailed instruction and significantly reduce the risk of
injury. In particular, the biggest advantage of Homefit is that users
can receive lessons from experts in each field at home. Homefit is
growing by achieving a total sales of 3 billion won in 2021, a
growth of 152% compared to the previous year's 2 billion won in
2020. Starting with the first expansion into the music/art field, we
plan to expand the scope of Homefit's activities to hobby fields
such as gardening/crafts. We ask for your attention to Homefit, a
visiting training service that allows customers to exercise more
comfortably

and

effectively,

and

coaches

to

generate

more

revenue.

Website
www.homefit.co.kr

Have you ever wondered when, where, and how to do sports or
hobbies? We help our users to find the right, proven expert at the
place and time they want. Every modern person has a desire to
start exercising and a new hobby. Some people enjoy sports and
hobbies with enthusiasm, but others are not able to even start to
enjoy them because it is

bothersome to leave the house.

Whether you are a beginner or an expert, you can get help to
exercise more comfortably using Homefit. Homefit experts are
always waiting for you.

CEO’s
story
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02

Startup
Introduction
Bio

Introducing the Venture Capital
[S2L Partners]

S2L Partners invests in start-ups, small and medium-sized enterprises, and venture companies,
centering on partners with various investment experiences. STUL Partners has accumulated 9
funds and is working with various companies such as Korea Growth Investment, Korea Venture
Investment, and Seoul Business Agency as partners. We will do our best to grow together with
more companies in the future.

- 134 -
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Introducing the Startup
[The Contents On]
Company registration
- Venture company

The Contents On is planning, developing, and investing in the
production of One Contents. Since the establishment of the
company in 2012, every year, we have purchased about 180
non-theater rights, centered on OTT and IPTV, including the
movies The Dude in Me, Your Name, La La Land, Now You See
Me 1, Okay Madame, Wonderful Ghost, Spiritwalker, etc., and have
distributed about 1,800 copies so far. Since 4 years ago, we have
been making, investing, and distributing several new films, such as
The Hitman's Bodyguard, The Dude in Me, Blackout, John Wick 3,
Night of the Undead, and Project Wolf Hunting. In particular, The
Dude in Me, the movie we invested in, was released on January
9, 2019, and recorded about 1.92 million theater audiences, making
it a successful box office hit. Also, in line with the activation of
the OTT market, we are planning OTT platform content and TV
drama productions such as dramas named I Love You, Ghost
Seeing Lawyer, Escape, and Inhee Apartment.

02

스타트업 소개

Intellectual Property Rights

Awards
- Korea Digital
Management Innovation
Award (Ministry of SMEs
and Startups)

바이오
Website
www.tcokr.co.kr

As the film business grows, the digital online market has also
been expanding steadily over the years. Content is one of the
most powerful keywords of our time. The Contents On aims to
grow into a small but strong company in the Korean content
market by actively producing and investing in valuable content
rather than simply buying videos. We will evolve into a production
studio by securing IP with our production and funding capabilities
and maximizing profits through business diversification of IP, rather
than relying solely on the production cost of the platform.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Evergreen Investment Partners, LLC]

Evergreen Investment Partners specializes in investing and nurturing early-stage companies, and
currently operates funds that invest primarily in startups. Our main investment fields are ICT, VR
AR, parts and materials, medical bio, IoT, and AI, and we are investing in entrepreneurs who
have secured differentiated technologies and business models in each field. All of our partners
have investment experience focused on early-stage companies and have experience in CFO and
M&A promotion of venture companies, so we can support growth throughout the growth cycle of
venture companies. Moreover, the partners of Evergreen Investment Partners are pursuing mutual
growth between the manager and the investment company, believing that it is essential to
minimize risks through post-investment growth support for the success of investment in
early-stage companies.

We recommend the startup [Letsee]

Company
introduction
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Letsee developed an HTML-based AR content authoring tool and publishing
platform. The company's platform makes it easy for anyone to write and distribute
AR content. Because it is HTML-based, AR content can be created just like
creating a web page in content authoring, and AR can be viewed through the
web browser of a smartphone without a separate viewer. Letsee runs the
business of directly authoring various AR contents according to customer requests
using this HTML-based Web AR platform. At the same time, Letsee provides
services to various content agencies to create AR content for clients such as
advertisers using the company's platform. Letsee also develops and sells AR
collaboration solutions, which have recently been in demand in the industry. In a
situation where demand for VR and AR is rapidly increasing along with Metaverse,
Letsee's HTML-based WebAR platform is a very attractive solution because it can
solve the bottleneck of content supply and distribution. Therefore, we expect
Letsee to achieve significant growth as an AR platform company.
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Introducing the Startup
[Letsee]
Company registration
- Venture company

Since its foundation in 2014, we have continued to develop technology for
web-based augmented reality technology. In 2016, we developed Samsung
Electronics' augmented reality remote collaboration solution, and in 2018,
we were selected as Samsung Electronics C lab. Since then, through
steady technology development, we have achieved the following results:
The release of the beta version of the web-based augmented reality
software development tool, the first commercial launch of the web-based
augmented reality software development tool in Korea, development of
WebAR-related projects, and expansion of use cases. WebAR SDK,
Letsee's web-based augmented reality software development tool and
web-based augmented reality content
authoring tool, is a web-based augmented
reality content authoring tool, which is a core
development engine that can play augmented
reality content only with a web browser without
installing a separate app. This provides a
solution to author/distribute augmented reality
content with just a mouse drag in a web browser.

Intellectual Property Rights
- 5 domestic registration
- 2 overseas registration

02

스타트업 소개
바이오
Website
www.letsee.io

I founded Letsee to commercialize the web-based augmented
reality technology I developed while I was a researcher at KIST.
Letsee, as a professional development company for web-based
augmented reality technology, is leading domestic and overseas
related technologies. We are striving to establish an ecosystem for
developing and distributing various augmented reality services and
solutions by establishing a web augmented reality platform. We
will become a leading company in creating an era where many
people can experience and enjoy the pathway that connects reality
and virtuality while creating new media by crossing the real and
virtual worlds through Letsee's augmented reality.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Korea Asset Investment &
Securities]

The Venture Investment Headquarters of Korea Asset Investment & Securities has been achieving
steady growth since the department started in 2017. In 2018, we formed a 20 billion won virtual
augmented reality investment association and started venture investment. In 2019, we formed a
30 billion won smart factory investment association to invest in and manage companies that build
and supply smart factories. In 2021, we formed a jump-up investment association worth 40
billion won to invest in venture companies, which have been damaged by COVID-19, and
continue to expand the amount and scope of investment. Currently, Korea Asset Investment &
Securities' Venture Investment Headquarters is mainly investing in Series A to Series C companies
in the fields of material parts, ICT, and healthcare, led by General Manager Lee Ho-Yun. We plan
to actively participate in nurturing venture businesses by forming a venture investment association
worth 30 to 50 billion won every one or two years.

We recommend the startup [Marvrus]

Company
introduction
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Marvrus is a company that is constantly striving to make the
metaverse a more human and socially friendly world by developing a
differentiated metaverse using the core technologies that consist of
web 3 such as VR, XR, AI, and blockchain. Since its establishment in
2015, Marvrus has had expertise in online education as it was
awarded the Ministry of Education's e-Learning Excellence Award in
2017 and the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy's Knowledge
Service Award in 2018. We decided to invest in Marvrus because we
agreed with Marvrus' vision of providing a solution that enables foreign
language learning without language training, before the COVID-19
crisis. As the demand for participatory non-face-to-face education
solutions is growing due to COVID-19, companies are also growing
together with the flow of the times.
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Introducing the Startup
[Marvrus]
Business Certification
- Venture company
- Women’s business
- Innobiz

Marvrus is more than just solving business problems in one

Intellectual Property Rights

market. Pioneering a new future for the Internet, we are constantly

- 15 domestic registration
- 181 overseas registration

striving to make the Metaverse a more human-friendly and
social-friendly world.
Using Marvrus, you can learn with your friends in MEEMZ, learn by

02

competing with your friends through various learning contents of
the Metaverse, and experience cultivating your own avatar.

스타트업 소개

PETAVERSE is a space where you can sell and care for your own

unique virtual pet. Agility training, feeding, trail decorating, prop
making, mini-games, etc. are all possible in PETAVERSE.

바이오

Awards
- KoVRA CEO Award for Content
Solution at the 2021 Metaverse
Awards (Ministry of Science and ICT)
- Special Prize in Product Service
at the 9th Cultural Public Data
Utilization Contest
(Korea Cultural Information
Service Agency)
- Excellence Award in Product Service
at the 9th Cultural Public Data
Utilization Contest (Arts Council Korea)
- Excellence Award in Southeast
Area Startup Contest
(Ulsan Metropolitan City)
- Grand Prize in the Contents Ca
tegory at the 2021 Edutech Ex
cellent
Company Contest, (Ministry of
Education)

홈페이지
www.marvrus.com

I started volunteering in education at university. I was thinking about how I
could continue the educational service activities professionally, and I had a
desire to bridge the educational gap, so I thought of starting a business.
Before starting a business, I had to work as a lecturer at the education
company ‘Sky Edu’ to raise capital and prepare the initial cost. As I was
dispatched to the outside to give English lectures, I discovered that the
field of English education centered on theory had already changed to
practical English and that the importance of speaking is also growing. And I
wondered if there would be a solution for high-quality learning even in an
area where there are not many native-speaking teachers or famous
academies. Telephone English and video English are good, but I

wanted to overcome their limitations and develop more fun and
effective educational content and tools that can send people
overseas in just one second. Furthermore, Mavrus aims to become
a leading company in the metaverse field that connects children
around the world with a social study platform.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Devsisters Ventures]

Devsisters Ventures is a small and medium-sized business venture capital company established in
May 2015 and is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Devsisters, a mobile game company, to contribute
to the virtuous cycle of the venture ecosystem. We are discovering and investing in competitive
early-stage companies in the fields of high-value-added ICT industries, such as digital content,
digital healthcare, and ICT service, and support the challenges of startup teams with dreams and
high goals.

We recommend the startup [MondayOff]
MondayOff is a hyper-casual mobile game developer established in
2018 to bring joy to people around the world with creative games. The
company has tripled every year since its establishment, and the sales
volume is also growing significantly every year along with the
expansion of the company's game downloads and monthly users
(MAU). We expect that MondayOff will grow into an outstanding
mobile casual game publisher in the global market in the future
Company
introduction
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through creative games.
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Introducing the Startup
[MondayOff]
Business Certification
- Venture company

A hyper-casual game is a game that can be enjoyed repeatedly by quickly

Intellectual Property Rights

learning the essential fun of the game through a simple operation. The

- 1 domestic registration

game looks very simple, but behind the scenes, it has a complex structure
that requires processing and analysis of big data to succeed in the global

02

market. MondayOff has secured a line from development to data collection,

processing, and analysis, and accordingly, has been able to develop a
successful game.

스타트업 소개

As the games named ‘Gentle Sniper’ and ‘Be a pong’, which have been

released since 2019, gained global popularity, we were able to grow into a

more well-known company overseas. For further growth in the future, we
plan to have large-scale recruitment in 2022 and 2023. We are hiring game
developers, game artists, creative managers, publishing managers, and

바이오

Frontend Backend Full stack developers. If interested, please search for
MondayOff Recruitment on a search site.

Website
www.mondayoff.me

MondayOff is a publisher that specializes in developing mobile
games, focusing on hyper-casual game genres that are somewhat
unfamiliar in Korea. Overseas, the hyper-casual game market has
already been created and growing since 2017, but no company
successfully entered the market in Korea. That's why I started my
own business right away in the summer of 2018. Currently, in the
global hyper-casual market, MondayOff is the only known company
in Korea, with over 300,000 downloads per day and over 10 million
MAUs per month. MondayOff has been targeting the global market
since its establishment and will continue to grow into a company
that stands out in the global market. Currently, 98% of all user
traffic is generated overseas. Based on this, we want to grow into
a truly global company and become a game publisher representing
Korea.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Korea Investment Partners]

As an affiliate of Korea Investment Holdings, one of the top financial groups in Korea, Korea
Investment Partners is leading the venture investment industry through its extensive investment
experience. Since its establishment in 1986, for over 30 years, Korea Investment Partners has
recorded steady and remarkable investment performance across various industries. Our mission is
to become a reliable partner for fast-growing companies by supporting business operations and
global expansion through diversified value-added investments. We will strive to maximize the
profits of investors and shareholders by becoming a reliable partner in the venture ecosystem.
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Introducing the Startup
[MUMO Studio]
Business Certification
- Venture company

MUMO Studio is developing games targeting the global market.
The founders of MUMO Studio have more than 20 years of
experience in the game industry and great success in the global
market. Based on these careers and successful experiences, we
will

achieve

great

results

in

the

global

game

market

02
with

high-quality games. 'DUBIUM', MUMO Studio's main product, is a

스타트업 소개

survival mafia game serviced by Steam, a global PC game platform.
This game was developed for the global game market and has

high-quality graphics and a game configuration suitable for the
game streaming market. We will continue to work hard so that

바이오

'Dubium' can grow into a game that can be continued, not just a
short-lived game.

Website
www.dubium.com

The company's name, Mumo, is a combination of the Latin words
Mutatio, meaning 'change', and Motus, meaning 'emotion'. As the
name of our company implies, we will do our best so that users
can enjoy our games while feeling the changes in their emotions.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[BA Partners Co., Ltd.]

BA Partners Co., Ltd. is a VC established by Lee Jongseung, who served as CEO of Korea
Investment Partners and NHN Investment. Our mission is to find innovative companies and help
them reach their destinations. Our mission does not end with a one-time investment. It's just the
beginning of a long journey to building a great company. To increase the value of the company,
we consider their problems as ours and ponder them together with the startup founders. With
the expertise of our long-time partners, we provide the right resources for companies as they
grow. We hope that we will be with companies from the beginning of their journey by investing
proactively from the initial stage of the companies.

We recommend the startup [Threechairs]
Threechairs operates book journalism that produces knowledge content
with the determination of “as deep as a book and as fast as a
newspaper.” Demand for new content types and channels is increasing
due to a paradigm shift in the traditional media/publishing market.
Threechairs' long-form knowledge content has already established itself
overseas and is growing rapidly in Korea. BA Partners Co., Ltd. invested
Company
introduction

- 144 -

in Threechairs, thinking that the company is growing rapidly as a text
content provider with its own unique character and has a lot of growth
potential according to a change in the paradigm of content consumption.
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Introducing the Startup
[Threechairs]
Business Certification
- Venture company

Book Journalism is a compound word of BOOK and JOURNALISM.
It covers the topics we need to read now, as deeply as a book,
as fast as the news. News has timeliness but lacks depth, and
books have depth but lacks timeliness. Accordingly, our team

Intellectual Property Rights
- 1 domestic registration

publishes knowledge content that combines the depth of a book

02

with the timeliness of news. Book Journalism provides products
and services

such as

subscriptions,

paper

books,

B2B, and

스타트업 소개

community. Subscribers can use digital knowledge content directly
written

by

experts

from

various

fields

such

as

economy,

technology, culture, politics, and society for a monthly fee. We
also publish digital content as a paper book.

바이오
Website
www.bookjournalism.com

The way knowledge creators make money with text is still limited
to the 90s-style book royalties and royalties. Book Journalism
builds a digital publishing platform to help knowledge creators
freely publish content and create profit. Our team is creating a
publishing platform that makes it easier and faster for knowledge
creators to publish content and monetize content.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[S2L Partners]

S2L Partners invests in start-ups, small and medium-sized enterprises, and venture companies,
centering on partners with various investment experiences. STUL Partners has accumulated 9
funds and is working with various companies such as Korea Growth Investment, Korea Venture
Investment, and Seoul Business Agency as partners. We will do our best to grow together with
more companies in the future.
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Introducing the Startup
[Scandi Edu]

Through the expansion of BrainNow's direct management and
agencies, annual sales in 2021 were about 8 billion won, an
increase of about 272% from the previous year (2.15 billion won).
Operating profit was KRW 950 million and net income was KRW 1

02

billion, turning into profit-making. BrainNow provides educational

programs to learn various languages such as English, Chinese

스타트업 소개

characters, and Korean. This program was designed in consideration
of the brain development curve of infants and toddlers and

provides children with various stimuli, enabling natural character
recognition and language learning while activating the right brain.
BrainNow is an on-off blended-based premium education for

바이오

infants and toddlers. I hope you can meet the brain design

solutions for our children proposed by BrainNow, the know-how
that stimulates the right brain that makes our children gifted.

Website
www.brainnow.co.kr

BrainNow maximizes brain efficiency based on research on the
brain, which is the basis of life, and helps humans to fully express
their

unique

abilities

and

possibilities.

BrainNow

started

this

business to help rehabilitate patients with brain damage who could
be our family or friends. BrainNow and Scand Edu are moving
forward to become a global specialized brain education institution
that helps brain development according to the characteristics of the
human brain development curve.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[BTC Investment]

BTC Investment aims to help bold and courageous entrepreneurs who want to actively create the
future through technology in the era of the 4th industrial revolution, which pursues the future of
hyper-connectivity.
We connect entrepreneurs, investors, academia, and industry professionals in the tech ecosystem,
and build expert networks, including technical and business talent. We actively utilize our network
to provide expertise and insight into the overall management of startups. With a wide
understanding and knowledge through experience in various industries, we want to be actively
involved in opportunities in various fields such as AI and big data, consumer products and
financial services, and biotechnology.

We recommend the startup [Amazer]

Company
introduction

- 148 -

As BTS topped the Billboard chart and Korean artists made their mark on the
Billboard chart, K-POP has undeniably become global content. More than 96% of
the users of the Amazer platform service are overseas users, and 1.5 million
downloads have been made worldwide.
Amazer is playing the role of connecting K-pop artists and global fans through its
platform. About 40 teams of top artists, including BLACKPINK, conducted a K-pop
cover dance challenge with Amazer when their albums were released. In 2021, we
launched the ‘Amazer Live’ service using an avatar with a metaverse added,
providing an opportunity for artists who could not meet directly with their fans
due to COVID-19 to communicate and meet with their fans.
Amazer has served as a global PR channel for K-pop artists in the untact culture
caused by COVID-19. In the future, in addition to the existing fan meeting
methods, we will continue to propose new communication methods between
artists and fans within the Amazer platform and find innovative ways to generate
revenue.
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Introducing the Startup
[Amazer]

Amazer is a global K-pop community, which consists of a
short-form video service where users can upload cover dances and
songs, a global fandom community, and a live artist broadcast

02

service. Most of the users are global users who like K-Pop, and
as the K-pop market expands, the number and diversity of users

are also increasing. We will do our best to promote K-pop and

스타트업 소개

collaborate with various artists so that global fans can use more
enjoyable content and platforms.

스마트시티별
바이오
Website
www.amazer.tv

Amazing is a global video platform where anyone can become an
amazing person.
We are conducting global promotions and live performances of
K-pop artists, and paid tickets and donations from overseas fans
account for our main sales. As K-pop expands, we want to
become a channel to connect more artists and fans.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Laguna Investment]

LAGUNA is the lifeline and source of diversity in the Atacama Desert, the driest place in the
world. Like Laguna in the desert, which is a lifeline for the surrounding ecosystem, Laguna
Investment was established with the goal of becoming a helpful entity for the venture ecosystem.
Laguna Investment is a new venture capital firm in its 4th year since its establishment in
February 2018, and our three partners, including the CEO, have an average of 10 years of
experience in the VC industry. Our greatest competitiveness is our management personnel with
unprecedented track record by investing more than KRW 250 billion in 100 companies such as
Action Square, Kakao, DoubleU Games, and Nextin. Laguna Investment discovered and invested in
early-stage companies with high growth potential at home and abroad. Since then, we have been
working hard to revitalize small and medium-sized venture companies in Korea through active
value adding.

We recommend the startup [A-Star Corporation]

Company
introduction
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A-Star Corporation is a mobile game/software development company established in
August 2019 and is a promising small and medium-sized venture company that is
developing Japanese-oriented, subculture-specialized mobile games. Japan is the
world's largest subculture consumer and has a market size that exceeds that of the
US mobile game market. A-Star Corporation has been highly evaluated for the
opportunity to generate sustainable profits in the future, so it has attracted
investment from not only us but also other companies through various funds based
on policy funds. In addition, A-Star Corporation is receiving great attention as it was
selected for the first time as a game company in the IBK expanse support program.
The company was also selected as an excellent developer at the Play Expo in May,
and publishing-related discussions are currently underway with leading domestic and
foreign publishers.
A-Star Corporation started generating sales with a publisher contract in the second
half of 2021 based on the experience of completing multiple projects by veteran
members with more than 10 years of experience in the market and the bond built
up over many years. Starting this summer, the company plans to provide global
services not only in Korea but also in the Southeast Asian market. If this company
launches Project LS (tentative name) at the end of this year, I think it will generate
around 10 billion won in sales.
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Introducing the Startup
[A-Star Corporation]
Business Certification
- Venture company

Awards

A-Star Corporation's Unright Chronicle (working title) is a Japanese
subculture-based mobile game. After its establishment, it attracted
investment

from

accelerators.

Since

then,

after

- Completion of IBK
Changgong program (IBK)

attracting

investment from venture capital and reinforcing manpower, it was

02

selected for development projects such as IBK Changgong. We will
continue to strive for better results in the future.

스타트업 소개
바이오
Website
www.a-starcorp.com

A-Star Corporation was established to prove that it can create a
new market in the difficult domestic game industry. Our goal is to
become a content company by building an IP brand band based on
game development, which is our specialty.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Evergreen Investment Partners
Co., Ltd.]

Evergreen Investment Partners specializes in investing and nurturing early-stage companies, and
currently operates funds that invest primarily in startups. Our main investment fields are ICT, VR
AR, parts and materials, medical bio, IoT, and AI, and we are investing in entrepreneurs who
have secured differentiated technologies and business models in each field. All of our partners
have investment experience focused on early-stage companies and have experience in CFO and
M&A promotion of venture companies, so we can support growth throughout the growth cycle of
venture companies. Moreover, the partners of Evergreen Investment Partners are pursuing mutual
growth between the manager and the investment company, believing that it is essential to
minimize risks through post-investment growth support for the success of investment in
early-stage companies.

We recommend the startup [MNNH]

Company
introduction

- 152 -

MNNH is a company with a high level of technology in image processing,
especially in 3D volumetric live-action video capture technology. 3D Volumetric
live-action video capturing is a technology that creates a 3D live-action video by
simultaneously shooting a moving subject through multiple cameras around the
subject and synthesizing them.
This technology is considered to be a very attractive technology in the future
considering that the demand for immersive content will increase as the
metaverse grows. Moreover, MNNH has already developed and generated sales
of Codec IP related to video compression. In addition, the company has
developed and realized sales of various other image processing and analysis
solutions, thereby establishing a stable revenue base. Therefore, considering the
growth potential of MNNH's 3D Volumetric live-action video shooting business
based on stable sales, we judged MNNH as an attractive investment destination.
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Introducing the Startup
[MNNH]
MNNH provides volumetric capture, 3D live-action video shooting, synthetic

Business Certification

playback

- Venture company

technology,

and

metaverse

content

service

for

celebrity

performances based on live-action holograms.
Volumetric capture provided by MNNH is a technology that processes
high-quality 3D holographic video from 40~64 ultra-high-resolution multiple
cameras. Live-action 3D video created through volumetric capture is a
technology that enables game engine-based 3D live-action, graphic fusion
VFX, and realistic content production.

Intellectual Property Rights
- 2 domestic registration

02

Following the commercialization of video processing semiconductor IP,

MNNH has supplied ultra-high-resolution video processing and 3D spatial
stereoscopic processing technology to various industrial fields such as 3D

스타트업 소개

AVM, military fighters, and strategic satellites. Besides, we succeeded in
commercializing a volumetric studio for the first time in Korea, and are
producing 3D holographic realistic content based on live-action.
M&H has built a world-class volumetric studio. Together with 48 8K
cameras, 50 render farms, and a 110 pyeong studio, we have developers
for

deep

tech

development

and

professional

manpower

바이오
game

for

engine-based VFX content production. Together with our customer partners,

Website
www.mnnh.com

we will lead the XR realistic content field.

Hello, this is Min Byeongwan, the CEO of MNNH. I developed
volumetric processing to develop technology and content that
converge pixel-based images and rendering-based graphics in
AR/VR/MR environments, and I started a business to supply the
technology. We plan to provide technology to capture, distribute,
and

play

live-action-based

stereoscopic

video

in

spatial

stereoscopic displays such as AR/VR/MR, and we aim to grow
into a company specializing in producing hyper-realistic-based
metaverse content.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[NextG Investment]

NextG Investment aims to become a recognized investment management company at home and
abroad based on its excellent performance. NextG Investment is supporting the sustainable
growth of companies in various fields such as future growth areas, market expansion areas, early
growth areas, and base industries. We aim to become a manager that leads the venture
ecosystem built on the trust of investment companies and investors.

We recommend the startup [UMAG]
UMAG has achieved steady growth in each business sector, such as
distribution, brand channels, and performances, based on excellent
team capabilities and music IP. Moreover, the company has excellent
ability to read trends and respond to consumer needs. We expect the
company to grow rapidly as it strengthens its business functions
across the music industry and seizes opportunities in the digitally
Company
introduction
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reorganized music market.
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Introducing the Startup
[UMAG]
Business Certification
- Venture company

On September 1, 2017, UMAG was established. We started our
business for the first time in a single room at WeWork in Euljiro.
After that, we moved our office to Hongdae and made our first
pre-A investment in November 2019. UMAG's main service is
direct music/video copyright management and monetization on
YouTube, targeting the world. We have a YouTube music channel
that is growing as a global music brand by steadily accumulating
music IPs every month.
The traffic of content created by UMG currently exceeds 5 billion
views, and 70% of the traffic comes from overseas. UMG's music
service is not just for idol music like K-Pop. The music and
contents we create are for people all over the world. As we are
providing services to people all over the world, we believe that we
have greater growth potential. We will do our best to grow into a
global music brand operator.

02

스타트업 소개
바이오
Website
www.umag.io

After going through various content industries, I concluded that the core of
the content business is IP, and decided to start a business in 2017. All
content businesses had no choice but to worry about monetization.
Although it claims to be the trendiest content provider, it cannot escape the
structure of relying on advertising sales for the survival of the company.
Moreover, there was clearly a limit to starting a business in the digital
market, not the TV market. In this situation, I looked for what I could do to
secure an IP. At the time when I was thinking about starting a business,
the YouTube platform in Korea was growing tremendously. It occupies an
overwhelming amount of traffic in Korea, such as views and viewing time,
and I found that users consume the most content related to music. So I

thought it is necessary to manage music copyrights on YouTube,
and I got a lot of help from my acquaintances who worked in the
industry. In this way, starting with the music distribution and
copyright business within YouTube, we are currently expanding our
company into our own music IP production and brand.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Michigan Venture Capital]

Michigan Venture Capital was established in 2002 and has been supporting the growth of venture
companies for about 20 years. Michigan Venture Capital discovers venture companies in various
fields that change the future with innovative ideas, raises funds and makes investments. We are
investing in venture companies that will change the paradigm of the future in various industries
such as content, media, healthcare, distribution, F&B, and AgTech. We make it the very essence
of our company to establish a will to change the future with them with a sense of solidarity.

We recommend the startup [Cretia Media]

Company
introduction
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The first is the competence of the CEO and team members. Kim Dongmin, CEO of
Cretia Media, is an expert who has experience in planning and producing the web
drama ‘Mask’ in the native ad format in 2016, as well as experience in supporting
the production of the SBS entertainment program ‘You Hee-Nak-Rak’. In the MCN
industry, where content planning capabilities are important, the company's CEO and
team members have excellent content production capabilities and experience, which is
a major strength of Cretia Media.
The second is that the company has a diverse pool of potential creators. Currently,
the company has over 100 creators and is the fastest growing in the MCN industry.
The company can provide more meaningful information to creators because it can
secure data-based revenue through channel analysis by discovering creators through
the self-developed ‘Creaone System’.
The third is business scalability. The company is continuously expanding its business
into various fields. The company plans to conduct an E-commerce business using its
own creators and self-produced content in the future and is conducting various
businesses such as producing and selling goods with Cat Daddy.
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Introducing the Startup
[Cretia Media]

Cretia Media is a content media company that aims to realize new
media

integrated

marketing

and

a

V-commerce-based

MCN

(multi-channel network) platform by discovering and nurturing

02

creators with growth potential based on various video content
development capabilities.

Based on the YouTube content distribution business, which is the

스타트업 소개

most common business field in the MCN industry, we are engaged
in

business

such

as

management,

advertisement,

content

production, commerce, and music that can create mutually organic
synergies. Cretia Media is a "Contents Value Chain Management"

바이오

company that continuously expands business areas to related fields
where value can be created based on content and improves

Website
www.cretiamedia.co.kr

corporate value.

Cretia Media is a new concept entertainment company that actively
supports creators and produces well-made content.
We are paving a new path through open cooperation with various
brands. Moreover, a friendly environment with a strong network
through

various

activities

is

our

driving

force

that

enables

differentiated and new attempts at any time.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[We Ventures]

We Ventures is a startup in the VC industry where venture capitalists who have discovered
excellent startups have gathered. We Ventures finds and invests in creative, challenging, honest,
and sincere entrepreneurs. We Ventures is a new VC in its 3rd year of establishment but has
recorded the fastest growth in the industry by exceeding the AUM of 380 billion won and
investing in more than 100 companies so far.

We recommend the startup [2MEU]
The company has the potential to develop as an English learning community for
elementary and middle school students. Unlike other English-speaking education
platforms, communication between users is actively taking place in the 2DUB service.
In particular, 2DUB's target customers are teenagers between the ages of 9 and 14.
They not only study English at 2DUB but also make friends and communicate with
each other there. Therefore, we thought that if an English learning community for
students was formed, teachers would naturally flow into 2DUB.

Company
introduction

If there are enough teachers, we believe that in the future, it is possible to develop a
profit model in which teachers' speaking lectures are conducted on 2DUB and receive
brokerage fees. The company's service has a learning method optimized for speaking in
that the user learns a language by reproducing (imitation) the corresponding situation in
the content, and the effect is very good. In addition, the characteristics and contents
of each content are very different, and each user can select an area of interest, so
the entertainment factor is also great, which is an advantage of 2DUB.

- 158 -
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Introducing the Startup
[2MEU]

2MEU provides a ‘2DUB’ service to improve English speaking
through dubbing. 2DUB accurately analyzes each dubbed sentence,
such as stress, intonation, and interrupted reading, while listening

02

to the user's speaking. In addition, using various videos such as
movies, animations, dramas, and TV programs, the service helps

users to learn a language while watching their favorite videos. With

스타트업 소개

2DUB, we provide an opportunity to improve your language skills
conveniently anytime, anywhere.

스마트시티별
바이오
Website
www.2dub.me

Today, the demand for non-face-to-face services is higher than
ever. At this time, 2DUB is providing innovative services that allow
users to study foreign languages ‘more excitingly’ and ‘more
effectively’ in a comfortable environment at home.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[A Ventures]

The A in A Ventures contains three meanings: Alpha(start), Agile(agile movement), and
Advance(progress and achievement). As the meaning of our mission, we are a venture capital
firm whose investment philosophy is to discover leading companies and become an investor who
provides strong support from the beginning. A Ventures was established in the second half of
2018 by a team that has consistently achieved results together. Based on our long-established
network in the financial investment industry and VC industry, we aim to make a sincere
investment as a house that receives first calls from excellent companies.
We have been nurturing representative companies in multiple industries for a long time and have
various successful experiences, including pre-IPO and leading investments in the Series A phase.
As of the first half of 2022, A Ventures has grown into a venture capital that runs approximately
KRW 200 billion worth of funds, including seven blind funds.

We recommend the startup [Photo Widget]

Company
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Photo Widget is an application service that provides a widget function that allows
iPhone users to freely decorate their home screen. Photo Widget is a leader in the
‘phone decorating’ trend that the global Generation Z is interested in. As the
widget function, which was not previously available on the iPhone, was officially
released from iOS 14 in September 2020, the company was founded and launched
the Photo Widget. After that, it quickly penetrated the market, achieving 10 million
downloads in two weeks, and took the lead as a global top-tier company in the
widget application market.
Photo Widget maintains a high MAU of around 3 million by continuously introducing
D-day, memo, schedule, clock, constellation widget functions, etc, in addition to
the photo widget function by quickly predicting and responding to the trending
demand of global Gen Z users. As of one year and six months after its launch, the
cumulative number of downloads has reached 28 million, and it is a global
diversified service with 8% domestic and 92% overseas. With nearly 10 million US
users, it has users in more than 150 countries based on a total of 18 languages.
In addition, based on the expansion of the business model using the widget
function, we believe that the company has a high potential for continuous growth
and global expansion, such as preparing services as an IP-based business, SNS,
and creator market platform that can continuously capture the global Gen Z.
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Introducing the Startup
[Photo Widget]
Business Certification
- Venture company

Starting with 'Photo Widget: Simple' in September 2020, Photo Widget is
creating a service that allows users to express their individuality more

Intellectual Property Rights
- 4 domestic registration

easily, conveniently, and prettily. Generation Z around the world share and
express their interests and tastes through Photo Widget. So, today, Photo

02

Widget is taking the lead in changing the mobile life of the global
generation Z. The main service, 'Photo Widget: Simple', is an iOS-only
phone decoration service preferred by the global Generation Z, and is used

스타트업 소개

by 29 million users in 150 countries, including the United States, Korea,

Japan, and Thailand. This service supports a one-stop solution to decorate
the home screen with just a few touches, as well as the customization of

wallpapers, icons, widgets, and fonts. We provide cute themes and various
widget functions for free so that anyone from beginners to phone
decorating enthusiasts can use it easily and conveniently.

바이오
Website
www.photowidget.net

Hello, this is Song Inseon, the CEO of Photo Widget. In the face
of new paradigms and definitions, nothing is clearly articulated or
defined. Therefore, when users talk about what they want, Photo
Widget listens carefully to create a service, narrows down the
undefined, and moves toward a new definition.
We find the concept and definition of a widget, which is different
from the widget that the older generation thinks, and get hints
from the stories of our friends, thus paving the way for us. We
are not inventors, so we are not making things that did not exist
in the world or making things we want to make. We are people
who put new clothes on widgets that were trapped in the old
paradigm, establish new definitions and values, and establish them
as culture. As a result, I am convinced that everything that Photo
Widget will create will become a single culture while intensely
contemplating what value to create for users and what worldview
to take root in this world.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Laguna Investment]

LAGUNA is the lifeline and source of diversity in the Atacama Desert, the driest place in the
world. Like Laguna in the desert, which is a lifeline for the surrounding ecosystem, Laguna
Investment was established with the goal of becoming a helpful entity for the venture ecosystem.
Laguna Investment is a new venture capital firm in its 4th year since its establishment in
February 2018, and our three partners, including the CEO, have an average of 10 years of
experience in the VC industry. Our greatest competitiveness is our management personnel with
unprecedented track record by investing more than KRW 250 billion in 100 companies such as
Action Square, Kakao, DoubleU Games, and Nextin. Laguna Investment discovered and invested in
early-stage companies with high growth potential at home and abroad. Since then, we have been
working hard to revitalize small and medium-sized venture companies in Korea through active
value adding.

We recommend the startup [Flying Turtle]

Company
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Flying Turtle is a mobile game/software development company established in April
2017 and is a promising small and medium-sized venture company that develops
and provides services for HTML5-based multi-platform social casino games. The
company has developed a third-generation social casino slot game that
emphasizes the true meaning of “social” based on HTML5, which is the most
flexible to respond to external changes that are not tied to hardware and OS
represented by Facebook Canvas and mobile platforms. Since the company started
the open beta service in May 2020, it is currently developing the mobile version
after stabilizing the web version. Flying Turtle started its global service in
September 2021 through a mobile game publishing contract with OWON. This
contract is about launching on the condition of a $600,000 level of marketing
guarantee, and the sales and profits are expected to increase in the future. After
our investment in 2019, the company’s sales increased gradually, and in particular,
its sales in 2021 achieved about 100% growth on a YOY basis. This year, Flying
Turtle plans to improve the quality of existing services and further develop and
service NFT-based social crypto casino games, so we think the company will have
an opportunity to dominate the HTML5 market in the future.
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Introducing the Startup
[Flying Turtle]
Business Certification
- Venture company

Flying Turtle was founded in April 2017 with the motto "Steady until flying
up". With the establishment, we attracted seed investment from HNC
Games, a listed company and a subsidiary of Neptune, and started the
development of Holy Moly Casino Slot, a social casino game based on
HTML5 technology. Then, in January and March 2019, we attracted Series
A investments from NVC Partners and Laguna Investment. In doing so, we
completed the game production and started the service in 2019 and has
been servicing it until now.
Flying Turtle is currently providing a social casino game called Holy Moly
Casino Slot with Facebook Canvas and mobile application versions. In
addition, we are servicing the same version as a separate brand called Holy
Moly Casino Free Slot through the Facebook instant game platform by
utilizing the advantages of HTML5 technology. Currently, we are not only
producing games for the blockchain NFT-based game business but also
strategically collaborating with organizations that have already achieved good
results in the social casino genre for better results.

02

스타트업 소개
바이오

In mid-2010, around the time of starting a business, various hardware and
software platforms appeared for convenience along with the development
of IT technology, but paradoxically, the difficulty of game production and
services corresponding to various platforms increased. In this situation, I
thought that game production and service must respond to multi-platform
in various environments, and as a means, I paid attention to the possibility
of game production and service using HTML5 technology. As a company
specializing in game production and service, Flying Turtle wants to maintain
the philosophy that interesting games can often fail, but uninteresting
games can never succeed. To provide the value of fun to users, we want
to become a company recognized for its value by producing and servicing
better games. Currently, we are concentrating on social casino games,
which are probability-based games for middle-aged people in the global
game market, and we plan to gradually expand the main target of our
games in the future.

Website
www.flyingturtle.modoo.at

CEO’s
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Yuanta Investment]

As a leading venture capital firm in Korea with 32 years of experience, Yuanta Investment is
constantly striving to become a strong manager with both the precision and prudence of the
institutional system and the promptness and creativity of the independent system. Yuanta
Investment is largely divided into two investment sectors, VC and PE, but if necessary, the two
parts are maximizing synergy through co-work. Furthermore, the global network with the
headquarters of Yuanta Group in Taiwan and pan-Asian affiliates such as China, Hong Kong,
Vietnam, and Indonesia is the differentiated strength of Yuanta Investment.

We recommend the startup [Pixelscope]

Company
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Pixelcorpos supplies high-speed camera-based screen simulator sensors, and
game and VR content companies can create offline games and tangible content
by combining our sensors.
Our screen simulator sensors have already been used by Korea's largest screen
golf, screen baseball, and screen bowling companies, and our products' accuracy
and stability have been recognized. Pixelscope, a sports vision startup, provides
differentiated solutions in the sports industry by visualizing ball and player
movement data collected based on high-speed cameras and providing them to
sports associations and clubs. With technologies such as image processing and
deep learning, real-time three-dimensional tracking of ball and player
movements has become possible, and this information is being used for data
analysis of professional teams and player coaching. Currently, Pixelscope is
presenting a new paradigm in the sports business by completing the 'sports
relay automation system'. This program not only reduces the production cost of
existing sports broadcasts but also automates referee judgments and provides
various images and data to sports fans.
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Introducing the Startup
[Pixelscope]

Pixelscope

is

discussing

collaboration

with

SBS

Sports

and

broadcasters for an AI sports automatic relay system. The first
unmanned relay that Pexelscope tried is to install 13 cameras on
the main table the day before the competition, connect the

02

program and give a start command, and then all relay broadcasts

will be performed automatically. The screen changes automatically

depending on the game situation, such as the player who serve a

스타트업 소개

ball, the full screen, and the shape of the ball. It also provides

detailed information, such as the speed of the batted ball, the
trajectory of the ball, and the location of the drop of the ball.
Although the existing relay required about 30 people, including the

바이오

truck, now with Pixelscope, only one person is needed to operate

it. Pixelscope is changing the history of sports broadcasting based
on its overwhelming technology.

Website
www.pxscope.com

Pixelscope is a sports analytics company that provides sports
analysis

systems,

intelligent

training

systems,

and

screen

simulation sensors. Modern sports are closely related to the media.
In particular, as 'watching a live game at the stadium' is restricted
due to the COVID-19 pandemic, sports reliance on media has
increased even more. Under the motto of Track Every Moment,
Pixelscope aims to automate sports broadcasting, as well as
produce and analyze the best sports data.

CEO’s
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[SJ Investment Partners]

SJ Investment Partners, established in August 2010, is a venture capital firm specializing in
investment in the early stage of business. Since CEO Yoon Kanghoon and most of the 11
members have experience in starting a business, the business goal of the company is to invest
and grow together while empathizing with the entrepreneur's heart. SJ Investment Partners is
investing

in

early

start-up

companies

in

various

fields

such

as

ICT/materials

parts

equipment/bio/tourism and is doing its best to increase corporate value through continuous
follow-up investment and collaboration.

We recommend the startup [Hanteo Global]
Hanteo Global has created and is operating the Whosfan App for
K-pop fandoms around the world and reputable Hanteo Chart and
Hanteo News within the app. Due to the global popularity of K-pop,
the company is better known abroad than in Korea. Since its
foundation, the company has received about 3 billion won in R&D
investment, including support for R&D projects, and has about 10
Company
introduction

intellectual property rights related to big data in the music industry.
Hanteo Global has already secured 10 million users annually, centering
on the K-pop core services, Hanteo Chart, Hanteo News, and
Whosfan. The company has recently attracted strategic investment, so
it is expected to rapidly grow into cross-border e-commerce.
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Introducing the Startup
[Hanteo Global]
Business Certification
- Global SMEs
- Venture company

Intellectual Property Rights
Hanteo Global has the world's only real-time music chart K-pop big data
artificial intelligence analysis system. We operate a variety of global media
services such as K-pop fandom platform operation, K-pop commerce
platform operation, global real-time voting platform technology development
and operation, and news media video advertising. After the advancement of
the Hanteo Chart, Hanteo News and the Whosfan app service, a global
fandom platform, were launched. Now, Hanteo Global has grown into a
global service that is visited by more than 15 million users. We have
registered more than 10 domestic and international patents and own more
than 20 trademark rights and software copyrights. We built Music Big Data
Analytics, the world's only data platform MBA that processes and analyzes
K-pop data in real-time, and secured 7 million global users through
services such as Whosfan, Hanteo News, and Whosfan Edu. Currently, we
have the world's only real-time music chart, Hanteo Chart, and we are
running an artist global accelerating service through big data collection and
analysis on K-pop.

02

스타트업 소개
바이오

- 20 domestic registration
- 17 overseas registration

Awards
- DATA Global Award from the
Minister of Science and ICT
(Ministry of Science and ICT)
- Awarded by the Minister of
Science and Technology Information
and Communication as an excellent
SW high-growth company (Ministry
of Science and Technology
Information and Communication)
- Designated as a global SMEs
(Ministry of SMEs and Startups)
- The 57th Million Dollar Export
Tower (Korea International Trade
Association)

Website
www.hanteoglobal.com

I founded the company to create a fandom platform that can help
domestic agencies and artists advance and grow overseas by
absorbing the Hanteo Chart, which has been in the history of the
Korean music industry. Also, after developing and upgrading the
system for big data collection and analysis and a reputable music
chart, I aim to implement various BMs for the growth of the
music industry in countries with a population of 100 million or
more.
As a unicorn company with a corporate value of more than KRW 1
trillion, we plan to conduct cultural exchange projects for countries
with a population of 100 million or more with the goal of IPO.
Please look forward to Hanteo Global, which will grow into a
company that becomes the foundation of the global music
industry.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Startup
[Whyout]
Business Certification
- Venture company

In June 2021, we launched the beta service of the Whyout app. We
provide contents such as places and guidebooks that outdoor users want in
the form of magazines and short clips, and we are finding Product Market
Fit through 15 updates in 10 months. By successfully hosting the Camping
Festival Forest Door, we are getting closer culturally to outdoor brands and
users. Recently, as we launched a community function in the form of SNS,
creating a space where outdoor users can communicate, user activity is
increasing. At the end of 2022, we plan to start a full-scale business by
introducing commerce in the form of a marketplace.
It is an outdoor content community platform,
the Whyout app service. You can enjoy
outdoor places, equipment, and guidebook
information such as camping, car camping,
backpacking, and activities as magazines and
video content, and you can communicate
and exchange information with users with
similar tendencies through an SNS-type community.

Intellectual Property Rights
- 2 domestic registration
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스타트업 소개
바이오
Website
www.whyout.co.kr

Compared to Korea's rapidly growing economy, Korea's cultural and
leisure sector has not yet reached the level of the developed
countries. In particular, the higher the income level, the greater
the interest and demand for outdoor and sports, but there is no
mobile platform that properly provides content, community, and
commerce. We started a business to enrich people's lives by
developing a platform that provides video-oriented content and
communities. We want to move forward as Asia's No.1 super app
service in the field of outdoor sports and provide essential
information, content, and community functions to those who want
to enjoy outdoor activities and sports.
We hope that our services will enrich the lives of more people as
they discover the motivation and inspiration to move out. In line
with the slogan of 'Get People Outside, Make Life Beautiful. The
Reason to Go Out', we want to grow our service as a lifestyle
guide in the domestic outdoor and sports sector.
- 168 -
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Introducing the Startup
[VentaVR]
Business Certification
- Venture company

After LG U+ adopted VR as a 5G service, there was a process of
self-verification of domestic and foreign VR companies. At that time, a
small number of companies with verified content quality, including VentaVR,
were selected and demonstrated. As a result, the content produced by
VentaVR was evaluated as the best. In this way, the investment in our
company was made. Since then, we have expanded facilities such as
advanced shooting equipment for high-quality 3D VR production and a
render farm for post-production. As a result, we have produced about
1,500 3D VR and 600 volumetric content. As a non-face-to-face culture
has been established after the outbreak of COVID-19, we have been able
to grow quickly because of the advantage of being able to enjoy live
concerts without going to the site in person. The Venta X service will

Intellectual Property Rights
- 3 domestic registration
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스타트업 소개

continue to grow this year as well. In addition, from 2021, we plan
to present a new paradigm for non-face-to-face educational travel
by launching a non-face-to-face Edufield Trip Venta Wharf using
Metaverse.

바이오

When I applied the S3D stereoscopic video shooting technique I
was familiar with at the time to VR content and produced it, I was
able to feel the dramatic realism and strong immersion that could
not be compared with VR content produced with existing 2D
images. Based on this experience, I realized the potential and
power of VR content, and I was convinced that it soon would
have a clear role as video content.
Of course, the main factor to preoccupy the market is games, but
I started my business with the dream that someday I would
provide a service like VR Netflix in the future, believing that if I
produce high-quality 3D VR video content that is comparable to
that of games, there will be results. We are trying to diversify
technical genres in the field of 3D VR content that we produce.
We are also producing AR and VR content using volumetric
technology, and recently we are expanding the production area to
Metaverse exhibition and travel content using WebXR, which is
highly versatile.

Website
www.ventavr.com

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Startup
[Perfect Storm]
Business Certification
- Venture company
- Innobiz

Perfect Storm is a company specializing in digital content services/platforms
and is leading the high-quality ultra-realistic content market based on its high
technology and production know-how. We provide a platform that can produce,
sell, purchase, and utilize 3D content, and we are striving for research and
development to become the world's largest 3D content supply platform.
1. 3D PRODUCTION PIPELINE. We research photogrammetry technology to
build a Render Farm System that quickly/automates the 3D production of
products or objects, and establish a network environment that transmits 2D
images in various types of applications. In this way, we are
researching/developing and commercializing the 3D Production Pipeline and
providing the service.
2. WEB METAVERSE. We research and develop a Web Metaverse platform
that can be accessed directly from a desktop PC or mobile web environment
without installing a separate app or program.
3. 3D CONTENTS PLATFORM. It publishes 3D content created by platform
users and supports the sales/purchase activity of the content itself. We are
researching and developing AR cameras with various tracking technologies for
the production of secondary AR content, and mobile apps and web platforms
that can issue/transact NFTs to prove ownership and originality of 3D content.

Perfect Storm is a company specializing in metaverse platforms
and marketing solutions. Based on the execution of digital
marketing consulting creative planning strategies, Perfect Storm has
expertise in social media and metaverse production platforms,
which is the next-generation content. Based on our world-class
3D content production know-how and technology, we are
researching an automated pipeline solution for ultra-realistic 3D
content production and a Web Metaverse platform that can be
expanded in various forms. We have commercialized 3D content
production services, such as ARI Box/ARI Verse/ARI Production,
and Web Metaverse platform services, and intend to present a
new direction of brand marketing and performance marketing by
combining AD Tech solution and 3D Creative in the digital AD
field. As the name of Perfect Storm implies, Perfect Storm will
bring a new wind to the digital market not only in Korea but also
around the world.
- 170 -

Intellectual Property Rights
- 1 domestic registration
- 1 overseas registration

Awards

-

Grand prize at Gundolle.
com Social-i Award 2020
Internet Service Platform
(Money Today)

Website
www.perfectstorm.net

CEO’s
story
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Startup
Introduction
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Hana Ventures]

Hana Ventures is the specialized venture capital of Hana Financial Group established in 2018 and
the first full-time new technology business finance company among domestic financial groups.
Since the establishment of the company, we have made initial investments in e-book and
webtoon platform Lidy, Korean beef distribution startup Sirloin, online video service (OTT)
company Watcha, and crowdfunding platform Wadiz. And, we have successfully achieved
investment exit through M&A with webtoon platform Tapas and game company Royal Crow. As
of May 2022, our company has achieved KRW 841 billion in assets under management (AUM)
and plans to contribute to the innovation and development of domestic and foreign startups and
investment ecosystems and focus on its role as an adventure investor.

We recommend the startup [The Family Lab]

Company
introduction
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The Family Lab operates ‘Hey Mama’, an exercise prescription for women in
their 30s and 40s, for the management and prevention of female
musculoskeletal disorders and musculoskeletal-related diseases that occur in
women’s life cycle health risks (pregnancy, childbirth, etc.). The company
provides 1:1 non-face-to-face coaching by professional women's exercise
coaches based on a detailed functional training exercise curriculum based on
women's musculoskeletal expertise, as well as a personalized comprehensive
report that analyzes the body condition in detail. Since the launch of the app in
June 2020, the company has accumulated over 60,000 women's
musculoskeletal health data.
In the early days of the business, the company focused on mothers with
young children. We decided to invest in The Family Lab because it aims to
grow as a women's health national app that targets about 10 million women in
all life cycles after childbirth through strengthening expertise in health care
such as clinical research.
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Introducing the Startup
[The Family Lab]
Business Certification
- Venture company
- Women’s business
- preliminary social enterprise

The Family Lab’s ‘Hey Mama’ is the first female health app in Korea that

Intellectual Property Rights

provides musculoskeletal management solutions according to women’s life

- 4 domestic registration
- 4 overseas registration

cycles. ‘Hey Mama’ is a mobile exercise prescription that can prevent
women's diseases that occur in women's life cycle health risks such as

02
detail with

pregnancy, childbirth, and menopause. This app provides a personalized
comprehensive report that analyzes the body condition in

one-on-one untact coaching by female exercise coaches based on a

스타트업 소개

detailed functional training exercise curriculum on the basis of women's

musculoskeletal expertise. The Family Lab is going beyond simple home

training to become a smart healthcare solution that provides proven
health-enhancing

effects.

To

this

end,

we

are

preparing

for

the

development and launch of Hey Mama Season 2, equipped with a

Awards
- Won a prize at Women's
Entrepreneurship Competition
(Women Enterprise
Supporting Center)
- Excellence Award at the 2nd
Early Startup Competition by
Hana Ventures (Hana Ventures)
- Grand Prize at the 5th Seoul
Forest Social Venture
Innovation Contest
(Seongdong-gu Office)

스마트시티

prescription technology for each individual's body condition, based on

Website

accumulated female musculoskeletal data.

www.thefamilylab.co.kr

After giving birth in 2016, I improved my musculoskeletal pain
through exercise. I realized that women who have experienced
pregnancy and childbirth need to recover from the changes in their
bodies due to pregnancy and childbirth, but cannot recover from
parenting. I felt the need for health care services for women who
had experienced childbirth, so I founded The Family Lab. I want to
develop the Hey Mama app into a women's health national app by
sequentially

building

exercise

solutions

to

solve

musculoskeletal-related pain points for each woman's life cycle.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[East Gate Partners]

East Gate Partners is an LLC-type venture capital firm specializing in investment in early-stage
companies. East Gate Partnersis was established by investment reviewers with managerial
ownership to manage funds. East Gate Partners is a venture capital company that launched its
first fund in 2010 and is performing outstandingly across various industries. We are doing our
best to support growth rather than simply investing, and we are concentrating on investment and
support for early venture startups. East Gate Partners' mission is to become a reliable partner in
supporting the growth of venture companies as a business partner.

We recommend the startup [Dental Bean]
Dental Bean is an open learning platform for dentists and oral health
professionals around the world, providing Korea's excellent dental
education content, educational programs, and educational community
online and offline, transcending time and geographic boundaries. Dental
Bean is a platform for educating global oral health professionals, such
as dentists, nurses, and dental equipment workers, on the skills and
Company
introduction

experiences of excellent Korean dentists online and offline. With a
dental

clinical

research

center,

online

training,

and

an

information-sharing community, the company provides a vision to
advance dentistry.
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Introducing the Startup
[Dental Bean]
Business Certification
- Venture company

Dental Bean was established in March 2016 and opened the Dental Bean online
site in September 2016. As of June 2022, about 12,000 dental professionals
have signed up. There is about 800 online content with 140 lecture topics and
about 270 clinical videos that can be viewed free of charge. All of these
contents are conducted with the best instructors with more than 60 expertise.
In addition, since February 2022, the dental open market, Dental Bean Mall, has
been operated to increase sales.
Dental Bean's main services are as follows.
1. Dentistry Online Content: We are producing content that can improve the
abilities of dental professionals, such as online education content related to
dentistry and clinical videos.
2. Dental open market: We sell dental products through an online open market.
3. Event management of dental companies: We are in charge of event
management of dental companies that are cooperating with Dental Bean.
The goal of Dental Bean is to help improve the abilities of dentists around the
world by providing content in various languages as well as pioneering various
new businesses.

Intellectual Property Rights
- 1 domestic registration

02

스타트업 소개
스마트시티
Website
www.dentalbean.com

Dental Bean was established to provide a new type of educational
community that transcends environmental and geographic limits as
an open learning site for dentists around the world. Dental Bean
aims to satisfy the needs of dentists eager to learn by providing
original educational programs and various video content in the field
of dentistry. We will continue to strive to present a vision for the
development of dentistry based on the dental clinical research
center, online education, and information-sharing community.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Enlight Ventures]

Enlight Ventures is an investment company specializing in Tech Clustering that focuses on the
value chain, which is the core technology of the future industry, and invests in startup teams in
various industries with technology. From the initial stage to the scale-up stage, we are linking
not only investment funds but also funds for technological advancement by matching fund
formation and investment execution for each growth stage, as well as technology development
tasks linked with venture investment. Furthermore, we are playing the role of a partner for the
win-win growth of startups by acting as a direct business connection channel in connection with
networks of large corporations such as Samsung Outside C Lab.

We recommend the startup [Microt]
Microt is the first glaucoma implant developer in Korea, led by a CEO
who has abundant clinical experience in the technology, and holds
many patents for the technology. As the glaucoma market at home
and abroad steadily increases, Microt's glaucoma implants have a high
potential to become competitive not only in Korea but also abroad. So
we thought that the company has high growth potential. The initial
Company
introduction

prototype has already been completed, and the company is preparing
for licensing. In addition, the company is continuously researching an
advanced version of the glaucoma implant through the company's
research institute, so the company is competitive and has a high
potential to develop in the future.

- 178 -
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Introducing the Startup
[Microt]
Microt is the first glaucoma implant developer in Korea.
We are preparing to obtain the license at the end of 2022. And,
we are striving to secure growth engines by researching and
developing various fields such as injectors for glaucoma implant
insertion, glaucoma implants with fibrotic properties, and viscous
measuring devices for aqueous humor.

Hello, this is Microt.
We will continue to develop and strive to provide safe medical
services to the public.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Enlight Ventures]

Enlight Ventures is an investment company specializing in Tech Clustering that focuses on the
value chain, which is the core technology of the future industry, and invests in startup teams in
various industries with technology. From the initial stage to the scale-up stage, we are linking
not only investment funds but also funds for technological advancement by matching fund
formation and investment execution for each growth stage, as well as technology development
tasks linked with venture investment. Furthermore, we are playing the role of a partner for the
win-win growth of startups by acting as a direct business connection channel in connection with
networks of large corporations such as Samsung Outside C Lab.

We recommend the startup [Magpie Tech]
Magpie Tech launched VH 80, the world's first two-way laser range
finder, and is growing at an average annual rate of 371%. In May
2021, the company launched the M 30, a miniaturized laser range
finder, and in October, it plans to launch KIKO, which consists of a
laser height measurement, smart scale, and APP, and plans to enter
the children's healthcare market. Based on Magpie Tech's technological
Company
introduction
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prowess

and

the

challenging

spirit

of

advancing

into

various

businesses, the company is expected to further accelerate its growth
in the future.
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Introducing the Startup
[Magpie Tech]
Business Certification
- Venture company

We started technology development at the Youth Startup Academy in 2015
and were celebrating the 5th year of founding Magpie Tech in 2018. We
aim to improve people's quality of life by finding ways to improve the way
of

life

we

took

for

granted

in

our

daily

lives

and

solving

Intellectual Property Rights
- 7 domestic registration
- 3 overseas registration

the

inconveniences. Our first product, a two-way laser range finder, was
launched in the United States.
The VH 80 two-way laser range finder irradiates two lasers in opposite
directions. When a person measures the height, width, or length of an
object, the measurer can measure it without moving. KIKO is a product
consisting of a laser height meter, a smart scale, and an App. It measures
8 types of physical information such as children's height and weight, BMI,

Awards
- Won the grand prize in
KDB Startup Program
(KDB Korea Development Bank)
- Awarded a
commendation from the
Korea SMEs and Startups
Agency (Korea SMEs and
Startups Agency)

and muscle mass, allowing users to easily monitor and manage children's
growth and health.
Website
www.magpie.kr,
www.heykiko.com

Magpie Tech wants to present a new paradigm in the field of
measurement. First, with the theme of “the center of space is
people,” in the field of space measurement, we developed a
two-way laser range finder that can measure the width, length,
and height in just 3 times without moving from the point where
the user is standing.
We are preparing to launch KIKO, a children's health care product
using Magpie Tech's laser technology. KIKO can conveniently
measure children's height with a laser and manage their growth.
We launched Kickstarter in April 2022 and achieved about 70
million won in funding, and we are preparing for a domestic
launch. Going beyond spatial measurement, we will take on new
challenges in the field of body measurement, improving their
quality of life.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[K-Ground Ventures]

Established in 2018, K-Ground Ventures is a venture capital that invests in startups and patents
that commercialize source technologies such as research institutes and universities. CEO Cho
NamHoon, who is leading our company, made a virtuous cycle of the Daedeok startup ecosystem
by M&A of Plasmat to a global company while serving as the first president of Korea Science
and Technology Holdings. In addition, he is a representative player who has created substantial
scientific and technological commercialization results through M&A and IPO of many
research-based start-up companies. K-Ground Ventures is discovering and investing in disruptive
innovative technologies that lead cutting-edge technology trends such as semiconductors, bio,
metaverse, mobility, and the environment at an early stage. At the same time, as a co-operator
of Scale Up Tips and Post Tips, we are leading global business development and obtaining good
results. Moreover, we are playing the role of creating synergy in the expansion of existing
businesses of mid-sized companies and listed companies and the discovery of new businesses
by using our investment in startups as a stepping stone.

We recommend the startup [Medicaretec]
Medicaretec is a startup specializing in surgical and therapeutic medical devices,
established in November 2020 with a technology investment from the Korea
Institute of Science and Technology. The company has high growth potential,
such as being selected as one of the 11 excellent Hongneung Startup Schools
among startups in the Hongneung region of Seoul, where good infrastructure
such as research institutes/universities/hospitals is concentrated. Medicaretec is
developing surgical devices for otolaryngology, which are entirely dependent on

Company
introduction

imports. In addition, the company is developing products that comply with ESG
management, such as reducing medical consumables, reducing the rate of
reoperation, and preventing medical accidents. Furthermore, in cooperation with
Gangnam Severance Hospital, the company is developing additional medical
devices with a new concept and is striving to contribute to the improvement of
people's health life by continuously promoting R&D.
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Introducing the Startup
[Medicaretec]
Business Certification
- Venture company

Medicartec is a medical device startup established based on the Korea
Institute of Science and Technology(KIST)’s technology by bringing together
doctors of engineering, specialists, and researchers with more than 15
years of research experience in the medical device field to create a
world-class company in the medical device field among domestic
companies. In 2020, we started developing the ENT Debrider, an
otolaryngology surgical device with improved surgical safety and
convenience compared to existing products, and are developing medical
devices such as laparoscopic surgical clamps and real-time pneumothorax
diagnosis and treatment devices. Medicaretec is developing the most
difficult surgical and therapeutic medical devices among various medical
device fields and is jointly developing and commercializing technology with
the KIST.

02

스타트업 소개

Intellectual Property Rights
- 13 domestic registration
- 2 overseas registration

Awards
- GRaND K Encouragement
Award (Korea Institute of
Science and Technology,
Kyunghee University,
Korea University)
- 2021 Reddot design
award (Red dot)
- 2022 IF design award
(IF)

스마트시티
Website
www.medicaretec.com

Medicaretec was founded in November 2020 and registered as the
No. 1 research institute in Hongneung Inno Town in January 2021.
Currently, we are developing products in cooperation with the
Korea Institute of Science and Technology and Hongneung Inno
Town. We will continue to strive for research and development to
become a global company in the field of surgical and therapeutic
medical devices.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[K-Ground Ventures]

Established in 2018, K-Ground Ventures is a venture capital that invests in startups and patents
that commercialize source technologies such as research institutes and universities. CEO Cho
NamHoon, who is leading our company, made a virtuous cycle of the Daedeok startup ecosystem
by M&A of Plasmat to a global company while serving as the first president of Korea Science
and Technology Holdings. In addition, he is a representative player who has created substantial
scientific and technological commercialization results through M&A and IPO of many
research-based start-up companies. K-Ground Ventures is discovering and investing in disruptive
innovative technologies that lead cutting-edge technology trends such as semiconductors, bio,
metaverse, mobility, and the environment at an early stage. At the same time, as a co-operator
of Scale Up Tips and Post Tips, we are leading global business development and obtaining good
results. Moreover, we are playing the role of creating synergy in the expansion of existing
businesses of mid-sized companies and listed companies and the discovery of new businesses
by using our investment in startups as a stepping stone.

We recommend the startup [Bonotox]

Company
introduction
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Bonotox, a leader in the beauty industry that goes beyond cosmetics, is an
innovative company that leads the global beauty market by combining
beauty-specialized bio and cutting-edge cosmetic technology. In particular, the
company is taking the lead in developing anti-aging products based on
biotechnology. It is planning synergy products with excellent functions and effects
by combining cosmetics and devices, developing personalized skin care using an AI
platform, and integrating services through linking beauty clusters. Recently, as
Beauty Tech has emerged as a hot topic in the cosmetics industry, functional
cosmetics are facing the limit of not being able to keep up with the scientific and
consistent management of skin care using beauty devices.
To overcome these limitations of cosmetics, Bonotox is focusing on developing
products that fit the beauty paradigm so that active ingredients can be absorbed
into the skin more effectively. Starting with the eye & lip device, which was
launched in 2020 and is receiving great attention and response from Japanese
home shopping, department stores, and its malls, Bonotox is developing device
products that can maximize the skin improvement effect by applying technologies
such as LED and micro-current to beauty devices. Through this, the company
plans to expand into the medical beauty tech market by actively entering the
domestic and overseas beauty device markets.
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Introducing the Startup
[Bonotox]
Business Certification
- Venture company

With the motto of “Beauty Innovation”, BONOTOX combines Beauty
x Science x Technology to create new products with innovative

Intellectual Property Rights
- 23 domestic registration

development capabilities and novel ideas that other companies
cannot imitate.

02

We are a global cosmeceutical company that researches beauty

through science and technology. Beyond the boundaries of the

스타트업 소개

existing cosmetic concept, we have succeeded in developing

Second Skin Cream by combining continuous research and new
scientific technology with skin care. Our company's sales increased
due to product renewals, new product launches, and department
store/pop-up store openings.

We look

forward to

awareness and attracting investment through

increasing

스마트시티
collaboration
with

large corporations.

Website
www.bonotox.co.kr

Bonotox believes in the values of all members and respects and
studies the diversity of individuals and times to reflect our beliefs.
We are continuing our movement toward the right innovation so
that everyone can have new things that have never existed before.
Bonotox is growing into a global BT company that plays a
pioneering role in beauty technology by conducting business in
countries around the world.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[UTC Investment]

UTC Investment has experienced more than 200 investments at each stage of a company's
life-cycle for the past 30 years, centering on its managers with an average of 10 years of
investment history, and has built up a successful investment history. Transparency and integrity
are the core values of UTC Investment's investment philosophy for over 30 years since its
establishment in 1988.
Based on this, we were able to build long-term trusting relationships with investment partners,
and today, we have completed a virtuous cycle investment structure by closely communicating
with investment companies - capital markets - industry throughout all investment stages of Deal
Sourcing, Management, and Exit. By utilizing the accumulated know-how, we are striving to
become a reliable leading pacemaker so that companies can advance to the next stage of
growth.

We recommend the startup [Brain On]

Company
introduction
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Brain On is a biotechnology-based material development company for health functional foods.
Unlike similar companies of the same type, this company develops and owns the original
technology and patents for th global blockbusterization of new natural materials such
as commercialization, standardization, and specification setting by proving the scientific
efficacy of new natural materials. The company has already tried to enter the North
American market since 2014 and has won various awards in the North American market
for Cera-Q material, which is already effective in improving memory and concentration,
while establishing barriers to entry such as obtaining material patents and applying for supplementary
patents. In doing so, Brain On is building a strong US sales network.
Moreover, the company is in the final stage of development of global blockbuster health
functional food materials, such as SERITIDE, a fatty liver relief material that is not a
vailable as a health functional food, and MUSA, which is expected to grow rapidly in
the future because of the rapid growth of the exercise-related market due to the recent
pandemic. As a result, the company is recognized for its value abroad more than domestically.
There are still some areas that need to be supplemented, such as regulatory issues required
in Korea and weaknesses in production as a company specializing in development.
However, through this investment, if Brain On can complete development and develop
the stamina to respond to overseas demand, it will be able to grow into the only health
functional food material developer in Korea that has secured a mechanism.
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Introducing the Startup
[Brain On]
Business Certification
- Venture company

Brain On sells health functional foods that have the effect of improving
memory. Brain On developed new substances that improve memory and

Intellectual Property Rights
- 12 domestic registration
- 18 overseas registration

confirmed their efficacy through clinical trials, animal tests, and cell culture
tests. Our products work directly on brain cells to improve memory and

02

protect brain cells.

Currently, we have secured our exclusive rights by registering/applying for
patents and trademarks in more than 20 countries around the world,

스타트업 소개

including the United States. In addition to memory-improving functional
materials, we are developing functional food materials specialized with our
own technology, and exporting other functional materials through our
established overseas sales network.

스마트시티
Website
- http://brainonglobal.com

In the beginning, I started the business as a one-man company,
and I was researching and running the company alone. Brain On
was able to start exporting through overseas companies who
became interested in our product research results, Also, our
company was awarded the Million Dollar Export Tower. Currently,
we are exporting only to the United States, but we want to
expand our exporting countries to Europe, Southeast Asia, and
China. In the future, we will do our best to advance into the
global market and make products that are essential to people
around the world.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Stick Ventures]

STIC Ventures was established in July 2018 as a spin-off of the venture investment sector from
STIC Investments. We aim to become the best venture capital in Asia by inheriting our status
and brand as the representative venture capital in Korea. Stick Ventures aims to increase the
value of investment companies, maximize the profits of fund investors, and further contribute to
the

development

of

the

national

industry

based

on

the

management

philosophy

of

customer-centricity, talent first, and transparent management. Currently, the amount of working
capital is KRW 645.3 billion, and we are mainly investing in the fields of intelligent information
utilization, advanced manufacturing, ICT platform, and bio-health.

We recommend the startup [SOL Bio]
SOL Bio, an exosome-based early cancer diagnosis company, has a
differentiated use of exosomes compared to the liquid biopsy diagnosis
technology introduced in the market. SOL Bio's greatest strength is
that it has the technological competitiveness to see various biomarkers
at

the same time,

among the

companies

that

diagnose using

exosomes. Moreover, the founder has a lot of room for development
Company
introduction
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of the underlying technology as the inventor of the technology and is
making efforts to continuously develop new technologies.
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Introducing the Startup
[SOL Bio]
Business Certification
- Venture company

SOL Bio is a bio venture company that has registered or applied for more
than 20 domestic and foreign patents related to exosome separation kits and
cancer diagnostic kits in the field of liquid biopsy using exosomes. Our core
businesses are manufacturing multiple early diagnosis and companion
diagnosis products for cancer using blood exosome biomarkers and diagnosis
services.
The description of the technology developed by SOL Bio is as follows. Using
Neutra Release, a self-developed exosome immune isolation system product,
the cancer-specific exosome subgroup secreted by cancer cells contained in
5 drops of blood, about 0.2 mL, is first separated. After that, the
cancer-specific exosome subpopulation analysis technology ExoMAIN
diagnoses prostate cancer and early-stage malignant melanoma with over
90% accuracy. Based on the Series A investment, we are currently preparing
to establish and approve a clinical GMP facility, which is a core facility,
obtain an exosome separation in vitro diagnostic device product license, and
prepare for prostate cancer in vitro diagnostic device product approval.

Intellectual Property Rights
- 2 domestic registration
- 2 overseas registration
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스타트업 소개
스마트시티
Website
www.solbio.com

Hello, I am Baek Sehwan, the founder of SOL Bio and an emeritus professor
at Korea University. I founded Solbio in July 2019 to commercialize the
technology and know-how I have accumulated over the past 35 years in
immunodiagnostic research. Recently, the rapid aging of the global market
and the increase in acute and chronic diseases are naturally leading to an
increase in medical expenses, and as one of the solutions, the importance of
early diagnosis and personalized treatment for diseases is emerging.
SOL Bio's exosome isolation diagnosis technology is expected to greatly
increase the survival rate of cancer patients as it can diagnose early-stage
cancer patients, which are difficult to detect early, with high accuracy and
low cost using only a small amount of blood. SOL Bio's exosome isolation
and diagnosis technology is a groundbreaking platform technology that
enables early detection of severe intractable diseases such as cancer as well
as cardiovascular disease. SOL Bio is accelerating the commercialization of
the exosome isolation diagnostic system and plans to expand the diagnosis
area of diseases such as 5 major cancers, 10 major cancers, malignant
tumors, cardiovascular disease, and nervous system diseases through
biomarker profiling. I hope that SOL Bio will develop into a global diagnostic
kit company that has secured technologies for early diagnosis, companion
diagnosis, and personalized treatment of acute and chronic severe diseases
based on the standardization of exosome biomarkers.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Pathfinder H]

Pathfinder H is a venture capital firm established with the motto of Money Today, a media
specializing in economics, which is investing in entrepreneurs and innovative companies that are
pioneering new paths and contributing to the creation of a challenge and entrepreneurial spirit.
Since its establishment in 2017, we have formed and operated 9 investment unions with a total
of KRW 139 billion, including various start-up support funds such as youth start-up, early
start-up, and re-startup. We aim to grow together by paving a new path at the end of the road
by investing in the change and hope that the fresh ideas and amazing insights of young
entrepreneurs will create. We promise to provide strong support as an investor and partner so
that the new path pioneered by entrepreneurs can become a road that everyone can follow.

We recommend the startup [Small Machines]

Company
introduction
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Small Machines commercializes a digital imaging analyzer that enhances the
convenience of automation-based operation and measurement image analysis by
fusing AI technology with an arithmetic image reinterpretation algorithm that
overcomes the lens diffraction limit of a microscope, essential equipment for
bioresearch. In this way, the company preoccupies a high-value-added market that
is much larger than the market for single technologies such as confocal microscopy
and super-resolution microscopy. Moreover, Small Machines has developed a
microfluidic-based diagnostic chip with advanced sensitivity and accuracy with a
very small amount of samples using microfluidic engineering-based microchip
design and production technology, which is the core technology of the digital
healthcare industry. In addition, the company supplies diagnostic cartridges, image
analysis algorithms, and equipment to companies and research institutes that use
the diagnostic chip.
The company is promoting the business of improving the workflow of existing
blood test equipment and developing it into global standard equipment that can
create new value in the digital health care era through general blood tests by
connecting quantitative data and atypical images. The WHOPE (Whole Body Home
Predictive Examination) project of health doctors for a “healthy life” acquires images
of blood cells from human blood and analyzes them with AI to accumulate blood
data according to diseases. Based on these blood data, the WHOPE is going to
become a standard for future medical services for early diagnosis of diseases.
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Introducing the Startup
[Small Machines]
Business Certification
- Venture company

A representative product of Small Machines is ‘WHOPE’, a digital health
management platform. It is an abbreviation of Whole Body Home Predictive
Examination and is linked with the clinical decision support system by
comprehensively analyzing cellular, immune, and chemical test data using only a
small amount of blood taken from the finger.
Customized medical care is a regenerative medical technology that enables the
restoration of damaged tissues and organs that were not possible with
conventional drug or surgical treatment. This has emerged as a new medical
paradigm by reducing the side effects of existing drug treatments at a time
when the global biopharmaceutical market is being reorganized due to the 4th
industrial revolution and the aging population. However, since bio is invisible,
localization of analysis equipment and precise analysis of innovative data provided
by the equipment are essential for the virtuous cycle structure of industries such
as experiments, data analysis, and quality inspection. Small Machines can
precisely analyze such analysis equipment and innovative data in Korea.

02

스타트업 소개
스마트시티

Intellectual Property Rights
- 12 domestic registration
- 7 overseas registration

Awards
- 2020 Hana Bank President Award
(Ministry of SMEs and Startups)
- Selected as an excellent company
by the Ministry of SMEs and
Startups in 2020 (Ministry of
SMEs and Startups)
- Evaluated as excellent in the
performance utilization evaluation
of the KIAT industrial technology
innovation project in 2021 (Korea
Institute for Advancement of
Technology)
- Received a Minister prize at 2021
Research Industry Merit Award
(Ministry of Science and ICT)
- Grand Prize at the 14th Digital
Innovation 2019 (Hankook Ilbo)

Website
https://smallmachines.co.kr/default/

Small Machines, a medical device manufacturing company founded
in 2014, is a startup aiming to realize universal medical coverage.
As the desire for a 'healthy life for the elderly' grows along with
the extension of life expectancy due to the development of
medical technology, the philosophy that it is time for medical care
to be converted to a prevention and management-centered system
rather than a treatment is leading the company. Choi Junkyu, CEO
of Small Machines, emphasized that if the cost of treatment can
be reduced through early diagnosis through the generation of
digital data for prevention and management with innovative medical
devices, this can lead to medical benefits for more people. We are
trying to develop and distribute a field-specific diagnostic cartridge
that provides precise analysis results with a compact machine,
which can be easily introduced anywhere, and that non-specialists
can measure results with only a small amount of blood.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Michigan Venture Capital]

Michigan Venture Capital was established in 2002 and has been supporting the growth of venture
companies for about 20 years. Michigan Venture Capital discovers venture companies in various
fields that change the future with innovative ideas, raises funds and makes investments. We are
investing in venture companies that will change the paradigm of the future in various industries
such as content, media, healthcare, distribution, F&B, and AgTech. We make it the very essence
of our company to establish a will to change the future with them with a sense of solidarity.

We recommend the startup [M20]

Company
introduction
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The first reason we invested in M20 is the company's technology. In keeping
with the growth of the healthcare industry, M20 operates a smart home training
business that provides a technology service that combines fitness and content.
‘MYO MIRROR’, a healthcare device developed by M20, stimulates muscles with
a modulated low-medium frequency (CMB technology) that combines mediumand low-frequency signals to increase muscle mass. In recognition of this
technology, M20 was awarded the Korea Digital Management Innovation Award
and the Minister of SMEs and Startups Award.
The second reason is M20's global capabilities. Due to its outstanding global
capabilities, M20 signed a contract to export at least $11 million to the US for 5
years when participating in CES. Moreover, the company is recognized for its
technological prowess around the world by collaborating with a Japanese fitness
brand and negotiate the introduction of the company's equipment to 170
branches.
The third reason is the members of M20. CEO Kim Jingil had worked as a PD
for a long time and has excellent content planning and production capabilities. As
a subscription-type home training content platform that responds to the rapidly
increasing demand for home training in the post-COVID-19 era, M20 is leading
content differentiation with CEO Kim Jingil's content planning capabilities.
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Introducing the Startup
[M20]
Business Certification
- Venture company
- Innobiz

M20

is

a

healthcare

company

that

develops

and

services

CMB

technology-based fitness equipment and medical devices for the prevention
and treatment of sarcopenia that threatens the health of modern people.
Maintaining muscle mass in our bodies is an essential condition for enjoying
a healthy life. M20 has been contemplating an exercise method that can be

02

performed by people who cannot move their body or have damaged joints,
such as stroke patients, long-term hospitalized patients, and severely
disabled people. And, based on these concerns, we have developed CMB

스타트업 소개

(CORE MUSCLE BOOSTER) technology that can protect muscles even for
people with physical disabilities.

In line with the surge in demand for non-face-to-face services due to
COVID-19, we will move forward towards a larger market, such as fitness,
home

training,

and

smart

healthcare,

through

'CMB'

advanced version of the previous 'electric muscle

technology, an
스마트시티
stimulation' technology,
Website

and a convergence business model.

M20 has

developed a

combining

EMS

http://www.myomirror.com/

smarter

technology

and user-friendly service by

imported

from

Europe

with

IT

technology. MYO MIRROR is the world's first low-mid frequency
muscle exercise + body composition analyzer + user application
type of healthcare service.
M20 will widely disseminate CMB technology-based services to
popularize

healthcare

services

that

can

be

used

easily

and

conveniently by both healthy people and physically disabled people,
regardless of time and place. We will do our best to help
everyone enjoy a healthy life.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[KB Investment]

KB Investment is an active investment company with the largest number of IRs in Korea because of its
rational decision-making process by the management, a large number of venture capitalists, and support from
its financial group company. We are a flexible and speedy organization that suits the situation of the
company. We provide a flexible and flexible structure so that we can invest depending on the state of the
startup. Although our company is a large investor, it has great flexibility to respond to changes, which is an
advantage for venture capitalists. In addition, our company has a well-established support team to provide
strong support to support our investment. We think our compliance team, which has professionalism, system,
and speed, is also the best in Korea. The support team has never said NO, even when the deal had to go
fast. The investment decision process is transparent. It is conducted according to the voting system and has
a transparent decision-making structure for the pros and cons of the deal because it is openly voted on right
after the investment review. Thanks to our organization's performance, we became the No. 1 investment
company this year. Being the No. 1 financial group company in Korea is also our strength. Depending on the
situation and size of the deal, we can also create synergies with securities companies and banks.

We recommend the startup [Imagoworks]

Company
introduction
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In the process of spreading modelless dentistry, which provides customized
treatment in a short time by digitizing the oral and anatomical information of
patients with oral scans and CBCT, the CAD process for designing cavities is
acting as a bottleneck. When using foreign CAD S/W worth tens of thousands of
won, even skilled workers have to design a dental prostheses with dozens of
clicks and drags.
The need for a next-generation CAD solution that can automate the design of
dental prostheses and cloud-based collaboration has emerged. However, the
prerequisite for this, 3D data processing unique to dentistry, was a technical
challenge for CAD S/W innovation. Imagoworks is rapidly positioning itself as a
tech enabler of modelless dentistry, being fully equipped with CAD, AI, and cloud
technologies. Based on the 3D data processing technology that it has accumulated
expertise in, the company has integrated 3D deep learning, which is rare
worldwide, into its algorithms. Based on this, Imagoworks has not only secured
differentiated competitiveness compared to domestic and foreign competitors
within two years of its establishment but has also proven its technological
prowess by accumulating numerous references to domestic top-tier dental medical
device companies. Among companies that are attempting to run a business based
on the three source technologies of CAD, AI, and cloud, we think that
Imagoworks is the most advanced company in the world.
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Introducing the Startup
[Imagoworks]

Imagoworks is a digital dental solution specialist, operating 3Dme
Solutions. ‘3Dme Solutions’ is a web-based service that is leading
the

digitalization

of

dentistry

by

providing

automatic

crown

02

prosthesis design, automatic registration of 3D scan data, and
automatic segmentation of individual teeth through AI.

In particular, by using AI to design a crown prosthesis easily and

스타트업 소개

quickly with just a few clicks, 3Dme Solutions can greatly reduce
dental treatment time.

Moreover, it can automatically match various dental 3D scan data,
such as CBCT and oral/facial scan data, at once. AI separates the

스마트시티

patient's 3D dental scan data into individual tooth data, enabling
fast and accurate tooth segmentation, the key to digital orthodontic
treatment.

Website
www.imagoworks.ai

Imagoworks aims to create future medical technology for both
medical workers and patients.
Based on AI and cloud technology, we will help dentists and
dental technicians around the world to provide the best treatment
more conveniently, and ultimately create medical technology for
patients.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Hana Ventures]

Hana Ventures is the specialized venture capital of Hana Financial Group established in 2018 and
the first full-time new technology business finance company among domestic financial groups.
Since the establishment of the company, we have made initial investments in e-book and
webtoon platform Lidy, Korean beef distribution startup Sirloin, online video service (OTT)
company Watcha, and crowdfunding platform Wadiz. And, we have successfully achieved
investment exit through M&A with webtoon platform Tapas and game company Royal Crow. As
of May 2022, our company has achieved KRW 841 billion in assets under management (AUM)
and plans to contribute to the innovation and development of domestic and foreign startups and
investment ecosystems and focus on its role as an adventure investor.

We recommend the startup [CHARMACIST]
The pharmacy industry is a huge market, but there is still no software
available to help increase sales. In this situation, CHARMACIST is
forming a business model that has the potential to develop into a
variety of business models that can enjoy direct sales revenue based
on customer data collected by using pharmacies as a contact point.
And, the company is quickly securing chain pharmacies that are the
Company
introduction

point of contact. We decided to invest in CHARMACIST because we
thought that the company’s management with excellent influence in the
pharmacist community could quickly expand the company by utilizing
the pharmacy chain network they already have and establish the
company as a leading software company in the pharmacy industry.
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Introducing the Startup
[CHARMACIST]

CHARMACIST started various academic and public interest activities within
the pharmaceutical industry based on cooperatives in the early 2010s and
established the company in December 2018 as a pharmacy platform leading
the digital transformation of pharmacies based on the pharmacy chain

02

business model. Enterprise. In the current trend of increasing needs for

individual customization, we are continuously researching and developing

스타트업 소개

pharmacists-customized pharmacies and patient-specific consultations. As a
pharmacist, we are working hard to provide more professional and sincere

care for public health with the right philosophy. We are not just targeting

pharmacy chains. We are combining various platforms that can make
pharmacies and pharmacists’ consultations more professional and more

스마트시티

convenient. To create a pharmacist that the Korean people can trust, we

are creating a pharmacy model that represents Korea, which is better than
Walgreens in the US and Boots in the UK.

CHARMACIST started with a cooperative-based academic, book, and publishing
business (Farmway) and expanded into a pharmacy chain business. Within three
years of starting the chain business, it has gained more than 270 members of
the National Pharmacy Association and established 150 pharmacies.
The steady and stable growth of CHARMACIST started with the increase in
public health awareness and the 1st branch of CHARMACIST’s won the
‘Pharmacy Management Grand Prize’ in 2018. In addition, amid the emergence of
various health and medical platforms, programs and platforms designed to
improve pharmacists' professionalism, such as providing various solutions
including non-face-to-face pharmacist consultation and managing customer
biographies, without compromising the pharmacist's professionalism, have become
the foundation for our growth. Among them, the development of a consulting
algorithm to improve the pharmacist's professionalism and the planning of a
Fitamin service platform that satisfies both consumers and pharmacists can be
seen as the turning point for CHARMACIST. Recently, we are focusing more on
the health platform business that helps pharmacists in consultation and enables
people to enjoy a healthier life. In the case of the medical field, various systems
and AI solutions that can improve the diagnosis and treatment of doctors are
being actively developed, but the pharmaceutical industry has been somewhat
lacking. Therefore, CHARMACIST continues to develop pharmacy systems and
solutions and is concentrating on developing a specialized platform for
pharmacists to further specialize in consultation and to communicate with
patients and consumers conveniently.

Website
www.charmacist.co.kr

CEO’s
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[East Gate Partners]

East Gate Partners is an LLC-type venture capital firm specializing in investment in early-stage
companies. East Gate Partnersis was established by investment reviewers with managerial
ownership to manage funds. East Gate Partners is a venture capital company that launched its
first fund in 2010 and is performing outstandingly across various industries. We are doing our
best to support growth rather than simply investing, and we are concentrating on investment and
support for early venture startups. East Gate Partners' mission is to become a reliable partner in
supporting the growth of venture companies as a business partner.

We recommend the startup [Purple Gorilla]
As more and more people exercise, interest in protein water has also
increased. Purple Gorilla is developing delicious and absorbent products
by

securing

high-quality

protein

raw

materials

and

developing

transparent protein drinks. In particular, the exclusive supply contract
with Wisconsin-based Company G, which received 99% of high-purity
whey protein raw materials, enhances the company's competitiveness.
Company
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Through the marketing contract of INNOCEAN, a large listed company,
Purple Gorilla can have greater sales growth when it fully promotes its
products in 2022.
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Introducing the Startup
[Purple Gorilla]
Intellectual Property Rights
Currently, Purple Gorilla's main product is protein water. It is sold to

- 12 domestic registration
- 12 overseas registration

customers in a D2C manner on its website, and there is a regular
subscription model so that core customers can consume protein water
more conveniently. There are products with a protein content of 20g and a
product with a protein content of 40g. On our website, we are providing
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online delivery to business members' business sites. To make protein intake
and exercise more firmly established in customers' lives, Purple Gorilla is

also running a protein water subscription service. We plan to grow as a

스타트업 소개

beverage product brand and diversify our products by utilizing the market
potential of protein. In addition, we plan to implement a system that
connects exercise instructors and members through protein, a nutrient
closely related to exercise, so that it can blend naturally into customers'
lifestyles.

Rather

than

immediate

quantitative

growth,

we

want

to

스마트시티

successfully achieve qualitative growth by securing key customers.

Website
www.onblueteam.com

The preference for protein drinks was increasing as people realized
that consuming sports drinks is necessary not only to replenish
body fluids but also to quickly supplement protein to muscles after
exercise. We started our business thinking that helping people
consume and enjoy protein drinks more conveniently is the
problem we need to solve. Sports are deeply entrenched in our
daily lives. Our goal is to become an unprecedented global brand
in Korea by growing into a brand where anyone who enjoys sports
can conveniently consume water and protein. To this end, we plan
to actively develop not only products but also services using IT
technology if necessary. In addition, we plan to launch a protein
drink suitable for the senior generation by researching and
developing protein beverage products suitable for the forthcoming
senior generation together with university hospitals.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Venture Capital
[Yellowdog]

In 2021, the existing Yellowdog (Korea's first-generation impact investment institution established in 2016)
was rebranded as Envisioning Partners, and all existing investment manpower and investment unions were
transferred. Envisioning Partners is a professional investment institution that manages the largest impact
investment assets in Korea. In 2021, it created a fund specializing in climate tech for the first time in Korea.
Since the domestic impact ecosystem was born, Envisioning Partners has shown leadership at the industry
level to establish ESG and impact investment as a new standard in the capital market.
From the very beginning, we have defined and focused on the four impact domains where we will focus our
investments: (1) climate change, (2) health & wellness, (3) education, and (4) the future of work. All of these
areas have significant social needs that can be turned into huge market opportunities. Envisioning has
continuously upgraded its investment perspective by focusing on prioritized impact domains. Based on the
domain expertise we have accumulated, we have established a preemptive deal sourcing system and are
actively contributing to the increase in the value of investment companies.

We recommend the startup [Happy Moonday]
Happy Moonday focuses on the production and distribution (DtC) of
organic menstrual products (sanitary pads, tampons) based on the
theme of women's health and operates Hey Moon, a mobile platform
for women's health care. Happy Moonday's products and Hey Moon are
contributing to women's health promotion by concentrating on women's
reproductive health, which has been neglected, and helping women
Company
introduction

take

the

initiative

in

managing

them.

As

women

emerged

as

independent consumers, we decided to invest in this company, paying
attention that the services developed by women for women will be in
the spotlight and grow in the future.
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Introducing the Startup
[Happy Moonday]
Business Certification
- Venture company
- Women’s business

Happy Moonday is a menstrual-oriented healthcare company that pursues
the mission of ‘the healthy life of more women’. ‘Hey Moon’, a

Intellectual Property Rights
- 17 domestic registration

personalized health app that can meticulously manage changes in body and
emotions along with the menstrual cycle, and a convenient subscription
service

that

delivers

menstrual

products

regularly

according

an
02

to

individual’s menstrual cycle are our representative products. We are

Awards
- 2018 Hi Seoul Excellent
Product Brand Award
(Seoul Business Agency)

meeting various women's health needs by developing our own organic

스타트업 소개

cotton sanitary pads, the only organic cotton tampon in Korea that comes
in three sizes, light, regular and super, as well as menstruation, vaginal
health, and sex life. In addition, we are building unrivaled competitiveness
as a femtech leader that provides excellent services, commerce, and

스마트시티

content by introducing accurate health information in an easy-to-understand

manner through various channels such as blogs, newsletters, Instagram,
YouTube, and Twitter.

Website
www.happymoonday.com

Menstruation, which most women experience repeatedly for over
30 years, is an important indicator of women's health. But in the
meantime, wasn't it difficult to find a service that provides
accurate information about menstruation and the menstrual cycle,
provides a variety of supplies, and manages health carefully?
Happy Moonday provides services, commerce, and content that
can solve various problems related to the menstrual cycle, such as
menstruation, vaginal health, sex life, and PMS. We want to
become a company that helps anyone to easily and conveniently
access women's health centering on menstruation and to focus on
what they want to do.

CEO’s
story
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Introducing the Startup
[Cosmic Green]

Cosmic

Green is

an eco-friendly

plant

management

solution

company that produces eco-friendly fertilizers that replace chemical
fertilizers by grafting microbial activity to plant wastes thrown away
in Korea. Cobby, a fertilizer made from coffee grounds that
generate 130,000 tons of waste a year, is our main product. To
use it for indoor gardening, our slogan is ‘Coffee that plants drink’.
Cosmic Green provides a variety of information and products to
plant growers while providing a non-stop solution that not only
manufactures fertilizer using food waste but also connects plant
management information and prescription products.
Website
www.leafystore.kr

Cosmic Green develops product planning and PB products based
on the results of R&D and sells various products for growing
plants, such as re-potting soil, nutrients, and horticultural sprayers.
To promote Cosmic Green to more people, we are operating Naver
Smart Store and our online mall, Leafy, and we want to continue
our Instagram channel and content activities. We will do our best
to provide better quality products and services to those who are
interested in plants.
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